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PREFACE 
An�m , a non-Austrones ian language, and Lusi, an Austrone s ian language, 
are spoken in cont iguous areas of West New Britain, Papua New Guinea . 
Thi s  study introduces evidenc e that Lusi has been p idgini sed by speakers 
of an earlier form of An�m . 
Three main categories of evidence are discus sed : 1 .  Whi le An�m and 
Lusi are typologically very similar , neither resembles non-Me lane sian 
Austrone sian language s .  2 .  Compared with either An�m or non-Melane s ian 
Austrones ian languages, Lusi appears structurally s imp le ,  a salient 
feature normally associat ed with creoles .  3. Whi le the basic  vocabulary 
of Lus i  is c learly Aust rone sian , much of i t s  non-basic vocabulary is of  
An�m origin . 
The the s i s  support s the view that the diversity and aberrant c harac ­
teri s t ic s of Me lane s ian Aust ronesian languages result direct ly from 
p idgini sat i on by speakers of various, diverse non-Austrones ian languages . 
The thesis challenge s the current neogrammarian model in which language 
change is seen as gradual by propos ing pidgini sation as a central pro­
c e s s  in language change . 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. MEL ANES I A N  LANGUAGES 
Although the term Melanes ian has been used in various ways in 
reference to language groupings ,  it is restricted here to a purely 
ge ographic term designat ing roughly New Guinea , the Bi smarck Archi­
pelago , the Solomon I s lands , the New Hebrides ,  New Caledonia and Fij i .  
The language s of Melane sia are usually c la s s i fied into two maj or cate­
gories . The Austrone sian ( AN )  or Malayo-Polyne sian languages of  
Melanesia are related genetically to the language s of  Malagasy , 
Indones ia ,  t he interior of Taiwan , Mi crone sia and Polynesia . In 
Melanesia , AN languages are usually restricted in di stribut ion t o  t he 
smaller is lands and t o  t he coastal regions of the larger is lands . All  
the other languages of Me lane sia are spoken of collectively as non­
Aust ronesian ( NAN ) or Papuan , a res idual cat egory whic h  most lingui s t s  
believe t o  have n o  overtones of genet ic relat edne s s . The NAN languages 
are spoken most solidly on New Guinea , part ic ularly in the interior , 
but also in scatt ered areas , often interior , t hroughout the smaller 
i s lands of Melanesia . 
The AN language s of Me lane sia ( MNAN ) pose several int erest ing 
problems for linguist s . Although c learly AN , they are an ext reme ly 
diverse group differing so widely in structure and lexicon from one 
area to another that no consensus exi s t s  on how they should be 
clas s i fied int ernally , let alone how they relate t o  AN languages out ­
side Melanesia . The general sparsenes s  of dat a on these language s 
make s the solution of these prob lems much more diffi cult ; most of t he 
languages in que st ion are known only through short wordl i st s ,  most  
unpubli shed and many collected by lingui st ically unsophi s t i c ated 
mi s s i onaries and co lonial officials . 
In 1 9 6 2a , Capell revived a theory introduced by Ray ( 19 2 6 ) who had 
explained the nature of MNAN languages in terms of c onta c t s  between 
indigenous NAN-speaking peoples and immigrant Indone s ians . Thi s so-
1 
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2 
called pidgini sation hypothe s i s  postulates that AN-speaking sett lers 
mixed with local populat ions and imposed their language s ,  which wer� 
then imperfe c t ly learned and pidginised by people speaking diverse NAN 
language s ,  with the result that the reformulated AN languages of 
Melanes ia are now as diverse , in some respect s ,  a s  their original NAN 
sub strat a . 
Both Cape ll ( 19 4 3 ,  19 6 2 a )  and Ray ( 19 2 6 ) point t o  the small 
proport ion of Me lane sian AN vocabulary that c an be related t o  Indones ian , 
while Capell ( 19 6 9 , 197 1 ,  1976a ) has elaborated on the grammat ical 
s imilarit i e s  between the AN languages of coastal New Guinea and the 
NAN language s of  the int erior . According t o  Cape ll , the former 
" language s would seem to be at root NAN language s wit h a veneer of AN 
lexicon and l e s s  grammar . Fact s  of this nature sugge st that here at 
least if not also elsewhere in AN linguist i c  territory there has been 
pidgin i s at ion "  ( 19 71 : 3 34 ) .  
Thi s  t heory has been less  than popular . Of the language s of New 
Britain , where she has conduc ted research , Chowning writ e s : 
I should emphasize the fact that these NAN languages do not seem to have 
greatly influenced any of the neighbouring AN languages . . . .  It is 
certainly begging the question to speak of an NAN substratum in such 
languages when this substratum cannot be derived from any identifiable 
NAN language. ( 19 6 9 : 2 1 )  
In the discus sion o f  Cape ll ' s  ' Oceanic Lingui s t i c s  Today ' ( 19 6 2a ) , 
Dyen , whose lexic ostat istical c la s s i ficat ion of AN ( 19 6 2b , 196 5 )  point s 
t o  New Britain as a possible AN homeland , writ e s : "There are no mixed 
language s .  . • .  The hypothe s i s  of pidgini zation i s  untenab l e "  ( 19 6 2a : 4 0 4 ) . 
Goodenough states : "We must c onc lude that the pidginizat ion theory of 
MN [ =MNANJ language s rests on wrong assumpt ions and faulty methodology " 
( 19 6 2 : 4 0 7 ) . Subsequent ly , in the same discus sion , Grace makes the 
following , we ll-conceived challenge : 
Another reason why I am skeptical of the pidginization hypothesis in its 
present form is the failure of investigators so far to show any connection 
between the presumed "non-Austronesian" vocabulary of the Austronesian 
languages in Melanesia and known Papuan [=NANJ languages. One would 
suppose that somewhere there would be found a surviving Papuan language 
which had oeen closely related to the since discarded Papuan language 
which had supplied the bulk of the vocabula- y for o�e of the Melanesian 
[=ANJ languages .  Thus , somewhere we should find a Melanesian language 
and a Papuan language which shared the bulk of their non-basic vocabulary. 
Such a pair of languages , if they could be produced, would constitute a 
powerful confirmation of the pidginization hypothesis . So far they have 
not been produced. ( 19 6 2 : 4 0 9-10 ) 
As far a s  I know , thi s i s  s t i ll the c ase . The primary aim of this  
the s i s  i s  t o  demonst rate that two language s spoken in West  New Britain , 
An�m ( NAN ) and Lusi ( AN ) , const itut e j ust such a pair of language s 
c apable of resolving the argument in favour of Capell and Ray . 
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An�m and Lusi are spoken by 4 0 0  and 1 0 0 0  people respect ively in 
contiguous areas of the Kaliai Census Division of We st New Britain , 
Papua New Guinea . A grammar of Lusi has been written by Count s ( 19 6 9 )  
and the phonology of An�m described by Thurston ( 197 6 ) . Lusi appears 
to be an AN language which has been pidgini sed at least twice , onc e by 
speakers of an earlier form of An�m . It is pos sib le that modern Lus i  
is  based on a lingua franca used b y  the Siasi t raders who carried goods 
between New Guinea and New Britain across the Vit iaz  St rait . 
In the succ eeding sections of this chapte r ,  field methods are 
described and the languages of Kaliai are introduc ed to provide a 
cont ext for the reader with no previous experienc e with the area . In 
Chapt er 2 ,  An�m and Lus i  are compared structurally with AN languages 
spoken out side Melane sia in order to e st ablish t hat Lusi diverge s 
typologically from what might be called Standard Austrones ian ( SAN ) 
in the direct ion of An�m . In Chapter 3 ,  An�m and Lus i  are compared 
to show that Lusi is structurally simp le in the same way that p idgins 
and c reoles are simple . In Chapter 4 ,  An�m and Lus i  lexicons are 
examined in order to demonstrat e that a large port ion of Lusi non­
basic vocabulary is derived from An�m . Thi s  exerc i se also reveals 
aspe c t s  of the nature of the original contact situat ion . The imp li­
cations of the study are examined in Chapter 5 .  The se inc lude 
crit i c i sms of the current neogrammarian-based methods and assumptions 
in comparat ive-historical lingui sti c s . 
To avoid overburdening the reader with exc e s s ive detail within the 
body of the thes i s , and to provide a convenient reference sourc e ,  
appendic e s  are inc luded with map s , a Swadesh 100-word list , detai l s  
o f  An�m and Lusi phonology and morphology , and a samp le text . 
1.2. VATA C O L LECT I ON 
Using Tok Pisin as a contact language , data on An�m were collected 
on two separate field trip s . On the first , from July to November 1 9 7 5 , 
I worked by myse l f ,  focus s ing most of my att ent ion on the phonology of 
the language which formed the basis of my M . A .  thesis ( Thurston 1 9 76 ) . 
On the se cond trip , from July to November 1 97 8 ,  I enlisted the aid of 
a linguist , Rick Goulden , as research ass � stant . On both occasions , 
re search was conducted from an abandoned house in the coastal village 
of Karaiai . 
Most of the informat ion was exchanged in quite informal s e s s ions 
that often lasted many hours . Since the An�m are outgoing , friendly 
and talkat ive , I se ldom needed to go out of my way to find informant s ;  
most of my elicitat ion ses sions were held with a dozen or so people 
present . Because formal ,  controlled elicitat ion s e s s ions were nearly 
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impos s ib le t o  organise , most  of the data were gathered quit e informally 
whi le the An�m taught me t heir language as they t each foreign language s 
t o  their children ; it is a common form of entertainment for older An�m 
people t o  t each chi ldren t o  repeat sentences in other nearby language s .  
In spite of the somet ime s irritat ing chaos , I quickly learned t o  
apprec iate t he value of t h i s  method of research . First , a s  my ear 
became attuned t o  the s ound of the language , I was able t o  li sten t o  
natural speech , p i c k  out phrases and sentenc e s , and integrate them into 
my not e s , often , in the proces s ,  generat ing the speech required to con­
verse about a part icular subj ect . This  procedure made it  p o s s ib le to 
collect dat a on subj e c t s  the An�m actually t alk about , even subj e c t s  
that initially they were embarrassed to discuss with m e  - ob s c ene 
humour , for examp le . 
Second , without having t o  contrive spec ial s e s sions , I was able t o  
t ake not e s  on speech variat ion within the community - for instance , the 
difference in speech between young and old people ( Thurston 1 9 76 ) . I 
was also given the opportunity t o  observe the same forms used repeatedly 
by the same people in various contexts and e st ablish the di fference in 
some instances between their prescript ive norms and what they actually 
said . 
Third , by having numerous and varied peop le pre s ent during elicita­
t ion , I c ould rely on a built-in check that was often useful . That is , 
somet imes a misunderstanding on my part or my informant s '  was picked 
up by another person and c larified ; some t imes one informant could 
provide the c ontext , where another could not , t o  exp lain subt leties in 
An�m t hat are di fficult t o  c onvey in Tok Pi sin ; and sometimes , one 
informant would return after a s e s s ion and di screet ly explain that 
another informant had hedged on que st ions that were apparently s ensi­
t i ve for reasons of kinship , name t abus or some such concerns . 
A fourth and perhap s  the most import ant advantage of informal 
s e s s ions was that they avoided the problems of choos ing a "main " 
informant from a small community and creat ing resentment and suspic ion 
in t he proce s s .  The An�m , an int ere sted and soc iable people , would 
resent being exc luded from a group in which information was being 
exchanged freely in both dire c t i ons . 
In order t o  obtain continuous t ext s in formal narrative style , 
numerous s e s s ion� were carefully arranged in which the village noise 
level was c ooperatively suppres sed t o  record on t ape stories and myt hs 
from a dozen informant s .  I am grat eful t o  my most talented and 
reliable informant , Hendrik Sasalo , who spent hundreds of t edious hours 
he lping me to t ranscribe two of these tapes , one represent ing a solid 
hour of spoken An�m . As part of the t ranscript ion proc es s ,  Hendrik 
also made valuab le editorial comment s of a prescriptive nature and 
supp lied paradigms and meanings for unfami liar morpheme s .  
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The Lusi data are based large ly on Counts ( 19 6 9 ) and on unpub lished 
data kindly provided by David and Dorothy Count s .  To augment thi s and 
obtain dat a comparable to the An�m data , part of the 1 9 7 8  field trip 
was spent elicit ing data on both Lusi and We st ern Kove , a dialect 
related t o  Lus i . Although most of  the Lusi and Kove data were provided 
by vis itors t o  Karaiai , we also spent a week in the Lusi vil lage of 
Kandoka checking and augmenting our notes on Lusi . Rick Goulden 
focussed most of his energies on this aspect of  the proj ect . 
In general , the same informal methods were used with Lus i  as with 
An�m . One married couple , a Lus i man , Anis , and his wife , Panau , both 
living in the Lusi vil lage of Atiat u ,  frequently vi s i t ed An�m relatives 
in Karaiai and provided valuable information on the comparabi lity of 
An�m and Lusi forms . Panau was ab le to t ake an An�m form , trans late 
quite reliably into Lusi ( or vice versa ) ,  and check the form with her 
husband who knew virt ually no An�m . When checked with other An�m and 
Lusi informant s ,  the s e  forms proved invariably ac curate . 
One of our Lus i  informant s  in Kandoka , Geti Solou , had a remarkable 
t alent for sugge st ing to us areas of  his language that we might other­
wise have omitted . We are ext remely grat eful t o  this man for spending 
many hours a day with us , enthu s iast ically eager for us t o  get as much 
information as pos sible and t o  get it down in corre ct form . 
Since non-basic vocabulary feature s st rongly in this study , it was 
important to co llect as many name s as pos sible in An�m and Lus i  for 
items like obs cure insec t s  and p lant s .  A t axonomi st would have been 
valuab le , since most of the insect s and p lant s of the area are unfam­
i l iar to me . For the An�m and Lus i  too , the names of many of the s e  
items fall int o the cat egory of esoteric knowledge . Indeed ,  the 
knowledge of such trivia correlates positively with the lack of both 
formal education and invo lvement in the cash economy . That i s , people 
with some formal educ ation or interest in acquiring cash tend not t o  
know the names for the lower taxonomic orders o f  p lant s and animals .  
The An�m , who are l e s s  educated ( in Western terms ) than the Lusi , and 
who have only recently become involved in s e lling copra , t end to be 
more generally aware of the name s for the ' l ittle ' t hings in their 
environment thaq are the Lusi . 
Whenever po s sible , photographs were used to elicit the name s of  
flora and fauna . Probab ly because of their greater exposure to printed 
mat erials , young people were better able to identi fy animals and p lant s 
from pictures than were older people . For some things , however , photo­
graphs were useles s .  Kinds of  frogs , for instance , are not recogni sed 
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by t heir appearanc e ,  but by the sounds they make and the particular 
environment they inhabit . In spite of thi s ,  the An�m were able t o  
group many i t ems into t axonomic categories . For instance , x ,  y and z 
are types of fre sh-water snai ls , whi le p ,  q and r are types of fragrant 
herbs . If the terms in Lusi and An�m were in the same cat egory and 
were phonologically similar , they are clas s i fied here as terms refer­
ring to the same item .  Checks were conduc ted whenever possible , with 
b i lingual informant s or with a Lusi and an An�m t ogether with the thing 
t o  be named . 
At t ime s , I felt uneasy about at tributing to the An�m language 
vocabulary items that seemed to be known to only a s ingle senior person 
in the society , but on numerous occasions , another old person from 
another vi llage would produce the same label for the same item ,  or a 
re lated term would turn up unexpectly from the rec e s s e s  of the memory 
of an old Lus i  person . Thi s  checking demonstrated that the t erms are 
reliable and sugges t s  that they were more current in the past than now . 
Some t ime s , no one knew the name ; for this reason , I am confident that 
my informant s were not manufacturing name s j ust  to please me . 
1.3. THE AN�M PEOPL E  ANV THEI R  LANGUAG E 
An�m i s  spoken by some 4 0 0  people in four villages in the Kaliai 
and Bariai Census Divisions . It i s  not ment ioned by Friederici ( 1 912 )  
who conducted field work in Bariai t o  the west and Kove t o  the east of  
Kaliai , nor i s  it ment ioned by Capell ( 19 6 2b ) . It first  came to the 
attent i on of linguis t s  as a result of  a survey of the languages of 
the Kaliai Census Divi sion conduc ted by David Count s ( 19 69 ) . Count s 
c o l le c t ed a standard wordlist  of An�m which e stab l i s hed that out of  
t he six local languages spoken in Kaliai , An�m alone i s  NAN . Us ing 
Count s '  dat a ,  Chowning ( 19 6 9 )  came to the same conclusion . 
According t o  Chowning ( 19 6 9 : 2 0 - 2 1 ) , it i s  unlikely that An�m can 
be related t o  the NAN languages of East New Britain . Greenberg ( 19 7 1 ) , 
however , has c l a s s i fied An�m as a member of the New Britain branch of 
h i s  hypothetical Indo-Pa c i fic language fami ly , while Wurm p laces An�m 
in what he calls the New Britain St ock ,  a member of the East Papuan 
Phylum ( 1 9 7 5 : 2 5 ) .  As far as I know , all  three have been working with 
Count s ' original wordlist  which i s  j ust too smal l  t o  allow for anything 
but the most rudimentary ident ification of morpheme s ,  let alone struc ­
ture . Having compared An�m with the available material on Baining 
( Fut s cher 1 9 5 9 , Capell 1 9 6 9 ) , Taulil ( Laufer 1 9 5 0 , Fut s cher 1 9 59 ) , 
and Sulka ( Schneider 1 9 6 2 ) ,  some of the NAN language s of East New 
Britain , I can only reaffirm Chowning ' s  original statement: 
Anem , Wasi , and Kol seem quite distinct from each other and from the 
little Sulka , Baining and Taulil material I have examined .... At 
present , the NAN languages of New Britain seem even more diverse than 
the AN ones. ( 19 6 9 : 2 1 )  
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Acc ording t o  the An�m , their present territory was once more densely 
populated . The An�m did not cons ider themselves t o  be a s ingle unit , 
but were divided into at least ten named , exogamous groups , each 
occupying a zone , usually a strip of land fol lowing a mountain ridge 
from the ocean t o  the peak of Mount Andewa and bounded on either s ide 
by rivers . Be fore European cont act , the s e  sub-groups engaged in 
chronic warfare with one another and with all other out s iders . 
The An�m say that their anc e s t ors used to live in fort i fied haml e t s  
s c attered along t h e  c rests of t h e  mountain ridges . From there , sent i­
nels kept wat ch for movement s in the vic init y ,  espec ially for Kove who 
apparently conducted �aids along the coast . Partly because of the 
constant threat of att ack , particularly on the beach , the An�m had no 
t radit ion of canoe-bui lding or off-shore fi shing . When saltwater or 
shellfish were wanted , armed men accompanied an expedition to the 
beach at dawn and back to the hamlet before dusk . Thi s ethnographic 
detail is  important for understanding the composit ion of the An�m 
lexicon discussed in Chapter 4 .  
As stat ed above , the present Anem territ ory used t o  be more dens e ly 
populated . Three event s are held responsible for the near extinction 
of the Anem ; j udging from genealogical details , these event s can be 
plac ed in the lat ter hal f  of the nineteenth century . First , an 
unusually long period of drought dried up all but the largest rivers , 
dest roying gardens and promoting extens ive forest fire damage . The 
ensuing famine was assoc iat ed with wide spread murder to confiscate 
food , and with cannibalism . Before they could really recover from the 
drought , an epidemic of  a lethal disease characterised by skin s ores 
left so many dead that they could not be buried . Thi s  plague may be 
associated with the first European contacts in the area . Finally , many 
people were drowned by a tidal wave that ext ended quite a distance 
inland . Thi s may have been assoc iated wit h the explosion of Ritter 
I s land in 1888 ( Harding 1 9 6 7 : 14 6 ) .  
Short ly aft erward , the Germans arrived , and , finding a sparsely 
inhabited area , persuaded the loosely congregated family group s to 
further cent ralise into villages . The An�m , for the first t ime , 
became conscious of thems elve s as a group . As lat e as the mid-19 5 0 s , 
Anem were s t i l l  living in villages up on the mountain crest s ,  villages 
which appear on old maps with their old names . Want ing to fac i litate 
admini stration , Aust ralian patrol officers prompted them to move into 
permanent village s on the coast , s o  that the Anem could exploit the 
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abundant food resources of the ocean and gain access t o  the copra 
market which depends on sea transport . 
Several aspe c t s  of this hist orical sket ch are lingui sti cally rele­
vant . First , An�m seems t o  have experienced a dialect collap s e ; there 
are numerous doublets  - equivalent terms which appear to be neither 
s t y l i s t i c  variant s nor borrowings from any AN language in the area . 
Second , the catastrophic event s demonstrat e how easily a thriving lan­
guage can c ome to the point of extinct ion. Skepti c s  of the pidginisa­
t ion hypothes i s  find it unbelievable that hypothetical substrate NAN 
language s should have disappeared , but NAN languages are oft en spoken 
by t iny groups which are quit e vulnerab le to total annihilation . 
An�m i s  now spoken in four village s . Three of these , MalasoQo , 
Karaiai and PudeliQ , are on the coast , phy s ically separated by the 
int ervening Lus i  t errit ory from the interior An�m village called Bolo . 
( See Appendix D ,  map 3 ) . In account s of An�m prehist ory given by the 
c oastal An�m , Bolo , in the old subt errit ory called Akibllk , is often 
passed over or added as an afterthought as though the people of Bolo 
were not really An�m . There are several reasons for this : first , 
Bolo i s  separat ed from the coastal An�m villages by the Lus i  and 
int ervening mountain ridge s . Consequent ly , the coastal An�m and the 
Bolo An�m are not in frequent contact . The people of Bolo are 
culturally oriented t oward another AN group called the Aria , with 
whom t heir contact s are most intense . Second , the people of Bolo 
speak a dialect of  An�m dist inct from that spoken in the three coastal 
vil lage s . Although mutually int e l l igib le , they c ontain differences , 
mainly in phonology and lexicon . Finally , Bolo An�m is very c lose to 
functional ext inction . Although the census lists approximat ely 50 
inhabitan t s  of  Bolo , An�m is known only t o  the older generations of  
the c ommunity . Presumab ly , s ince Bolo is an exogamous unit , most of 
the Bolo An�m have married Aria or Lus i  and t he chi ldren of t he s e  
marriages grow u p  learning these languages rather than An�m which i s  
l e s s  useful for communication in that area . 
In 1 97 5 ,  a Bolo informant of approximately 3 0  years of age c laimed 
to be the youngest speaker of Bolo An�m . Thus , Bolo An�m is a c lear 
examp le of a NAN language that is quickly becoming extinct . Unless  
otherwi se specified , then , the An�m dealt with here is  the coastal 
dialec t , s t i l l  the first language of approximately 350 people . 
1 . 4 .  THE AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES O F  KA LlAl 
Acc ording to Chowning ' s  c lassificat ion ( 19 6 9 , 19 76 ) , the AN languages 
of  Kaliai be long t o  two groups . Lusi  belongs t o  the Siasi language 
fami ly which includes Kove , a language di ffering from Lusi only at the 
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dialect leve l .  Kove is spoken primarily in Kombe Census Divi s ion , but 
also on the islands called Tamuniai and Arumigi ( see Appendix D ,  map 3 )  
which are t e c hnically part of the An�m territ ory . Out s ide Kaliai , the 
Siasi language s inc lude Bariai , Kilenge ( Maleu ) , the languages of the 
Siasi I s lands , and the AN languages of  the north c oast of t he Huon 
Peninsula as far we st as Ast rolabe Bay . 
The other AN language s of Kaliai --Mouk ( Mok ) , Aria , and Lamogai-- , 
be long t o  what Chowning calls the Lamogai language fami ly which inc ludes 
languages spoken on the s outh coast of  New Britain . Aria and Mouk 
appear to be related quite c losely to a language formerly spoken in the 
int erior of Bariai Census Divis ion , but now spoken in only a few 
coastal vil lage s . Friederic i  calls this language Lona ( Longa , LODa ) 
( 1912 : 2 20 ) ,  a word meaning interior in Bariai and Lus i ,  but it is  
called Amara by the people who speak it . In the most we st erly Anem 
village , MalasoDo , some people speak Amara , in addition t o  An�m . 
1 . 5 . TOK P I S I N  A NV ENGLI S H  
The other maj or language of the area , Tok Pisin , should be mentioned 
here because of its profound influence on the modern lingui s t i c  picture 
of the area . Also called Neo-Melanes ian , Tok Boi , Melanes ian Pidgin 
Engli sh , and a host of  pej orative names , it is an Engli sh-based creole 
spoken by j ust about everyone as one of his/her first language s .  That 
Friederi ci employed " P idgin-Englisch"  ( 19 1 2 : 1 6 7 )  during his fieldwork 
in Bariai in 1 9 0 8  indicat e s  that Tok Pi sin has been used in the area 
for at least 75 years , probably more . Only a few old people , particu­
larly women who have spent no t ime working out s ide their village s ,  claim 
not to be able to speak proper Tok Pisin , and even in t he s e  case s , what 
they usually mean is that , in Tok P i s in , they lack the narrative ski l l s  
that they have i n  t h e i r  l o c a l  vernaculars . 
There are some children of catechist s ,  patrol officers , and teachers 
in the area who speak Tok Pi sin in the classic-definition-of-a-creole 
manner ;  that i s , these children are mono-lingual in Tok Pisin . Except 
for the p o s s ibility of subt le di fferences that I have not yet detected , 
the language of these " creol e " -Tok P i s  in-speakers is ident ical t o  the 
Tok P i s in used locally by people for whom it is  only one of their first 
languages .  
Except when reference is needed t o  species of socially-unimportant 
flora and fauna , the name s of which are often esoteric knowledge even 
in Lusi and Anem , Tok P i s in fulfills the wide range of communicat ive 
needs of the people living in We st New Britain . Tok P i s in i s ,  moreover , 
better adap t ed t o  speaking about certain t opi c s  ( government , medic ine , 
outboard engines ,  etc . )  t han the local vernaculars , as evidenced by the 
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fact that the local language s have borrowed heavi ly from Tok Pisin , 
e specially but not exclusive ly , lexical items for W�stern cult ure . 
Young people are more inc lined to use Tok Pisinisms in their speech 
than are older people who say that the youth no longer speak properly , 
but even skilled narrat ors find it impossib le to tell  even a short 
st ory without some Tok Pi s in intrusions in their speec h .  The yout h ,  
b y  the way , c laim that they use Tok Pi sin items i n  their speech because 
they speak Tok P i s in much better than their elders . 
Thi s i s  not t o  imply that An�m- and Lus i-speakers are unab le t o  
ident i fy Tok P i s in words i n  their speech , n o r  that the leve l of  
competence in Tok Pisin among middle-aged people i s  low , but should b e  
int erpret ed as a statement of the high prest ige status of Tok P i s i n , 
e specially among the young . This  i s  an unusual at tribut e for a creole 
( Hyme s 1 9 71 ) . This prest ige factor i s  t ouched on again in the d i s ­
cuss ion of Lus i  borrowings i n  An�m . 
Although English i s  t aught in the local government schools , the 
leve l of  exposure is  ext reme ly superficial and the chi ldren have no 
opportunity or desire t o  use it in the village . A few An�m , primari ly 
those who have worked on ship s ,  understand some English . Several Lus i 
and Kove who are employed out side the village speak fine idiomatic 
Engli s h ; and a few others have a passive knowledge of Engli sh , but 
are t o o  embarras sed to use it . Consequent ly , exc ept as a source of 
words for Tok Pisin and hence the local vernaculars , English hardly 
enters into the linguis t i c  picture of Kaliai . 
1.6. LANGUAGE USE 
Seven languages are in regular use in Kal iai , but , as expected , 
each has a fairly c learly defined funct ion . For example , in Karaiai , 
An�m i s  the usual language of most mundane conversations with other 
An�m . Unle s s  information is  meant t o  be conveyed in se cret , An�m i s  
not spoken i n  the presence o f  out siders , with whom , a s  a t oken o f  
hospitalit y ,  the Anem speak Lus i ,  Kove o r  Tok Pi sin , depending o n  the 
ethriic i t y  of the visitor . Since the Lusi and Kove are frequent 
vi s i t ors , their languages are used extensively and Anem children have 
amp le opportunity and encouragement to learn them fluent ly before 
puberty . It is also interest ing to not e that , given An�m reservat ions 
about t he Kove that cont inue from the pre-European era , Kove is s ome­
t ime� used among the An�m for comic e ffec t . 
Among middle-aged people or younger , Tok P i s in has become the lan­
guage of public  announcement , originally , perhap s ,  on t he model of 
patrol officers . Now , even marital dispute s  that erupt into violence 
become public  event s by virtue of the fact that , in the height of 
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anger , the language o f  abuse is  Tok Pisin . ( Anem and Lusi have a full 
array of abusive language for other occas ions . )  In the aftermath of 
conflict , it i s  important that all witne s se s , even out s iders , under­
stand what was said during the fight . 
The Anem are unusual in the area for their language-learning 
propensities . As ide from Lus i/Kove and Tok P i s in , some Anem also know 
Ki lenge , Mouk , Bariai , Amara , or Bali ( a  Kimbe ( AN )  language spoken in 
the Vitu I slands ) .  In contrast , the Lusi feel that it i s  sufficient 
to know Lusi and Tok Pisin . They say , "Tok Anem i hevi long nek b i long 
mipela"  ( The Anem language is heavy in our throat s ) . All  AN-speaking 
peoples in the area cons ider Anem far too di fficult to learn ; phonologi­
cally and lexically , Anem i s  perceived as very different from their own 
languages .  It also has little value as a lingua franca . The Anem , 
then , are in the envied posit ion of be ing able to converse with most 
of their neighbours , whi le pos s e s s ing what i s  virtually a se cret lan­
guage . The Anem have elaborated on this advantage further by creating 
a set of secret code lexeme s to talk about common things , the words for 
which might be recognised by some out siders . For examp le , the normal 
Anem word for 'pig ' i s  l a b a l  and many Lus i  and Kove know this much , 
but would fai l to recogni se the secret term I t i g! t a n o l / ,  literally 
' i t  has four Legs ' .  Similarly , the normal I t a b u l  'cassowary ' i s  
rendered a s  I t i gl n i a k l  ' i t  has two Legs ' ,  and I r ai s l  'rice ' ( from Tok 
Pi sin )  become s I n i l k! �n! kl ' tree ant pupae ' .  As evidenc e of the 
social bond between the Anem and Lusi , and their common distrust of 
the Kove , it is  int erest ing to note that they have cognat e sec ret 
terms --Anem l a bo t / ,  Lusi l a v o t /--to announce , in secret , the presence 
of Kove . 
1.7. REC O NSTRU C T I O N  OF SETT LEMENT 
From the distribut ion of the languages in north-we st ern New Britain , 
it is pos sible to ident i fy three separate settlement periods . On lin­
gui s t i c  grounds alone , it is  impossible to posit any sett lement 
previous to that of the NAN-speaking Anem , but the existence of petro­
glyphs and rock paintings for whi ch none of the current peoples has 
any t radit ion ( other than in myt h )  sugge s t s  either the existence of a 
cult ure predating Anem or a lost tradit ion in the s e  art forms . 
Anem was once spoken in a larger area than at present . Thi s i s  
indicated by the restrict ion of Anem to the most rugged area around 
Mount Andewa , by the Anem sub st ratum in Lus i ,  and by toponymy . An 
example of the last i s  the name of the Lusi river I ka i n i / ,  j ust a 
river name in Lus i . Further inland , however ,  where it ent ers Anem 
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territory , i t  is  called the / e k e i n / , meaning ' ca88o�ary ' i n  Bolo An�m . 
The phonological adj ustment i s  expected . Furthermore , the Lusi 
territ ory is  squeezed in between the An�m t errit ory called Akibllk 
which inc lude s Bolo and now Iboki Plantati on to the east , and the rest 
of  t he An�m territ ory to the west . From its geographic posit ion alone , 
Lusi appears to be intrus ive . 
The Lamogai language family extends from the s outh coast o f  New 
Britain across a saddle in the mountain range to the north coast in the 
east between Akibllk and the Kove territory ( Chowning 1 9 76 ) . Given the 
new information on Amara , it is quite possib le that it formerly extended 
t o  the north coast to the west  of  the An�m t erritory as we l l ,  forming , 
in e ffect , a cont inuous arc around the An�m territ ory t o  the we st , south 
and east . Subsequent ly , speakers of Lamogai languages have been either 
pushed back into t he mountains or absorbed by the Kove to the east , and 
by t he Bariai to the west . 
On the basis of this evidenc e ,  the following sequence of event s i s  
very t entatively proposed for the known groups . The An�m occupied an 
unspe c i fied but larger area . �amogai-speaking peoples moved north 
from the s outh coast , eventually enc los ing the An�m on all sides but 
the north . Sub sequent ly , Siasi-speaking people s ,  anc estral ( at least 
lingui s t i c ally ) t o  the modern Bariai , Lusi and Kove , sett led along the 
north c oast confi scat ing territory occupied both by An�m-speaking 
non-Aust rone sians and by Lamogai -speaking Aust ronesians . 
In the remainder of this thesis , evidence i s  brought forth t o  show 
that these Siasi set t lers , at least in the case of  Lusi ,  brought with 
t hem a marit ime technology which bestowed upon them enough pre stige to 
ent i c e  the former owners of this territory t o  learn their AN language 
as one aspect among many of their cult ure . In the proce s s , this 
hypothe s i sed Siasil language was modified . 
l
Sia8i in the sense of belonging to the Siasi Language Family as presented by 
Chowning (1976). 
2.1. I NTROV U C T I O N  
CHAPTER 2 
STANDARD AUSTRONESIAN TYPOLOGY 
Many , i f  not most , AN language s  spoken out side Me lane sia exhibit a 
recurrent syntactic patt ern , so that it i s  possible t o  speak of a 
normat ive or standard AN t ypology . As used here , the term " St andard 
Aust rone sian " ( SAN ) refers to those AN language s whi ch conform to the 
pattern outlined below . It is not my intention to attempt t o  recon­
struct PAN syntax , but merely t o  demonstrate the widespread oc currence 
of a typology with whi ch Lusi contrast s  as a result of i t s  deviation 
t oward the typology of Anem . 
The examp les chosen t o  demonstrate SAN syntax inc lude language s from 
di sparat e is lands of the AN area . Ideally this samp le should be re­
stricted to those languages spoken by small s cale societies in the 
interiors of the larger i slands , as the s e  would be the least likely to 
have been influenced by marit ime travellers speaking radically di ffer­
ent language s ;  and , by virtue of their being economically unimportant 
over a large area , they would not have been used widely as lingue 
franc he by group s speaking other language s .  A perfect example i s  
Mamanwa , spoken by "Negrit os living i n  the marginal out-of-the-way 
places of northeastern Mindanao " ( Miller 1 9 7 6 : 16 )  by people who are 
" e s sentially nomadic . . .  food gatherers , hunt ers and fishers " with 
"band level of primitive social organi zat ion" ( 1 8 ) . 
Economically unimportant languages spoken by small group s of people , 
however ,  are also the least likely t o  be des c ribed adequat ely in the 
lit erat ure , i f  at all ; thus , I have had t o  compromise greatly in many 
areas . Des cript ions of AN languages vary in organi sation and comp lete­
nes s . For instance , Tuuk ' s  grammar of Toba Batak ( 19 71 )  covers the 
morphology in detai l ,  but fai l s  to mention that Batak i s  a language 
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with the verb phrase in c lause-init ial posit ion , a characteristic which 
must be inferred from the example s .  
One o f  my as sumpt ions i s  that languages spoken in cont iguous areas 
will tend t o  be structurally simi lar . From the evidence presented 
here , from India ( Gumperz and Wilson 197 1 ,  Southworth 19 7 1 ) , and from 
New Guinea ( Cape l l  19 6 9 ,  19 7 1 ,  1 9 7 6a ) , this seems to be a valid 
a s sumption . Thus , one or two languages chosen from each of t he maj or 
regions of the AN area should provide an adequate s ample . The homo­
geneity and t he c on s i s t ency of t he patt ern seems further to validate 
this method . 
Most of what i s  called "reconstruct ion of PAN/POC grammar " i s  actu­
ally the reconstruct ion of proto-morphemes with grammat ical funct ions-­
affixe s , pronouns and such . In sett ing up the typology of SAN for this 
study , I have sought broad structural features such as those used by 
Greenberg ( 196 3 ) . For this  purpose , I have emphasised such features 
a s  the posit ion of the verb phrase �n the c lause rather than the 
oc c urrence of a reflex of a particular PAN proto-phoneme . Even i f  the 
individual morpheme s used in particular languages are not c ognate , 
syntactic construct ions in two languages are said t o  have the s ame 
structure i f  there i s  a one-to-one correspondence in the same order 
between t he morphemes of  both language s .  Thus , in the following 
examp le s ,  Lus i  and An�m are structurally identical , but different from 
Bau Fij ian which shares two c ognate s  with Lusi . 
An�m 
d ox a  mtg� 
man how-much 
' How many men are t here ? '  
Lus i  
ta nta p l r a  
man how-much 
'How many men are there ? ' 
Bau 
e v i ca n a  tamata 
v how-much n man 
'How many men are there ? '  ( Mi lner 1972: 3 7 )  
In this chapt er , several broad typological features of  SAN are 
treated separately and supporting data is c i t e d  for each feature . In 
each case , it is shown that An�m and Lus i  have struc tures that di ffer 
from SAN . 
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2.2. VERB  PHRASE POS I T I ON 
In SAN , a neutral statement containing a verb has the verb phrase 
be fore nominal adj unct s i f  the latter contain head nouns . For Oceanic , 
Pawley ( 19 7 2 )  re construct s  SVO order , but he inc ludes no examp les with 
sentences in which the subj ect i s  a noun ; a pronominal subj ect marker 
oc curs be fore the verb in many Oceanic languages, but this  can often 
be analysed as an element of the verb phrase rather than a separate 
noun phrase . In the revi sed vers ion of the same paper, Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  
i s  less  c ertain, but s t i l l  favours the SVO order a s  bas ic i n  POC , and, 
by extension , in Oceani c languages .  The use of Greenberg's ( 19 6 3 )  
SVO/VSO typology i s  prob lemat ic when applied t o  AN language s ,  however, 
because the very notion of subj ect is elusive in these languages 
unle s s  it is  ident ified with the notion of topic or agent , in which 
case, the lat ter t erms would be pre ferab le . Also , in many SAN language s, 
pronouns follow the same rul e s  as noun phrases with head nouns--they 
generally follow the verb phrase . 
Batak 
s a  n a  ma n u r a t i b a j 6n 
durat ive wri t e - i t  person 
'This person is  a lways wri ting ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 92 )  
n a  n a l n g 
wan t - to - ki l l  
mamu n u  d o  ho d i  
emphasi ser n you n 
a u  
I 
'You do want to ki l l  me,  don ' t  y o u ? ' ( 15 7 )  
Dusun 
momo bog o ko 
hi t I 
d i y a u  
he 
' I  hit him ' ( Clayre 1 9 7 0 : 19 4 ) 
Wolia 
s a m p e  a -ma t e  0 L a  N d o k e n d o k e  
so he-die n m monkey 
'So Monkey die d ' ( Anceaux 1 9 5 2 : 7 8 )  
Mamanwa 
n-a k a - t e keb  y a  
can-catch n 
p i y a q  
c a t  
ka 
n 
a m b a w  
ra t 
'The cat can catch the rat ' ( Mil ler 1 9 7 6 : 5 1 )  
Chamorro 
h a  
h e  
1 i ' e  s i 
saw n 
J u a n  
Juan 
i p a l a o ' a n  
n woman 
'Juan saw the woman ' ( Topping 1 9 7 3 : 1 06 ) 
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Wo1eaian 
y e  b e  we r i  I r me l e k a  l a l  ma s e l i p l g  
i t  wi t t  siaken- them ahi tdren-my epidemia 
' The epidemi a wi t t  s iaken my ahi tdren ' ( Sohn 1 9 7 5 : 1 5 1 )  
Yapese 
k e a  I l i q T a m a g  e a  rea  
v k i t t  Tamag n 
b a a h i y  n l l r  
pig 
' Tamag ki t ted that pig ' ( Jensen 19 7 7 : 2 7 8 ) 
Bau 
s a  moce n a  g o n e  
V s te ep n a h i t d  
' The ahi td i s  s t eeping ' ( Mi lner 1 9 72 : 1 3 )  
Maori 
ka t a n g i t e  t a ma l t i  
v weep n ahi td 
' The ahi td weeps ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9 :27 ) 
Unlike SAN , Anem and Lusi have SVO order . In these languages ,  a 
subj ect  i s  easily defined as the noun phrase or pronominal prefix whi c h  
immediat e ly precedes t h e  verb . 
Lus i  
k e k e l e  n e  
ahi t d  d 
' The  ahUd 
Anem 
k a b  I e  
ahi td d 
' The  ahi t d  
Lus i  
t am a - y u  
fat her-my 
I - e n o  
h e - s te ep 
i s  s t eeping ' 
u - s em 
h e - s t e ep 
i s  s teeping ' 
I - r a u  
h e - h i t  
y a ea 
pig 
'My father hit the pig ' 
Anem 
t l t a - n - a l  
fa ther-my 
u - b - t  
he-hi t - i t  
a b a  
pig 
'My fa ther hit the pig ' 
2.3. FOCUS 
Within the SAN c lause , the relat ive order of the verb phrase and 
i t s  dependent noun phra s e s  is not rigid. These languages are remarkab le 
for the flexib i l it y ,  oft en permit t ing several orders . Tung ( 19 6 4: 6 3 )  
observes t h i s  phenomenon i n  Tsou , but he says nothing about t he semant ic 
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di fferences between sentences with the same cons t i t uent s but different 
orders . Few of the source s  consulted here analyse semant ic correlations 
with order, but from the work done chiefly on Philippine languages, it 
is  c lear that in mo st, i f  not all SAN language s, each pos s ible order is 
assoc iated with ob ligatory dist inct ions in focus. Often re ferred t o  as 
"act ive s "  and "pass ives" in the lit erature, focus di s t inct ions are 
usually marked by a combinat ion of verbal affixes, noun phrase marking 
part i c l e s  ( n ) ,  and word order. 
Dusun 
momobog oko  d i yau 
h i t  I he 
'I  hit him ' [actor-focus ] ( Clayre 1 9 7 0 : 19 4 ) 
b i n o bog k u  I yau 
hi t I he 
'I hi t him ' [obj ect -focus ] ( 19 4 ) 
momobog i zo u  tanak 
bea t I chi Ld 
'I beat  the chi Ld ' ( Staal 1 9 2 6 : 9 4 3 )  
bobogon  k u  d o  tanak 
beat I n chi Ld 
' The chi L d  i s  beaten by me ' ( 9 4 3 )  
Kayan 
I ha I tak u t  
he fear 
'He fears ' 
taku t I ha' 
fear he 
'He fears ' ( C layre and Cubit 1 9 7 4 : 71 )  
Chomorro 
l i n i Ie i pa l ao'an n i I ah i 
s e e  n woman n man 
' The man saw the woman ' ( Topping 
i I ah i ha I i I e I i pa l ao'an 
n man s e e  n woman 
' The man saw the woman ' ( 24 5 )  
Woleaian 
mas e l l p i g  ye be we r i  i r me l e ka l a l  
y e  b e  we r l l r mas e l  i p l g  me l e ka l a l  
1 9 7 3 : 2 4 5 )  
y e  b e  wer l i r me l e ka l a i  mas e l i p i g  
i t  wi L L  sicken chi L dren -my epidemic 
'The epidemic wi L L  s icken my chi Ldren ' ( Sohn 1 9 7 5: 1 5 1 ) 
1 8  
Yapese 
Bau 
kea p i  i q  Tamag ea l an gad n g oog 
kea p i  i q  Tamag n g oog ea l an gad 
kea p i i q  n g oog Tamag ea l an gad 
v give to-me Tamag n b e t e l 
'Tamag gave me some b e t e lnut ' ( Jensen 1 9 77:2 8 1 )  
au nan u ma na  
I keep- in -mind n 
' I  keep this  in mind ' 
ka oqo 
thing d 
( Milner 1 9 7 2:9 6 )  
e nan u m i n a  k a  oqo 
v keep - i n -mind n t hing d 
'This i s  kept in mind ' ( 96 )  
s a  t o bo ka na  vuaka ko Mar i ka 
v aatah n pig n Mari ka 
'Marika caught the pig ' ( 9 7 )  
s a  t o bo k i  na  vuaka 
v aaug h t  n pig 
' The pig was aaught ' ( 9 7 )  
Maori 
ka i n u t e  tangata te  wa l 
v drink n man n water 
'The man drinks the water ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9: 3 2 ) 
ka 
v 
i n u m l a  
drink 
te wa i 
n water 
e t e  tangata 
n man 
' The wa ter is drunk by the man ' ( 3 2 )  
An�m and Lusi contrast with SAN in having quite rigid SVO order . 
Focus , whic h  appears t o  be opt ional , is marked by greater relative 
s t re s s  on the marked head noun or verb . 
2 .4. EMPHASIS 
The s ingle exception t o  rigid SVO order in An�m and Lusi is  the 
pos sibility of placing t he obj ect noun phrase before the subj ect , but 
this  indi c at e s  special empha s i s  rather t han focus . 
Lus i  
ave i vane  I)a- ke t l vas  i i i  
tree this r-cut aomp l e ti v e  
'It ' s  this  tree  that  I 'v e  a lready a u t ' 
Anem 
al) l er a - k l) - t  b l zal) 
tree t h i s  I-aut - i t  comp let ive 
' It ' s  this  tree  that  I 'v e  a lready aut ' 
Chowning also notes  this as a possible word order for Kove . 
Kove 
a - mu ker l ker l , s e l  pa- y o  
your ringworm who give-you 
' Your ringworm, who gave (i t )  to y o u ? ' ( Chowning 1 9 7 3 : 2 20 ) 
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Clayre ( 19 7 0 : 19 4 ) makes an important di s t inction between focus and 
special emphasis as these t erms app ly to AN languages . Whereas focus 
is ob ligat ory, empha s i s  is opt ional and never oc curs over long di s­
course s .  She also not es  that in the languages of  Borneo, special 
empha s i s  resul t s  in a verb l e s s  equative sentence, so dist inguished 
by the oc currence of noun phrase markers ( n ) . Thi s  pat tern recurs 
elsewhere in SAN language s .  In all the examp les, spe c ial emphas i s  is 
indicated by placing the emphasised constituent in c l ause-initial 
posit ion . I f  better documentation of the AN languages were available, 
it might reveal that this c onstruct ion i s  more widespread than here 
indi cat ed . 
Dusun 
i i na ,  0 p i g l s o n  k u  d i  
n mother n one-aut-for I n 
dag l n g 
meat 
'It was mother for whom I aut the mea t ' ( Clayre 1 9 7 0 : 19 4 ) 
Tsou 
e n i a Qohoo e 
n Ngohoo n 
t o  
w e  
, opocoza 
kH Z 
'It i s  Ngohoo whom we k i Z Z e d ' ( Tung 1 9 6 4 : 75 )  
Mamanwa 
i n ha tag nao ya kowar t a  kan Me  I I  na 
given by -me n money n Me"lina 
' I  gave the money to Me Z ina ' ( Mi ller 1 9 7 6 : 8 7 )  
ya kowarta an i ya i nhatag nao kan M e l i na 
n money n given by-me n Me Zina 
'Money i s  wha t I gave to Me Zina ' ( 8 7 )  
Yapese 
ku g u u b  u Don g u c h  
I aome from Donguah 
'I have aome from Donguah ' ( Jensen 1 9 7 7 : 2 9 3 )  
Don g u c h  e a  ku  
Donguah n -I  
g u u b  r i y  
aome from - i t  
'It  is  Donguah t h a t  I aame from ' ( 29 3 )  
gaeg 
I 
ea 
n 
ku  
I 
g u u b  u 
aome from 
Don g u c h  
Donguah 
'It is  I who aame from Donguah ' ( 29 3 )  
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Yapese 
c h i t am n g l i g Tamag 
fa ther-my Tamag 
' Tamag i 8  my fa thel" ( Jensen 1 9 7 7 : 2 6 5 )  
c h i tamng l l g ea Tamag 
fa ther-my n Tamag 
'It i 8  my father who i8 Tamag ' ( 2 6 5 )  
Tamag ea c h i tam n g l l g 
Tamag n fat hel'-my 
'It  i 8  Tamag who i 8  my fat hel' ' ( 26 5 )  
2 . 5 .  V ER B L ESS CLAUSES 
In most SAN language s ,  neutral equat ive sentenc es  are verble s s , 
con s i st ing of two j uxtaposed noun phrase s :  comment first , topic sec ond . 
In Bau Fij ian , every c lause c ontains a verb phrase indicated by par­
t i c le s , yet the comment-topic constituent order occurs in this language 
t oo . Thi s  order is con s i s t ent with other typologic al feat ures of these 
languages .  For instance , the verb phrase or predicate oc curs a s  the 
first maj or const ituent of a neutral c lause . A recurrent theme in t he 
descript ions of the se language s i s  that most part icular morphemes can 
func t i on synt act ically as verb s , nouns , or adj ective s ,  their funct ion 
determined by part i c l e s  or affixe s . In most SAN languages ,  the forms 
that trans lat e adj ect ives in European language s are e ither a sub-c lass 
of verbs ( usually c alled stative s )  or structurally indist inct from them . 
Batak 
( rna )  
high 
t i m b6  haj u 
tl'ee 
o n  
t h i 8  
' Th i 8  tl'ee i 8  high ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 87 )  
Wolio 
o baw i n e 0 sa�o - na 
n g i l' �  n nam e - hel' 
Wa T u r u q ko l e o 
f Tul'uqko �eo 
' The name of the gil' � was Wa Tul'uqko �eo ' ( Anceaux 1 9 5 2 : 8 6 )  
Mamanwa 
mar i g q e n  s i ran 
8 tl'ong they 
' They are 8 trong ' ( M i l ler 1 9 7 6 : 8 5 )  
Woleaian 
s e uw baab i yo r  gac h me l e  
general-ob j e c t  paper good thi8 
' Th i 8  i 8  a good book ' ( Sohn 1 9 7 5 : 1 4 6 )  
Chamorro 
mao l e k 
good 
i taotao 
n man 
' The man is  good ' ( Topping 1 9 7 3 : 2 31 ) 
Yapese 
ba 
stative 
mae n i g l l  
good 
ea 
n 
b i n e e y  
this-one 
'This  one is  good ' ( Jensen 1 9 7 7 : 2 72 ) 
Bau 
ba s e e n s e y  Tamag 
stative teacher Tamag 
'Tamag is a teache r ' ( 2 7 1 )  
na moce 
n s leep 
ba l av u  
long 
'A/the long s leep ' ( Mi lner 1 9 7 2 : 1 3 )  
Bau 
s a  moce ba l av u  
v s leep long 
' s he/he s leeps a long time ' ( 1 3 )  
sa i t ovo ca ko J o n e  
v character bad n Jane 
'Jane is  a bad character ' ( 58 )  
e 
v 
l e v u  
large 
ko 
n 
S u va 
Suva 
ka 
and 
I a i I a I 
sma l l  
ko 
n 
Lau t o ka 
Lau toka 
'Suva i s  larger than Lau toka ' ( Mi lner 1 9 7 2 : 30 )  
Maori 
he ke r e r u  n gaa man u ra 
n p igeon n bird d 
' Those birds are pigeons ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9 : 2 4 )  
h e  mau n ga 
n mountain 
a P i r o n g i a  
n Pirongia 
'Pirongia is a mountain ' ( 2 5 )  
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Like many SAN language s ,  Anem and Lus i  equat ive sentences  are verb­
les s ,  consist ing of two noun phras e s  j uxtaposed , with no copula , but 
the first noun phrase is topic/subj ect , whi le the second is comment/ 
predi cate . Unlike SAN language s ,  Anem and Lusi c learly dist inguish 
verb s from nouns , and adj ect ives morphologically . Verbs occur with an 
obligatory pre fix marking subj ect ; no other word classes  occur with 
prefixes . 
Anem 
ue Kas i al)a 
I Kasia l)a 
, I am Kas i a l)a ' 
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Lus i  
v i a u H u a  
I Mua 
'I am Mua ' 
An�m 
e l) i - I  K a s l a l)a  
name -my Kas i a l)a 
'My name i s  Kas i a l)a ' 
Lus i  
e r a - y u  H u a  
name -my Mua 
'My name is Mua ' 
An�m 
a ba 1 � o m b a  
p i g  d big 
' The pig i s  big ' 
Lus i  
y a e a  n e  p a r o l) a  
p i g  d big 
' The pig i s  big ' 
2 . 6 . NOMINA L PHRAS ES 
In most SAN language s ,  noun phrases are marked as such by preposed 
part i c l e s  ( n ) ,  often called art i c l e s  or prepositions , which are often 
portmanteau morpheme s ,  making d i s t inct ions such as de finit e/indefinite , 
proper/c ommon , and singular/plural . In many of these language s ,  the 
part i c le s  which mark the noun phrases conspire with verbal affixes to 
indicate focus and case d i s t inct ions ; in others , these funct ions are 
performed by separate part i c l e s  - the languages may have a c la s s  of 
prep o s i t ions dist inct from noun phrase marking part ic l e s . Usually 
pronouns o c c ur in sets  corre sponding t o  focus/case dist inct ions made 
by noun phrase marking part i c le s  in the language . SAN , An�m and Lus i  
a l l  have demon s t rat ive s which follow the head noun i n  a noun phrase . 
Batak 
n a  n a  i n g  m a m u n u  d o  h o  d 1 a u  
v wan t - ki L L  emphasiser n y o u  n I 
' Yo u  do wan t · to ki L L  me,  don ' t  y o u ? ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 15 7 )  
n a  B u n g a  I h u r  
mother n Bunga Ihur 
' Bunga Ihur 's  mother ' ( 30 2 )  
Batak 
i s l  n i  h u t a  
aontents n v i Z Zage 
' Contents of the v i Z Zage ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 3 0 1 )  
d j a l a h i  m a  d i  a u  
fin d - i t  n I 
'Find i t  for me ' ( 2 9 7 )  
1 0m b u  ' aow ' 
5 1  1 0m b u  'a person name d Lombu ' ( 2 4 5 )  
p i d o n g  o n  ' this bird ' ( 22 0 )  
p i d o n g  a n  'that bird ' ( 22 1 ) 
Dusun 
i i n a 0 p i g i s o n  k u  d i d a g i n g 
n mother n aut -for I n mea t 
, It was mother for whom I a u t  the meat ' 
u d i yoon k u  l y a u  
a s k  I he 
, I wi Z Z  ask  him ' ( 1 9 5 ) 
u d i yoon oku d l y a u  
ask I he 
'He wi Z Z  a s k  me ' ( C 1ayre 1 9 7 0 : 1 9 5 ) 
Wolio 
0 m a q a  b u e a  
n p aroaodi Ze  
' (The ) aroaodi Z e s  ' 
o s i ko l a  h u ma i 
n s ahoo Z that 
( Anceaux 
'These sahoo Z s ' ( 3 7 )  
o d a o a  B a u b a u  
n marke t  n Baubau 
'The mark et  in  Baubau ' ( 3 7 )  
o 1 a n d o ke n d o ke 
n m monkey 
1 9 5 2 : 3 6 )  
'Monkey ' ( as a man ' s  name ) ( 7 8 )  
o b aw i n e  0 s a ro - n a  wa 
n girZ n name-her f 
t u r uq ko l e o 
Turuqk o Z e o  
( C1ayre 1 97 0 : 1 9 4 )  
' The name of' the girZ  was Wa Turuqko Z e o ' ( 8 6 )  
Tsou 
t o  f�ou  n o  
n skin n 
� a  
deer 
'The skin of the deer ' ( Tung 1 9 6 4 : 15 0 )  
2 3  
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Mamanwa 
m -a g a - ba hog - a n  mo y a  ba boy k a n  
fe ed-re ferent y o u  n p i g  n 
H a m  ka p a ro t  
Mam n pee Z ing 
' Yo u  are going to feed the pee Z ings 
( Miller 1 9 7 6 : 5 2 )  
to the pigs for Mam ' 
i - b a h og mo 5 1  H a m  k a  
feed-ac c e s s ory y o u  n Mam n 
' You feed the pig for Mam ' ( 5 2 )  
Chamorro 
ma t a i 
die 
i I a h  I 
n man 
'The man died ' ( Topping 1 9 7 3 : 8 3 )  
d a n ko l o  5 1  J u a n  
big n Juan 
'Juan is b i g ' ( 21 9 )  
n i ka f e  
b a boy 
pig 
h u  f a ' t i n a s i 
I make -for 
5 i P a u  1 
n Pau Z  n aoffe e 
, I made aoffe e for Pau Z ' ( 2 4 9 )  
Chamorro 
1 i n  i ' e '  
see  
i l a h i  n i  p a l ao ' a n 
n man n WQman 
'The woman saw the man ' ( Topping 1 9 7 3 : 2 4 5 )  
l i n l ' e '  n i  l a h i  
see  man 
pa l ao ' a n 
woman 
'The man saw the woman ' ( 2 4 5 )  
l i n l ' e '  s i  Ha r i a  a s  P e d ro  
s e e  n Maria n Pedro 
' Pe dro saw Maria ' ( 2 4 5 )  
Yapese 
Bau 
k e a  1 i i q Tamag  ea r e a  
v ki Z Z  Tamag n s 
b a a b l y  n i l r  
pig d 
' Tamag k i Z Z e d  that pig ' ( Jensen 1 9 7 7 : 2 7 8 )  
f a  g a l y a e l i I buw r oog 
n dual c l a s s i fier n b e t e Z  of-me 
' Those two b e t e Zn u t s  of mine ' ( 1 53) 
e d u a n a  v a l e  
v one n nouse 
'One house ' ( Mi lner 1 9 7 2 : 1 4 )  
n a  waq a ' a/the aano e ' ( Mi lner 1 9 7 2 : 14 )  
o V i t i  'Fiji ' ( 1 4 )  
Bau 
n a  
n 
n o d r a t o u  w a q a  
their canoe 
n a  c a u r a v o u  
n young-men 
' The canoe of the young men ' ( 2 2 )  
n a  v a l e  n e i  O r l s l  
n house n Oris i  
'Oris i ' s  house ' ( 2 3) 
n a  k u ro  n l  t l  
n p o t  n tea 
'a/the tea ke t t l e ' ( 24 )  
Maori 
ka ma t e  t e  wa h i n e 
v die n woman 
'The woman i s  dead/i l l ' 
ka I n u  a M a a r a m a  
v drink n Maarama 
'Maarama drinks ' ( 28 )  
n g a a  w h a r e  n a  
n house d 
( Biggs 1 9 6 9 : 2 8 )  
'Tho s e  house s ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9 : 2 2 )  
h e  ma u n g a  
n mountain 
t e i t e l  
high 
' a  l ofty mountain ' ( 2 5 )  
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The noun phrase in An�m and Lus i has the following structure : 
nominal nuc leus + ( demonstrat ive ) + ( adj ec tive ) + ( numeral ) .  Unlike 
SAN language s ,  the re is no noun phrase marking part i c le and no marking 
of definit e/indefinite, common/proper , or s ingular/plural in noun 
phrases . 
An�m 
a b a  l �  
pig d 
om b a  
big 
'These three big pigs ' 
Lus i  
y a ea  
pig 
n e  p a r O l) a  
d big 
t o l u 
three 
'These three big p igs ' 
Part i c l e s  marking noun phra s e s  oc cur in other AN languages spoken 
on New Britain. 
Kilenge 
na mon ' bird ' 
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Lakalai 
l a - h a t o t o l u ' egg ' ( Chowning 1 9 7 3 : 2 21 ) 
Tolai 
n a m  ra p a l t a b u  
d n hou8e v 8acred 
' That hou8e i8  8acred ' ( Franklin et al . 1 9 7 4 : 129 ) 
It i s  noteworthy that Baining , the NAN language spoken in the highlands 
of the Gazelle Peninsula contiguous to the Tolai area , also has noun 
phrase markers . 
Baining 
a y w a t k a  'man ' ( Cape l l  1 9 6 9 : 1 0 7 )  
Also o f  interest i s  the distribut ion o f  language s  that lack noun phrase 
marking part i c le s  in northwest New Britain . Although all of the 
coastal language s  ( except An�m ) are c las s i fied as members of  the S i a s i  
fami ly ( Chowning 1 9 76 ) , Ki lenge h a s  these part i c le s , whi le Bariai , Lusi 
and Kove , the languages in c losest  contact with An�m , do not . 
Case relationships are mark ed in An�m and Lusi ( a )  by word order -
subj ect  be fore the verb , obj ect  after , and ( b )  by a small number of 
prepo s it ions . 
An�m 
t i t a - n - a l u - b - t a b a  k a n  o b u l  a x t  n a n  
father-my h e - k i t t - i t  pig wi th 8pear i n  garden 
'My fat h e r  k i t ted a pig with a 8pear in  the garden ' 
Lus i  
t ama - y u  
fat her-my 
i - i' a u  
h e - ki H 
y a e a  
pig 
I) a n l 
wi t h  
I r o  
8pear 
p a  
i n  
r a r a l)a 
garden 
'My father k i t t e d  a pig with a 8pear in the garden ' 
Lus i  also has two postposit ions , a rarity among AN languages normally 
restricted t o  t he New Guinea mainland where they are in contact with 
NAN language s with postposit ions as the norm . An�m has no post­
p o s i t ions . 
Lus i  
I) a - l o l) a  l um a  l a l  
I-en ter hou8e in  
' I  en ter the hou8e ' 
n u  l a l  'on  an i 8 tand ' 
k a r o l) a  wa l l) a a e a  
waY 8  marriage for 
, Married Hfe ' 
Lus i  
n i l  1 a m  a e a  
nai "l  "lamp for 
'A nai l for a lamp ' 
Thi s and other evidence ( se c t ions 3 . 2 . , 3 . 6 )  sugge s t s  that Lusi has , 
in i t s  prehi story , at least one proce s s  of pidgini sat ion in c ontact 
with a NAN language on the New Guinea mainland . 
2.7. RECIPROCAL  
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Many SAN language s have a rec iprocal prefix , usually a r e f l e x  of 
* p a R i ( Pawley 1 9 7 3 : 3 9 ) . Gitua , a Sias i language like Lus i , also forms 
rec iproc als with a prefix . 
Gitua 
Bau 
y a m  amo r a  a - r a p  
you you - dual you-hit  
' Yo u  two fought him ' ( Lincoln 1 9 7 7 : 2 4 )  
y a m  amo r a a - p a - r a p  
you you- dual you-recip - h i t  
' You two fought each o ther ' ( Lincoln 1 9 7 7 : 2 4 )  
e 
v 
r a t o u  
they 
v e i - l om a n i 
recip - love 
'They love  one another ' ( Mi lner 1 9 7 2 : 11 1 )  
Wolio 
p o - po t awa - i 
recip - laug h - t ransit ive 
'To smi le a t  each other ' ( Anc eaux 1 9 5 2 : 2 1 )  
Lus i , however , marks verb s as reciprocal with a suffix I - Q a / , whi ch 
oc curs with a redundant suffix marking obj ect on the verb or p o s s e s s ive 
on the obj ect noun . 
Lus i 
t i - i' a u - Qa - r i 
they - h i t - recip- them 
' They fough t ' 
t a - i' a u - Q a - y i t a 
w e - h i t - recip-us 
' We fo ught ' 
t i - pa l a - Qa r a va - r i  
they - bump-rec ip head- t heir 
' They b umped heads ' 
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An�m has a re c iprocal c li t i c  or suffix / ma k ,  - a k / . Poss ible alt erna­
tives , which may be stylistic  variant s ,  are given be low in the An�m 
examp le s . 
An�m 
I - p e l m a k  
I - pe l - a k  
they-hi t -recip 
' They fough t ' 
m t - pe l  m a k  
m t - pe l - a k  
we - h i t - recip 
' We fought ' 
m t - p e l 
we - h i t  
og - I - e m - a k  
head- i t s - recip 
' We b umped heads ' 
1 - t 
1 - t 
they-eat 
u a s - I I m a k  
u a s - I I - a k  
tobaaao - i t s - rec ip 
' They smoked each o ther ' s  tobacao ' 
In forming rec iprocal s , An�m and Lus i  are not structurally ident ical, 
but they are more s imilar t o  one another than either is t o  a SAN lan­
guage with a rec iprocal prefix . 
2 . 8 .  MODA LITY 
In SAN languages , modalities  such as tense , aspect , negat ive, 
dehortat i ve , and so on , are indicated by part i c les  that either precede 
the verb phrase or are part of the verb phrase in c lause-init ial 
posit ion . 
Batak 
s a l n a  m a n u r a t l  b a j o n  
durat i ve wri t e - i t  person 
' Th i s  person is  a Zways Wri ting ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 9 2 )  
s ow a d a  h u - I d a s owa d a  h u - bo t o  
n o t  I- see  n o t  I- know 
' I  haven ' t  s e e n  i t  and I don ' t  know about i t ' ( 2 5 6 )  
n u n g a  h u - I d a 
a Z ready I - s e e  
' I ' ve a Z ready s e e n  i t ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 2 7 8 )  
d u n g  s a h a t  h u n d u l I b a n a  
p luperfect s i t -down he 
'After he had sat down ' ( 28 8 )  
Wolio 
i n d a  b e k u po n a m i s i  
no t I-wou td-suffer 
'I wou td not s uffer ' ( Anceaux 1 9 5 2 : 4 3 )  
bo l i  a l a a kea  
don ' t  take- them 
'Don ' t  take them ' ( 4 3 )  
p a d a - mo u k a  k u d l ka i a  
a tready again I-p u t - i t  
' I  have a tready put  
s o  a l  i q kamo 
j u s t  h e - ran 
'He just  
Tsou 
u k ? �  c i  
not n 
ran ' ( 4 4 )  
u a c h � mu 
buffa to 
i t  again ' ( 4 3 )  
' There i s  n o t  any bUffa t o ' ( Tung 1 9 6 4 : 76 )  
t e  a v ? a  
don ' t  
, p n a a  
s h o o t  
'Don ' t  s h o o t ' ( I l l )  
Mamanwa 
d i r i 
wi t t - n o t  
a m b a hog  y a  
w i t t -feed n 
ma i m p l s  
chi ld 
kan  Me l i n a 
n Me l ina 
ka 
n 
b a b o y  
pig 
ka 
n 
p a r o t  
p e e  Zing 
' Th e  chi ld wi l l  not feed the pig the  pee tings for Me l ina ' 
( Mi ller 1 9 7 6 : 7 7 )  
wa r a q  s i r a n  m a k a k a r i n i  
did-n o t  they a b l e - t o - come- here 
'They were not able to come here ' ( 7 7 )  
a b a y  kamo p a g m a t a y  
don ' t  you 
'Don ' t  cry ' 
Chamorro 
t i t um a n g e s  
not cry 
cry 
( 78 )  
5 i 
n 
Ma r i a  
Maria 
n i g a p  
y e s terday 
'Maria didn ' t  cry yes terday ' ( Topping 1 9 7 3 : 2 6 5 )  
t i d a n ko l o  ' i t ro n ko 
n o t  big n tree 
'The tree is n o t  big ' ( 26 6 )  
g u a h a  a s a g u a - h u  
exi s t  spouse-my 
' I  have a spouse ' ( 2 6 6 )  
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t ay a ' 
n o t -e:x:ist 
a s a g u a - h u 
spouse -my 
'I don ' t  hav e a spouse ' ( 2 66 ) 
m u n g a  h u ma n ao g l  g i ma '  
don ' t  leave house 
'Don ' t  leave the house ' ( 2 6 7 )  
Woleaian 
y e  be  ma s 
he future die 
'He may die ' ( Sohn 1 9 7 5 : 21 4 )  
y e  s a  m a s  
he comp let ive die 
'He is dead ' ( Sohn 1 975 : 2 1 5 )  
y e  t a i  m i l i g e i y  
he n o t  l i v e  here 
' He does not l i v e  here ' ( 2 1 8 )  
r e  t e i t  f e f f a s e n g i u r s a r  
t hey n o t - y e t  ca l l -pa s s i ve c h i ld 
'The chi l dren have not been c a l l e d  
Yapese 
ka g a  m a a  ma rwe e l  u 
s t i l l  you hab i tua l work at 
kawe 
d 
y e t ' ( 2 2 1 )  
roem  
here 
'Do you s t i l l  work here ' ( Jensen 1 9 7 7 : 21 5 )  
Bau 
ku m u  g u y  
again y o u  s e e - him 
, Did you see him again ' ( 2 15 ) 
d a awo r g u  g u y 
n o t - y e t  I s e e - him 
, I haven ' t  seen hi m y e t ' 
d a a g t h i i  m a e n l g i l  e a  
n o t  good n 
'This  thing i s  n o t  good ' 
e s e g a  n a  kak a n a  
v n o t  n foo d  
( 30 1 )  
b i n e e y  
t h i s - thing 
( 2 15 ) 
' There i s  no  foo d ' ( Milner 1 9 7 2 : 4 4 )  
e s e g a  n I moce r awa 
v n o t  n .s l e ep can 
'He cannot s l eep ' ( 4 5 )  
Maori 
e koo r e r o  a n a  n g a a  w a a h l n e 
V t a l k  p rogress ive n women 
'The women are t a l king ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9 : 6 2 )  
k a a h o re  n g a a  w a a h l n e e 
n o t  n women non-past 
' The women are not tal king ' ( 6 2 )  
I 
past 
h a e r e  maa t o u 
go we 
' We went ' ( 6 3 )  
k l l h a l  m a a t o u  
pas t -n o t  we 
' We did not go ' 
I 
past 
( Biggs 
h a e r e  
g o  
1 9 6 9 : 6 3 )  
koo r e r o a n a  
t a l k  progre ss ive 
k u a  t a e  ma l n g a a  m a n uwh i r l 
perfect move aome n gues t 
'The guests  have arri ved ' ( 6 5 )  
To mark modality ,  Anem and Lus i  have parallel  s e t s  o f  part i c le s  
whi ch oc cur i n  c lause- final p o s i t ion . 
Anem 
u - b - f 
he- k i t l - i t  
a b a 
pig 
ma n t u  
n o t  
' H e  didn ' t  ki l l  a pig ' 
Lusi 
i - r a u  
h e - k i t l 
'{ a e a  
pig 
mao 
n o t  
' H e  didn ' t  ki l l  a pig ' 
Anem 
u - k  
h e -go 
a x  i R a b a u  1 
to Raba u l  
b l z a l) 
complet ive 
'He 's  a lready gone to Rabau l '  
Lusi 
I - 1  a 
he-go 
pa  R a b a u  1 
to Rabau l  
'{ a s  1 1  I 
comp let ive 
'He 's  a lready gone to Rabau l ' 
Anem 
u - g e n  
he -make 
e n e  pma g a  
hou8e n o t - y e t  
'He hasn ' t  bui l t  a house y e t ' 
Lusi 
1 - ka  r o  
he -make 
l u ma 
house 
ma l t n e  
n o t - y e t  
'He hasn ' t  bui l t  a h o u s e  y e t ' 
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An�m 
n � - m � n  g a k  
y o u - aome first 
' Come here first (before you . . .  ) '  
Lus i  
u - n a ma  m u y a  
y o u - a ome fir s t  
' Come here firs t ' 
a - s � m  p � t  
I- s L eep just  
' I 'm j u s t  s Leeping/ Lying down ' 
Lus i  
I) a - e n o  
I- s Le ep 
t e r e  
j u s t  
' I 'm j u s t  s Le eping/Lying down ' 
An�m 
n e - k  i � b� 1 
you-ary don ' t  
'Don ' t  ary (s top arying ) ' 
Lus i  
( u ) t a l) i  m l n a 
( y o u ) ary don ' t  
'Don ' t  ary (s top ary ing ) ' 
2 . 9. SUMMAR Y  
I t  i s  not my intention t o  suggest that the SAN languages are all 
structurally identical , nor that all  the typological features mentioned 
here oc cur in each of the language s presented ; only t hat these feature s 
are widespread and that even though individual languages may deviate in 
detai l ,  in general , t hey conform t o  the overall patt ern which contras t s  
markedly with t hat o f  Lusi and An�m . 
The salient typological features of SAN c an be summari sed as fol lows : 
1 . The verb phrase occurs before nominal adj unc t s  in neutral 
stat ement s .  
2 .  Several t rans format ions are available to indicate ob ligatory 
focus dist inctions . The se inc lude co-ordinat ed alternations in the 
relat ive order of constituent phrases in a c lause , in verbal affixe s ,  
and i n  noun phrase marking part i c les . 
3 .  A t rans format ion i s  availab le to place special emphas i s  on a 
constituent of a c lause . The empha s i sed phrase o c c urs in c lause-initial 
p o s it ion . Thi s t rans formation often resul t s  in a verb less  equat ive 
c lause . 
4 .  Comment/predi cate occurs before t opic/subj ect . 
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5 .  Noun phrases are marked by part icles  whi ch are often portmanteau 
morphemes indicat ing di st inct ions of case , definitene s s , spe c i ficity 
and number . 
6 .  Modalities are indicated by part i c l e s  that ei ther precede the 
verb phrase or are part of the verb phrase in c lause-init ial posit ion . 
In contrast , Lus i and An�m can both be charac t erised by qui t e  rigid 
SVO order with no part i c les  marking noun phrases , and with modalities  
marked with part i c les  in c lause-final position . 

3 . 1 . I NTROVUCTION 
CHAPTER 3 
ANtM AND LUSI TYPOLOGY 
As shown in Chapt er 2 ,  Lusi i s  typologi cally different from SAN , 
while , in many re spe ct s ,  similar or ident ical to Anem . To avoid 
creat ing the false impre s s ion that Lus i  and Anem are structurally 
close or ident ical in all respect s , it is useful t o  compare and con­
t rast Lusi and Anem in more detai l .  At relevant points in the d i s ­
cussion , re ferences are made t o  other AN languages . F u l l  paradigms o f  
the affixes d i s c u s s e d  i n  t h i s  chapter a r e  given in Appendix B .  
The overall impres sion of Lus i  morphology is  of simp l i c i t y  when it 
i s  compared with ei ther Anem or SAN . Obligat ory formal distinctions 
are few in Lus i  and the affixes marking t hem involve very few morpho­
phonemic proc e s ses . Rec ognis ing t hi s , the Anem and Lusi both agree 
that Lusi is  easy to learn in compari son with Anem , which the Anem 
themselves describe as "bent about with many angle s " .  The Lus i  des­
cribe Anem as " heavy in our throat s " .  
From the beginning of pidgin/creole studie s ,  simplicity has been 
taken as a salient feature of pidgins , one which i s  perpetuated in a 
creole . The very not ion of simplicity , however , i s  t ricky because it 
is relative . For the present purpo ses ,  then , a language is said t o  be 
progres s ively s impler , the more c lo s e ly it approaches the ideal of a 
one-t o-one correspondence between meaning and form ( Antt i la 1 9 7 2 : 1 30 ) , 
and the more it dispenses  with obligatory formal distinctions . 
On both count s ,  Lusi i s  simp ler than either Anem or SAN . In short , 
Lusi  has the typo logical s implicity assoc iated with creoles and it is  
there fore reasonable t o  entertain the not ion that the re has been a 
pidgini sat ion pro c e s s  in the rec ent prehi story of Lusi . The typological 
feature s of  modern Lusi point t o  contacts with speakers of  NGNAN lan­
guage s as we ll as with speakers of a language relat ed to an earlier 
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form of Anem . From this it follows that the earliest form of Lusi 
encountered by the speakers of  pre-Anem was probab ly already a fairly 
easy language t o  learn because of  its simplic i t y , and that it has been 
re formulated t o  con form in basic out line t o  the struc ture of Anem . 
3. 2. PRONOMINA L POSS ESSIVE A F FIXES 
One way in which Lusi i s  s imp ler than An�m i s  in the morphology 
of p o s s e s s ive constructions . Like most AN languages and many NAN lan­
guage s ( Cape l l  1 9 6 9 ) ,  both An�m and Lusi have noun phrase classes  based 
on formal distinctions made in posses s ive c onstruct ions . While Anem 
has over 20 such categories , Lusi has three c la s s e s  which are c learly 
AN in origin . 
I n  Lusi ,  body part s and k in generally oc cur with pronominal affixe s 
attached direct ly t o  the nominal stem . 
Lus i  
tama - y u  'my father ' 
t ama - m u  'your fathe r ' 
a i - tama 'his/her father ' 
l i ma - y u  'my han d ' 
l i ma - m u  'your han d ' 
a i - l i ma 'hi s/her han d ' 
In the other two classes , pronominal affixes occur with a parti c le -
lal for ' e di b � e s ' ,  or I l e l for other obj e ct s .  Another cat egory 
c ommon in other AN language s ,  ' drinkab � e ' ,  is absent in Lus i . 
Lus i  
l e - y u  l uma 'my house ' 
l e - m u  l uma 'your hous e ' 
e - l e  l u ma 'hi s/her house ' 
a - y u  mo i 'my taro ' 
a - m u  mo l 'your taro ' 
a i -a mo i 'his/her taro ' 
a- y u  eau 'my wa ter ' 
While t here are several apparent anomalie s , most nouns can be c l as s i fied 
according t o  t ransparent semant i c  domains , or oc cur in two categories 
depending on meaning . 
Lus i  
a - y u  n l u  'my coconut (to  e a t ) ' 
l e - y u  n I u 'my coconut ( tree  that I p �anted) , 
a - y u yaea 'my pork ' 
l e - y u  yaea 'my pig ' 
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Although they are based on the same analyt ic principles as in Lus i ,  
An�m has at least 2 0  noun phrase c la s se s , and semantic associat ions for 
each are di fficult or impos sible t o  est ablish in most cases . Neverthe­
les s , as in Lus i ,  a single noun can occur in several classes  with c lear 
distinctions in meaning . 
An�m 
e d t l) - a t  'my coconut ( to e a t )  , 
e d t l) - n - a l 'my cocon u t  ( tree that I p Zanted) , 
a b a - k - e  'my pig ' 
a b a - I - a t  'my pork ' 
k l - J -e 'my hair (head) , 
k i - I) - e  'my hair (pu b i c )  , 
k i - g - a  'my hair (body ) , 
The great er number of classes in An�m allows for more semantic di s t inc ­
t ions than are possible in Lusi , but semantic corre lations with noun 
phrase classes  in An�m are not part i cularly transparent . 
With the sole except ion of / e - /  inst ead of / a i - / with / J e - /  in the 
thi rd person s ingular , Lus i  has the same set of  pronominal affixes with 
all c l a s se s . An�m , however , has four di s t inct set s of  suffixes marking 
pronominal dist inct ions . In addition to these , An�m also has irregular 
paradigms . The An�m suffixes are composite , almost always oc curring 
with an int ervening morpheme which i s  usually a s ingle consonant in 
form . Together , t he s e  dist inguish over 2 0  ult imate cat egories .  Unlike 
Lusi , An�m makes a dist inct ion between mas culine and feminine in the 
third person singular in two of the set s of  suffixes .  
An�m 
kom - i 
kom - f  
kom - u  
kOIO - f m 
g i - I) - e  
g l - I) - e 
g i - I) - o  
g i - I) - em 
t i - g - a 
t i - g - f r 
t i -g - I 
m f k - d - a t  
m f k - d - I r  
m l k - d - I t  
'my wa ter ' 
'your water ' 
'hi8  water ' 
'her wat er ' 
'my chi Zd ' 
'your chi Z d ' 
' h i 8  chi Zd ' 
' her chi Z d ' 
'my Z e g ' 
'YOWI' Zeg ' 
'hi8/her Z eg ' 
'my ma t ' 
'your mat ' 
'hi8/her ma t ' 
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Unlike Lusi which has a prefix i n  the third person singular , An�m 
p o s s e s s ive affixes are all  suffixe s . The / a i - ,  e - /  prefix i s  conspi cu­
ous in Lusi because of i t s  typological inconsistency and because com­
parat ive studies of other AN languages would lead one to expect * - n a  
instead . Chowning not e s  this as an anomaly in Kove too . 
This peculiarity may be partially explained by what occurs in Manam. 
There the third pers . s .  suffixed possessive i3 � ,  but the focal 
form of the pronoun is prefixed to the possessed noun ( as also occurs 
with other persons ) :  Nau-tama-�, ' ( I )  father-my ' ;  Nai tama, ' ( he ) 
father-his '  • • . •  it is possible that the Kove usage arose out of some­
thing like that in Manam. ( 19 7 3 : 2 1 6 ) 
Since NGNAN languages normally mark p o s s e ss ives with either prefixed or 
preposed pronouns , the exi stence of a prefix in the third person s ingu­
lar in Lus i  sugge st s an earlier reformulat ion of pre-Lu s i  on the model 
of  a NGNAN language . 
In spite of i t s  idiosyncrasies , the Lus i system of p o s s e s s ives is  
c learly cognat e with that of most other AN language s ,  but either Lusi 
or one of the other AN language s in contact with An�m has probably 
affected the noun c l a s s  systems of An�m , as shown by the fact that 
An�m has t hree posses sed forms of the word for ' t hing ' ,  each with 
corre sponding forms in Lusi ,  one for each Lusi cat egory . 
An�m Lus i  
d � k - n - a i  i e - y u  r a l)a 'my (neu tra l. )  t hing ' 
d � k - a t  a - y u  r a l)a 'my (edib l. e )  t h i ng ' 
d � k - g - a  r a l) a - y u  'my (bo dy ) thing ' 
In both languages ,  unles s  otherwise specified from the context , t he 
last form i s  frequent ly used as a euphenism for genitalia . / d � k /  does 
not occur in other noun phrase classes in An�m . To this ext ent , the 
noun c la s s  system of An�m has a s s imilated t o  AN , but the 'morphological 
c omp lexity of the An�m noun class system and the greater number of 
d i s t inc t i ons made argue for i t s  being an autochthonous system in An�m 
and not one borrowed , even conceptually , from any AN language . 
3 . 3 . NOUNS POSS ESS EV B Y  NO UNS 
So far in the d i s c u s s ion of posses s ive constructions � nouns p lus 
pronouns have been ment ioned , but nouns also enter into p o s s e s s ive 
constructions with other nouns , and , again , Lusi is simpler than An�m . 
Both , furthermore , diverge structurally from SAN languages which 
general ly have one or several morphemes linking nouns in a N + of + N 
formula , in which the form t rans lat ing 'of ' varies according to the 
c la s s e s  of the nouns conj oined . 
Batak 
i s  i 
aontent8 
n i h u t a  
o f  vi Hage 
' Content8 of the v i l lage ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 30 1 )  
n a  i b u n g a  
mo t he� o f  Bunga 
i h u r  
Ihu� 
' Bunga Ihu� ' 8  mo the� ' ( Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 30 2 )  
Bau 
n a  v a l e  n e l  B a l e  
n house of Ba le  
' Ba l e  '8  hou8e ' ( Milner 1 9 7 2 : 81 )  
n a  y a q o n a  me i M a r a  
n kava of Ma�a 
'Ma�a '8  kava ' ( 81 )  
n a  d a l o  ke i Ta i t u s i 
n ta�o of Tai t u 8 i  
' Ta i t u8 i ' 8  ta�o ' ( 81 )  
n a  y a q o n a  n i V i  t i 
n kava of Fiji 
'Fijian kava ' ( 81 )  
n a  u l u  I B i a u  
n head of Biau 
'Biau '8 head ' ( 81 )  
Maori 
t e  
n 
a ro h a  
love 
o te  wa h i n e  
o f  n woman 
'The woman '8  love ' ( Biggs 1 9 6 9 : 4 5 )  
n g a a  
n 
t a ma r l k i  
ahi l d�en 
a t e e r a a  wa h i n e 
of d woman 
' That woman '8  ahi l d�en ' ( 4 5 )  
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F o r  PAN , Blust reconstruc t s  t h e  part i c le * n i 'of ' as a genitive marker 
linking two nouns in a part -to-whole relat ionship . 
PAN 
* d a S u n  n i  k a S 2 i w  ' l eaf of t�ee ' 
*m a C a  n i  wa S i R  
*wa S i R  n i  ma C a  
'8p�ing of wate� , 
' tea� of eye ' ( Blust 1 9 7 3 : 7 4 )  
The corre sponding An�m and Lus i  construct ions lack a genitive marker as 
such ; Lusi uses a N + N-it8 formula . 
Lus i  
a v e i 
t�ee 
a i - l a u n l 
i t s - l eaf 
, l eave8/leaf ' 
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Lus i 
p a n a  m a t a - r i  
peop Z e  eye- theip 
'peop Z e 's eyes ' 
M u a  e - \ e  \ uma  
Mua his - neutral house 
'Mua ' s  house ' 
Where Lus i  has only one possibility , An�m has two with a quite subtle 
distinct ion between them . First , the An�m N + N-i t s  formula i s  s t ruc­
turally equivalent t o  the Lusi c onstruc tion . Syntactically , the two 
nouns are separat e ent i t i e s  conj oined in the construct ion ; each c an be 
modi fied separat e ly . 
An�m 
a l)  k i - I -o 
tpee Zeaf- i t s  
' the Zeaf/ Z eaves of the  tpee ' 
a l)  k \ a l) 
tpee diminutive 
I a n 
that 
k l - \ - o 
Z eaf- i t s  
ombomba  
big 
' the big Zeaves of t ha t  deap Z i t t Z e  tpee ' 
o n u  
p e op Z e  
e I - I  - t 
eye- theip 
' th e  eyes of the  peop Z e ' 
Ka s i a l)a e n e - i t  
Kas i a l)a hous e - h i s  
' Ka s i a l)a ' s  house ' 
a b a  e n e - I t  
pig hous e - i t s  
' the house of t h e  pig/pigs ' 
The second An�m construc t i on has a N-its + N formula , es sent ially 
the reverse of the above formula . This  i s  a type of derivational 
mechan i sm that behave s syntact ically as a s ingle unit ; for instance , 
nothing can come between the two nouns except the suffix of the first 
noun ; and this i s  a special suffix which makes no distinct ion in gender 
or number . With first and second c lass  nouns , it is identi c a l  to t he 
t hird person singular feminine ( / - t m /  and / - �m/ j with third c lass  nouns 
it is indist inct from the normal third person singular suffix ( / - t / ) 
which , in any case , makes no di s t inction in gender ; and , with forth 
c l a s s  nouns , it is a distinct suffix ( / - 1 1 / ) . 
An�m 
k l - I - �m a l)  
Zeaf- i ts tpee 
' Z eaf/Zeave s ' 
Anem 
e i - I - t m 
e y e - t h e i r  
o n u  
peop l e  
'peop l e 's  eyes ' 
e n e - i I a ba 
hous e - i t s  pig 
'a pig house ' 
* k i l em ombomba a Q  k l a Q I a n [ungrammat ical ] 
The two contrast ing Anem constructions correspond t o  the s ingle 
Lusi construct ion . Thi s  addit ional distinction and the greater 
morphological c omp lexity involved in it shows that , in comparison 
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with Anem , Lus i  i s  simpler . Yet , the Lus i construc t i on i s  more similar 
to the Anem than either Lusi or Anem is to any AN language with a 
reflex of * n i or it s equivalent . The Lusi p o s s e s s ive construct ions 
involving two nouns appear t o  be s t ructurally s imp ler models  of a more 
complex Anem . 
3 .4 .  S U BJ ECT PREF I X ES 
Anem and Lusi are alike in having ob ligat ory prefixes to mark sub­
j ect with all finite verbs l , but while the Lusi prefixes are s ingle 
morpheme s ,  the Anem pre fixes are portmanteau morphemes ,  making , in 
addit i on t o  pronominal distinctions , a formal distinct ion bet ween 
realis and irreal i s . 
Lusi 
u - I a  'you wen t/wi l l  go/are go ing; if you go; go ! '  
Q a - r e ¥ a  u - I a  ' I  want you to go ' 
Anem 
n a - k  
n t - k  
a - g e  n a - k  
u - k  
d o - k  
a - g e  d o - k  
'you  wi l l  g o ;  i f  y o u  go;  go ! ' 
'you are going/went ! 
' I  wan t  you to go ' 
' he i s  going/wen t ' 
' h e  wi l l  g o ;  if he goes ' 
'I wan t  him to go ' 
In addit ion to the s e , Anem has another prefix 1 0 - 1  marking t hird 
person imperat ive . Lusi  has no such distinction . 
lA single minor exception to this exists in Lusi where the second person singular 
prefix is usually not present with Imi nal 'dehortative ' .  e . g .  l (u ) -taQ i m i nal 
'don 't cry ' . 
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Anem 
u - m e n  ' he came ' 
u a s  o - m e n  ' L e t  the  tobacco come; pass the  tobacco ' 
n a - k  
y ou-go 
n e - u a l - l - o 
you- t e E - him 
o - me n  
h e-come 
o - s em 
he - s L e ep 
' Go t e L L  him to come s Le ep in my house ' 
Lus i  
I - n ama  ' he came ' 
wa s l  I - n a m a  'pass the tobacco ' 
. a X I 
in 
e n e - a t  
hou s e -my 
In most of the person-number categori e s , Lus i  has a single prefix 
c orresponding with two pre fixes in Anem . In the third person singular , 
however , Anem has five prefixes for a s ingle prefix in Lusi . 
Lus i  
1 - ' third person s ingular ' 
Anem 
u - ' third person s ingular mas culine realis ' 
d o - ' third person singular mas c uline irreali s '  
1 - ' third person singular feminine reali s 
d e - , third person s ingular feminine ir'reali s '  
0 - ' third person imperat ive ' 
With t h i s  greater number of formal dist inct ions , Anem , with respect t o  
subj ect  prefixe s ,  i s  more comp lex than Lus i . Here , again , Lusi 
exemplifies  t he typological simplicity of a creole . 
3. 5. OBJECT S U F F I XES 
Both Lusi and Anem have suffixes t o  mark obj ect  with verbs and 
prepos i t ions . Lus i  has a single set of suffixes di s t inct from any 
other set ; each pronominal distinction corresponds with a s ingle 
invariable form except in the third person s ingular / - 1 .  - n l . 0/ where 
the three allomorphs seem to have a somewhat arbitrary distribution 
det e.rmined by individual stems . A small number of verb s are obligatory 
reflexives in that they oc cur with an obligatory obj ect suffix in 
concord with the subj ect prefix ( Count s 1 9 6 9 : 74 -6 ) . In other respect s ,  
the Lus i  system i s  quite t ransparent . 
Lus i  
I - p a - y a u  ' he 
I - p a - y o  'he  
gave 
gave 
( i t )  
( i t )  
to me ' 
to you ' 
I - p a - n l ' h e  gave ( i t )  to him/her ' 
I) a - l o l) o - n l  po s a l) a  ' I  heal' ta Lking ' 
l) a - t u n u - 0  u s u  ' I  burn thatch ' 
Lus i  
i - I u a - i ' he returns ' 
t i - I u a - r i  ' t hey re turn ' 
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In contrast , the Anem obj ect suffix system i s  complex ; with only 
minor di fference s  in detai l ,  the same array of suffixes marking 
pos sess ive with nouns also marks obj ect with verb s . Although it may 
be argued that Lusi , with 2 systems of suffixes , i s  more compli c ated 
than Anem , which uses the same system for both func t ions , this i s  an 
empty argument in vi ew of the fact that the occurrence of a parti cular 
set of obj ect suffixe s in Anem is conditioned by the stem with which 
it occurs in a manner that defies formulat ion of rules .  Thus , like 
nouns , Anem stems fit int o quite arbit rary classes identifiable only 
on the basis of  their co-oc current obj ect suffixes . A few verb s oc cur 
in two classes with differenc es in meaning . To demonstrate the 
arbitrary nature of this system ,  a few nouns are given below for 
comparison with the verb examples . 
Anem 
i - u a i 
i - u a i - I - e r  
k i - I - e r  
i - u a i - k - t r  
pom - k - i r  
i - s a m a - d - i t  
m i k - d - i t  
u - i - g - i  
b l i - g - i  
u - s n - u  
kom - u  
u - b e - i t  
e n e - i t  
u - k - o  
u - b - i  
u - I)O - t  
u - k l) - i  
d o - b - a  
d o - k l) - i 
' they t a L k ' 
' they ta L k  to you ' 
'your hair ' 
' they t a l k  about you ' 
'your c h e s t ' 
' t hey look for 
'his/her mat ' 
'he gue s s e d  i t ' 
'his  back ' 
i t/him/her ' 
'he  gave ( i t )  to him ' 
'his  wa ter ' 
'he  touched i t/him/her ' 
'hi s/her house ' 
'he l i t  i t ' 
'he  ki Z led i t ' 
'he  threw i t ' 
'he cut i t ' 
'he ' l l  ki l l  me ' 
'he ' l l  c u t  me ' 
For the out s ider , the morphology of these suffixes give s a night ­
mari sh quality equally to nouns and verbs in Anem . The corresponding 
Lusi systems are quite t ransparent and , therefore , easy for out siders 
to learn . 
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3.6. PR E POSITIONS ANV POSTPOSITIONS 
Noun-verb relat ionships other than subj ect and obj ect are marked by 
prepos it ions in An�m and by both preposit ions and postposit ions in Lus i . 
The basic case re lat ionship markers are given below . 
An�m Lus i 
. a x . p a  
a I I a I ,  - a  I ,  . } ' locat ive ' - . 
k a n  
d � d } I) a  ' inst rumental commitative ' 
d t  a e a  ' purposive ' 
Normally , in An�m , l a x t l  occurs with non-humans and l a l l  with 
humans , but l a x t l  can be and frequent ly is used for both . The p o s s i ­
bility of t h i s  distinction i s  entirely lacking i n  Lus i .  In t h e  Lus i  
locat i ve s , the prepos ition I p a l  is  product ive and can b e  used anywhere 
in p lace of the postposition I i a l l  ( or i t s  suffixed allomorphs )  whic h  
oc curs only in common fos si l i sed expre s sions . 
Lusi 
s l a  I a I - p a  s I a 'on  the  reef ' 
n u  I a I .. p a  n u  'on the is land ' 
s a r u - I = p a  s a r u  'in  the  jung l e ' 
Forms o f  I i a l l  oc cur suffixed to numerous place names in northwes t ern 
New Britain - Kaliai , Taveliai , Tamuniai , Bariai , Pisoiai , and even 
Karaiai , the name of an An�m village . For some of thes e ,  the An�m 
use s hort er forms in casual speech - Kali , Pisuoi , Kaxai - ,  but in 
formal speech , they use the longer forms considering these to be 
correc t . 
For c ommitat ives , An�m uses both I k a n l  and I d e l / , but I k a n l  can 
oc cur with an obj ect  suffix while I d e l l  cannot . Otherwi se , as com­
mit at ive , they are interchangeab le , with no det ectable di fference in 
meaning . I ka n / ,  but not I d e l / ,  marks instrumental . In Lusi , I l) a l  
marks both commitat ive and ins trumental , but commitative can b e  unam­
b iguously dist ingui shed by the use of I t omol ' toge t her ' .  
Purposive phrases are indicated in An�m by the preposition I d t / , 
and in Lusi by t he postposit ion laea / .  Unlike the locat ive postpos­
ition I i a l l  whiah is  fos s i l i z e d ,  la e a l  i s  wholly productive in Lusi . 
Anem 
n i l  d t  l am 'a nai l  for a lamp ' 
Lusi 
n i l  l am aea  ' a  nai l for a lamp ' 
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Ne ither An�m nor SAN language s have postposi t i ons , but Lusi has these 
two - /aea/ and / i a i / .  Cognate forms of the locat ive / i a i /  oc cur in 
other AN language s in Papua New Guinea as e ither postposed clit i c s  or 
suffixe s .  
The most interesting Kove affix is -�a� , which has the general meaning 
' in ' .  It is usually assumed to be related to a similar suffix found , 
according to Pawley, in "all the better-known languages of Papua New 
Guinea from Gedaged east " (1974 : fn . 19) [=1972 : fn . 19J .  In Motu it 
appears as -ai , in Molima and many other Milne Bay District languages 
as ::::L!!:..' ( Chowning 1 9 7 3 : 2 1 9 )  
Actually , postposit ions i n  AN languages seem t o  be large ly restricted 
t o  New Guinea where t he cont iguous NAN languages have postponitions or 
suffixes t o  mark all case relationships ( Capell 1 9 69 ) . Thus , like the 
prefixed p o s s e s s ive ( Sect ion 3 . 2 . ) ,  this feature sugge s t s  that Lusi 
has been in contact with a NGNAN language in whi ch post-posit ions are 
the norm , or , of  cours e , with a NGAN language whi c h  has already been 
reformulated in this direct ion . Pawley refers to thi s as "a c ommon 
innovation "  ( 1 9 7 2 : fn . 19 ) , a feature shared as a result of a period of 
common development , and , there fore , important in gene t i c  c las s i fication , 
but for reas ons discussed in Section 5 . 3 . , thi s  hypothe s i s  seems 
uns ound . 
3 . 7 .  G ENVER I N  ANEM 
Anem , but not Lus i , has a largely arbitrary gender di stinct ion . All  
nouns re ferring t o  male beings are masculine ; all female bei ngs are 
feminine ; and all  other nouns referring to ent i t i e s  that are not 
c learly one sex or the other are arbitrari l y  ass igned to one of the 
two categori e s . 
Be fore I had figured thi s out for mys e l f ,  one of my informant s ,  
Yosep Kaloga , described the dist inct ion t o  me in these t erms : "For 
us Anem , everything is either like a man or like a woman . The sun i s  
l i ke a man and the moon i s  like a woman . My arm i s  like a woman and 
my leg i s  l ike a man . We divide everything up this way . We go by  
what sounds right . "  
of  hi s own language 
in this way , I feel 
Yosep ' s  sophi s t i c ated insight into the structure 
astoni shed me . Since he described the dist inct ion 
that the t radit ional labels , "mas culine " and 
" feminine " are suitable . 
In Anem , most t re e s , axes and mountains are mas culine , while most 
vine s , the ocean , knive s and houses are feminine . The first and 
second person pronouns are feminine in the s ingular but masculine in 
the p lural regardl e s s  of  the s e x  of the actual referent . Gender is 
indi cated by two s y s t ems of concord : 1 .  between noun and verbal 
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affixe s , and 2 .  between nouns and dei c t i c s . 
An�m 
a d o  u - m� 
sun h e - s hine 
'The sun is s h i ning ' 
k i t !)  I - m�  
moon she-shine 
' The  moon i s  shining ' 
t t m - n - a i i - I t 
arm-my s h e - swo l len 
'My arm i s  swo l le n ' 
t i - g - a  
l eg -my 
u - l t  
he- swo l len 
'My l e g  is  swo l len ' 
d o x a  s � x a  s � x t d  I - ken  I - k 
person f-former f-over- there she-go she-go 
' The woman who was over there has gone away ' 
d o x a  I e x a  
person m-former 
I e x t  d 
m-over- there 
u - ko n  
he-go 
u - k  
he-go 
'The man who was over there has gone away ' 
d a - I - � m  
I-ge t - i t  
[ l am ]  
[ lamp ] 
'I ' l l  ge t i t ' 
d a - I - o 
I-ge t - i t  
[ ua s - I r ] 
[ tobacco-your ] 
'I ' l l  g e t  i t ' 
The gender system i s  independent o f  the noun phrase c l a s s  s y s t em 
based on p o s s e s s i ves ; that i s , nouns are not specified for gender by 
virtue of belonging to a parti c ular clas s . 
An�m 
t e - n - a l 
knife -my 
I - k t p  
s h e -broken 
'My knife i s  broken ' 
k e b e s l - n - a i u - k t p  
axe-my h e - broken 
'My axe is broken ' 
Thus , in order t o  use a noun freely in An�m,  the speaker must know 
both i t s  gender and the pos sible noun c l a s s ( es )  it be longs t o . �hi s  
adds considerably t o  the difficulty of learning to speak An�m we ll . 
From a purely subj ective standpoint of a non-native speaker struggl­
ing with the language ' s  anomalie s , the gender system of An�m seems to 
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b e  yet one more i s olating mechani sm . The alternation between feminine 
Is . . .  i l  sequenc es and masculine I I  . . .  ul sequenc es has the same initial 
e ffect as larding one ' s  speech with nonsense syllables , the p loy often 
used by groups of  Engli sh-speaking children t o  conceal mes sages from 
the uninit iated . From a semanti c  point of view , little real informat ion 
i s  conveyed by the gender d i s t inction in An�m ; Lus i , a structurally 
s impler language by virtue of lacking it , i s  an adequate medium for 
communication . 
3.8. COMPLEXITY  I N  ANEM 
A compari s on of An�m and Lusi give s the c lear impres s i on of the 
relat ive s imp l i c it y  of  Lusi as opposed to the complexity of An�m . 
Lusi has fewer formal distinct ions , alternat ive constructions , irregu­
lari t i e s , and morphophonemic processes . I t  has the typological s im­
plicity that is a salient feature of languages that are undeniab ly 
pidgins or creoles . On the other hand , An�m has a lot of ' baggage ' ,  
a great er number of formal d i s t inctions , many of which add litt le , i f  
anything , t o  the information conveyed . In addition to the complexities 
discussed in the pre ceding s e c tions , there are other feature s which 
make An�m less  like a pidgin or creole and ,  therefore , more difficult 
t o  learn . 
For example , An�m has numerous suppletive verb s t ems . Some s t ems 
are determined by the number of the subj ect , others by  the number of 
the obj ect . 
An�m 
u - s � m  ' s Z ept ' 
i - t e l  ' they s Zep t ' 
u - k  ' h e  went ' 
i - u  I ' they went ' 
u - b - i 'he  H U ed i t ' 
u - pe l - i t  'he  H U ed them ' 
i - b - i  ' they H Ued i t ' 
i - p e l - i t  ' they H U ed them ' 
Although there i s  no way of predi ct ing which ones , some An�m stems 
are subj ect  to rules of regres sive vowe l assimilat ion . Vowe l harmony 
also affe c t s  so�e ,  but not all verbal prefixe s .  
An�m 
n e - ke - I - e 
n o - ko - I - o 
n � - ke - I - em 
' Zook  a t  me ' 
' look  a t  him ' 
' look  a t  her ' 
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Anem 
BUT 
e - I - i 
o - I - u 
� - I - t m  
e l k - I) - e  
o l k - I) - o  
� I k - I) - �m 
a l i - 1 - i 
a l u - I - u 
a l t - I - t m 
o g - I - e 
o g - I - o 
o g - I - � m  
n � - n � I) - I - e 
n � - n � I) - I -o 
n � - n e l) - I - � m  
'my 8hadow ' 
' h i 8  8hadow ' 
'her 8 hadow ' 
'my ahi Z dren ' 
' h i 8  ahi Zdren ' 
'her ahi Z dren ' 
'my e 8 aape route ' 
' h i 8  e 8 aape rout e ' 
' her e8 aape route ' 
'my head ' 
'hi8  head ' 
'her head ' 
'a8k me ' 
'a8k him ' 
'a8k her ' 
Morphologi cally , Lusi is  neat ly segmentable int o morphemes with a 
clear open-syllab le structure . In Anem , however , many morphemes are 
di fficult to perceive because they cons ist of only a single phoneme or 
a consonant c luster . 
Anem 
u - k l) - i 'he  aut me ' 
u - t 1 - i 'he  8 tabbed me ' 
d a - b - t r  'I ' Z Z  hi t you ' 
a - s n - u  ' I  gave i t  to him ' 
d a - I -o 'I ' Z Z  g e t  i t ' 
u - i - g - t  'he gue88ed i t ' 
. 'I ga thered i t ' a - s - I 
At least one Anem verb has "no 
to a suffix which , by i t s  clas s ,  
Anem 
e n i  
devi l.  
i - 0 - t  
8 h e - ea t - i t  
k e k e l e  
a h i l.d 
' The devi l. a t e  the ahi Zd ' 
e n i 
dev i l. 
d e - 0 - n1i s 
8 h e - e a t - u8 
' The  dev i l.  wi Z Z  e a t  U8 ' 
a - g �  
I-wan t 
d a - 0 - r  
I-eat-you 
'I 'm about to e a t  y o u ' 
stem" ; a prefi x  i s  attached dire c t ly 
det ermines the meaning of the form . 
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With a few other verbs , it i s  less  obvious whether they should be 
analysed as prefix + 0 + suffix or as forms with stems that are homo­
phonous with the first morpheme of an obj ect  suffix . Nouns of the 
appropriate classes are given be low for c omparison with the verbal 
examples . 
An�m 
u - g - a  " he name d me ' 
u - g - t r  'he named you ' 
po l - g - a  'my shou �der ' 
d a - I - e r  ' I ' H  g e t  you ' 
i - 1 - 0 ' they got him ' 
a l) - I - o  ' h i s  firewood ' 
n e - d - a t  e be l  's top pushing me ' 
a - d - I t  ' I  pushed i t ' 
m t k - d - I t  'his  mat ' 
u - n - t m  ' h e  aop u � a t e d  w i t h  her ' 
t t m - n - t m 'her hand ' 
Numerous irregularit i e s  exist in An�m morphology that defy the 
formulation of rules .  In the examples be low , asterisked forms are 
what would be expe cted . 
An�m 
d i d u 'skirt ' 
d i d u - a k - e  'my skirt ' 
ma l o  'bark a �o th ' 
ma I - a k - e  'my bark c �oth ' *ma I o - a k - e  
n a - k  'go ! ' * n e - k  
n e - t  ' ea t ! ' * n e - t  
n i - t 'you a t e ' * n t - t  
d e - i k  ' I ' � �  drink ' * d a - I k  
s i e - x - e  'your b u t toaks ' * s l e - x - t r  
These feature s emphasize the typologi cal di sparity between An�m , a 
long establi shed language full of anomalies , and Lus i ,  a language in 
which most of  the anomalies that might have ac cumulated have been 
level led out by a recent pro c e s s  of  p idgini sation . 
3.9 .  LANGUAGE L EARNING I N  ANEM ANV L US I  
All thi s "baggage " c onspires t o  make An�m a frustrating experience 
for the learner who lacks the benefit of the analyt ic  t ools  of lin­
guist i c s . In 1 9 7 8 , during my second fieldt rip , s i x  non-An�m adults 
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were living permanently in Karaiai . A Tolai woman who had arrived in 
ab out 1 9 6 9  spoke An�m fluent ly , but without full control of the p ho­
nology , morphology or lexicon . Her speech was unfortunate ly the source 
of a great deal of j oking among the An�m . A Kilenge man who had 
arrived in about 1 9 71 re fused to speak anything but Tok Pisin in the 
village ; he appeared to be oblivious to s imple , b latant , personal 
insul t s  made in his presence in An�m . In 1 9 7 4 , another , much more 
pat ient Ki lenge man had married one of my best  informant s ;  by 1 9 7 8 , 
he underst ood mo st An�m , but spoke halt ingly in short c lipped p hrases 
punctuat ed with long pauses . Since 1 9 7 5 , he has developed a stutter 
when speaking Tok P i s in . A Bali woman from the Vitu I s lands , who had 
been there l e s s  than a year , and who knew only i s olated words for 
common obj e c t s , c laimed t hat she never expected to be  ab le to learn 
An�m . A Lusi  coup le from Atiatu had lived in Karaiai . from about 1 9 7 2 , 
and in 1 9 7 5 , impressed by the progres s  I had made in learning An�m , 
the husband set  about learning An�m s e riously in an e ffort t o  keep up 
with village busine s s ; by 1 9 7 8 , he could follow most conversation , but 
spoke almost unint e lligib ly . His wife and children refused to learn 
An�m , interac ting rather in Lusi . 
The rec ord for adul t s  learning An�m i s  poor in Karaiai , but the 
s it uation i s  wors e  in Bolo , the interior An�m village , where no chil­
dren now speak An�m , even though , presumably , they understand i t  t o  
some degree . Here , t h e  preferred language o f  t h e  younger generat ion 
is  Ari a ,  although most of  them also speak Lusi . Since the speakers 
of  AN languages in northwe st New Britain are in nearly unanimous agree­
ment t hat An�m i s  imp os s ible t o  learn , they need to perceive real bene­
fit s  from learning it be fore they attempt to do so . On the other hand , 
Lus i  i s  considered to be an extreme ly easy language t o  learn . Chowning 
also not e s  this for Kove . 
By contrast with Lakalai [AN] , Kove has very few affixes . Indeed, its 
grammar is notable for its simplicity ; Kove-speakers frequently say 
·that for this reason foreigners find Kove very easy to learn . 
( Chowning 1 9 7 3 : 2 1 8 )  
Thi i  phenomenon i s  also reported for the AN languages spoken on 
Bougainvi lle . 
Both Austronesian and Non-Austronesian languages are found in the 
Bougainville District • . . .  As a rule the Austronesian languages are 
considerably easier to learn then the Non-Austronesian languages . 
( Al lan and Hurd 1 9 6 9 : 2 )  
Given the comp lexit ies  of An�m , it i s  ext reme ly difficult for adult 
non-native speakers to perceive the individual morphemes and to deduce 
the rules  for their comb ination . Even with a great deal of exposure , 
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learners o f  Anem find difficulty in making connect ions among words 
whos e  affixes somet imes s e em to overwhelm their stems . In thes e  
c ircumstanc e s , t h e  perc eption of Anem as di fficult t o  learn as a s e c ond 
language s eems to be j us t i fied . 
It cannot be mere coinc idence that Lusi i s  both easy t o  learn and 
useful as a lingua franca , whi le Anem is considered imp o s s ible to learn 
and has almost no value as a lingua franca . Thi s  s e ems to be typical 
of the dichot omy between NAN and AN language s throughout Me lanesia . 
As long as a language is learned primarily as a nat ive language , it 
can cont inue t o  develop complexities t hat are not t olerated by people 
learning the language a s  a s e c ond language . Thus , the typological 
simp licity of MNAN language s s eems to go hand in hand with the great er 
mobility of AN speakers and the use of  their language s as lingue franche 
in Me lanesia . 

4 . 1 .  I NTROVUCTI0N 
CHAPTER 4 
ANtM AND LUSI VOCABULARY 
The previous two chapters have focus sed on structural asp e c t s  of  
Lusi and Anem , but a study of the lexicons of the two languages also 
provides evidence for a maj or modification in Lus i as a result of  
contact with Anem . As shown in the following sect ions of this chapt er , 
Anem and Lusi have exchanged a large numb er of words , mainly non-basic 
vocabulary items , but this has not been at random . To a certain ext ent , 
the patterns of borrowing that emerge from the study make it pos sib le 
t o  reconstruct aspe c t s  of the nature of the initial contact s i t uat ion . 
Given the s c arcity of available dat a on the languages in the 
immediat e region , establi shing etymologie s  for Anem and Lus i words is 
often di fficult and obvious ly hazardous . Although there ' are probably 
errors in detail due t o  unavoidable ignoranc e ,  I am confident that the 
conclusions of  this chapter are c orrect in general out line . 
Two guidelines have been employed in establi shing etymologies . 
First , by comparing the phonologies of the two language s ,  I have been 
able to iden t i fy Anem borrowings in Lusi . Second , I have relied on the 
reconstructed forms for PAN , poe and other posited subgroupings of  AN 
as collected by Wurm and Wilson ( 19 7 5 )  in order to rec ogni se AN i t ems 
in both Anem and Lusi . I have also consulted dictionarie s  and word­
l i s t s  of AN languages out s ide the immediat e West New Britain area . 
Of the remaining items that are c learly the same in both language s ,  no 
etymological det ermination can yet be made . This  residual category i s  
large , parti cularly for those items that can be  cons idered non-bas i c ,  
the very items that are least likely t o  b e  found in dictionaries and 
wordlist s .  
The pattern that emerges from studying Anem and Lusi vocabulary , 
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howeve r ,  largely reconfirms the observat ions of Ray that : 
. . .  when the IN [=AN] words are extracted from any MN [=MNAN] vocabulary 
the residuum , except for languages within strictly limited areas , is 
absolutely incomparable . ( 1 926 : 4 )  
and Cap e l l  that : 
. . .  there appears to be very little common matter in the substrata 
of the languages [MNAN] once the PAN element i s  accounted for . 
( 1 971 : 3 3 4 )  
Both Ray and Cap e l l  propose that the vocabulary in MNAN language s t hat 
is  not AN be longs t o  NAN sub strata which differ markedly from area t o  
area . One of the maj or obj ect ions t o  this theory has been that neither 
Cape l l  nor Ray is  ab le t o  relate the NAN substrata of MNAN languages 
t o  any surviving NAN language . Part of this deficit i s  acc ounted for 
by An�m vocabulary items in Lus i ,  as shown in the remainder of this 
chap t e r . 
Fol lowing from the observat ion that the AN vocabulary in MNAN 
languages is small and large ly c onfined to basic i t ems , Capell ( 19 6 2a ) 
propos e s  that MNAN language s should be p laced in a qua s i -genet ic 
cat egory " s emi-AN " . Lus i would belong here in such a scheme , but in 
Section 5 . 3 . ,  reasons are put forward for obj ecting to such inter­
mediate cat e gories as having no logical or useful place in any gene t i c  
c la s s i fi c at ion . The Swadesh lOO-word list  given in Appendix A and the 
sample t ext s given in Appendix E e s t ab l i s h  beyond disput e  that Lusi is  
AN and that An�m i s  NAN . Genetical ly , they are in discrete categorie s .  
4 . 2. BAS I C  ANV NON- BAS I C  PHONO LOGY 
The Swadesh list  in Appendix A also provides a bas i s  for making a 
use ful distinction between basic and non-basic  phonological patt erns 
in An�m and Lus i . Both language s have c learly strati fied lexicons , 
each with three leve l s  corre sponding t o  the three maj or sources o f  
words in t h e  language s .  An�m has a basic NAN stratum and Lusi a basic 
AN s t ratum , both exemp li fied in the i t ems on the Swade s h  list . An�m 
also has a st ratum of words borrowed from Lusi ( or ,  perhaps , Kove ) ,  
whi l e  Lus i has a stratum of non-bas ic items borrowed from An�m . Both 
have a recent and quit e  ext ensive st ratum of words borrowed from Tok 
P i s i n . Each of these three strata has a different phonological patt ern . 
From the basic vocabulary i t ems , it i s  pos sible to e s t ablish , in 
general out line , the basic phonologies of An�m and Lusi , thereby making 
possible  the ident i fi c ation of many An�m borrowings in Lus i . In the 
Swadesh list , the fol lowing linear phonemes oc cur in An�m and Lus i . 
( An out line of the phonologies of t he two languages appears in Appendix 
C . ) 
An�m 
I p l  I t  I I k l  
I b l  I d l  Ig l  
Iml I n l  1 r) 1  
I I I  
I r l  Ixl  
l s i  
I z l  
/ i l  I t !  l u i  
l e i  I � I  1 0 1  
l a l  
Lus i  
I p l  I t  I I kl 
I v l  I r l  I y l 
I m l  I n l  1 r) 1  
I w l  / 1  I 
/ i l  
l e i  
/ ? I  
l s i  I h l  
l a l  
l u i  
1 0 1  
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For An�m , the inventory i s  complet e ;  no  other linear phoneme i s  
found b y  consult ing a l i s t  o f  over 2 0 0 0  morpheme s . For Lus i , however , 
one series of phonemes i s  mi s s i ng in the i t ems of the Swadesh l i s t  -
I b  d g / ,  the infrequent prenasalised voiced s t op s . Thi s  exerc i s e  con­
firms Chowning ' s  hypot he s i s  that the prenasalised voiced stops are a 
recent acqu i s i t ion in Kove and Lus i : 
The lexical material indicates that at some t ime , the voiced stops in 
the proto-language that gave rise to Bariai , Kaliai [=Lusi ] , and Kove 
all became voiced spirants in Kove , and possibly in Kaliai as well . 
Subsequently , however , Kove acquired many words containing voiced 
stops , though where poe forms are represented , the spirant reflexes are 
greatly in the maj ority . ( Chowning 1 9 7 3 : 19 5 )  
The voiced stops I b  d g l  i n  An�m are not prenasali sed , but have . 
fri cat i ve allophones identical in phonetic value t o  Lus i I v  r y l  whi c h  
are fri cat ives . The s e  fri c at ive allophone s i n  An�m oc cur in free 
variat ion with t he s t op allophones with increaSing frequency in rapid 
speech , part i cularly in int ervocalic p o s i t ion . An�m l u i  has allophones 
phonet ically ident ical t o  Lusi l u i  and Iw/ . Lus i  I h l  i s  probably a 
phoneme borrowed from Kove as supported by the observat ion that Kove 
I h l  regularly corresponds to either I h l  or I ? I  in Lus i ,  whi l e  I ? I  does 
not occur in Kove . Thus , with the excep t i on of I h / , whi ch i s  deleted 
from Lus i borrowings in An�m , the basic Lus i  phoneme inventory i s  a 
sub set of the An�m inventory . That i s ,  with the exception o f  I h / , 
Lus i has no s ounds that would be foreign to a hypothetical monol ingual 
An�m speaker . 
The reverse i s  not true . An�m l x i , a postve lar trill with voiced 
and voi c e l e s s  allophone s , is reali s ed in Lusi words of  An�m origin 
either as I ? I  or , more rarely , as I h / ,  p o s s ibly be cause o f  an int er­
mediary Kove s t age . An�m I z l  be comes Lusi I r / ,  and the back unrounded 
vowe ls  Ie t l  become corre sponding front vowe ls I e i l  in Lusi rendit i ons 
of An�m words . The correspondences between linear phonemes in i t ems 
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borrowed by Lusi from An�m are s ummarised be low . 
An�m 
I p l  
I t  I 
I k l  
I b l  
I d  z l  
1 9 1  
I m l  
I n l  
1 r)1 
/ 1 1  
I r  x l  
l s i  
/ I  t /  
I e  � I  
l u i  
101  
l a l  
Lusi 
I p l  
I t  I 
I k l  
I v l  
I rl 
I y l  
1m! 
I n l  
1 r) 1  
/ 1 1  
t r  ( h ) 1  
l s i  
/ I I  
l e i  
l u  w i  
101  
l a l  
The Swadesh list  also shows the basic canonic shapes of  words in 
An�m and Lusi . While , in these Lus i  words , there are no final con­
sonant s ,  they are frequent in An�m . In basic Lus i it ems , c onsonant 
c lusters are medial and re sult from partial reduplication of the stem . 
The basic  canonic shape for Lusi then , i s : « C l ) VI ( C 2 » ( Cl ) VI 
( C 2 ) V2 , most commonly realis ed as CVCV . 
The Swadesh list  i s  not long enough t o  show all the p o s s ib le con­
sonant c lusters in An�m , but many appear , especially in initial pos­
ition . The canonic shape of an An�m s y l lab le i s  ( TR/C ) V ( C ) , where 
C represent s any consonant , V any vowe l ,  T any stop , and R any resonant 
or t ri l l . For examp l e , words like I t l t x t l t x l  ' 8pur t ' and I d r) t t l  'for 
you p. ' pose no problem t o  An�m speakers . While many An�m words have 
final consonants and consonant c lusters in initial position , words of  
the shape CVCV are also frequent . 
The s e  observations provide one basis for ident i fy ing words of An�m 
origin in Lusi , , but since basic Lusi is phonologically a sub s e t  of  
An�m , the reverse i s  not possible . When non-basic  Lusi items are 
examined , the phonological description of Lusi must be revised . Lusi 
words with final consonant s and TR-type consonant c lusters are actually 
quit e  numerous in the non-basic vocabulary . They are particularly 
conspicuous in the roughly defined semanti c  domains discussed in 
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sections 4 . 4 .  and 4 . 5 .  
An�m has borrowed a large number of vocabulary i t ems from Lus i , 
parti cularly i t ems dealing with marit ime phenomena . The s e  are di s cussed 
in Section 4 . 3 .  It i s  p o s s ible t o  use phonological crit eria in identi ­
fy ing these a s  Lusi borrowings only b y  default ; that i s , as a group , 
An�m words deal ing with the oc ean lack the consonant c lust ers , final 
consonant s ,  and back unrounded vowels  that would be expected in s ome 
words of an An�m list chosen at random . Thi s  i s  not t o  say , however , 
that individual marit ime words in An�m are phonologically marked as 
Lusi borrowings ; they are not . Only when t aken t ogether do they appear 
phonologically peculiar in An�m . 
4.3 . MAR I T IM E  VOCABU LARY  
The An�m claim that their t radit ions dealing with canoe-bui lding 
and offshore fishing date back only to the period between the First and 
Second World Wars . Be fore thi s t ime , they lived in hamlets  on the 
mountain cre s t s  and dealt with the ocean only when they needed to col­
lect salt-wat er for cooking and , occas ionally , t o  gather salt-wat er 
she llfish . The ir word for canoe / e u d e l /  ( /e g t m /  in Bolo ) , according 
to some , original ly meant a type of evil being . The very old An�m say 
that their fathers used to ambush canoe s  along the coast , kill the 
pas sengers , and destroy the canoe s  whi c h  were use l e s s  to them . 
Today , the younger generati on build canoe s  and frequent ly devo t e  a 
day to fishing for food and sport . The canoes built by the An�m are 
quite functional and rudimentary compared with the e laborat e ly 
decorat ed and finely des igned canoes built by the Lus i . The Kove 
canoes are even more enormous and elegant than the Lusi canoe s . 
Furthermore , Lusi and Kove of all generations are engaged in canoe­
building and offshore fi shing . 
That marit ime technology i s  a recent acqui si t ion of the An�m i s  
obvious from a n  examinat ion of t h e  vocabulary dealing w i t h  it . 
Virt ually all  the Anem words dealing with ocean phenomena are borrowings 
from Lusi or s ome other AN language in the vicinity . Below is a small 
but repre sentat ive sample . 
Anem Lusi 
( p e s i a  t a r l  'oaean, s a l. t -water ' )  
5 i a 5 I a 'reef ' 
n u  n u  ' i s l.and ' 
t a be l e  t a v e l e  'point of l.and ' 
l a b u  l a v u  'sand ' 
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An�m 
bo i t  i n i 
s a b a  
d u d u n i 
- 5  l s i  
-monmono  
- m a d i 
m a s ma s l  
ma n i  
( � u d � l 
po r e  
- uo r e  
t o a  
- t o t o  
p O l) O  
s a ka n l  
i a 
bon a  bon a  
d a d a m u x i 
d a l)a d a l)a 
k a l u b l a  
k e ke k e  
ko l ome 
koxa 
l a m l am i  
m a k i t o i  
m a l) a x a  
moxa d i 
n o u  
o m b a k a  
s um u s u m u  
x a l) x a l) o  
mog e bo 
n a b a g a b a g a  
b a r i k a u a  
mo i g a g ax a  
t u n a  
moa n i 
l u m b a l u m b a  
a l)o l o ko 
Lusi 
vo i t  I n i 
sovo  
r u r un i 
- 5  l s i i 
- mo n m o n o  
- m a r I 
m a s ma s l 
m a n i 
wa y a  
p o r e  
-wo r e  
t oa 
- t o t o  
p O l)O 
s a ka n l  
I h a 
v o n a v o n a  
r a r a m u h i 
d a l) a d a l)a 
ka l u v i a  
k e ke 
ko l ome 
kora  
l am l a m l  
ma k l t o i  
m a l) a h a  
m o h a r l  
n o u  
a o v a k a  
s um u s u m u  
r a l) r a l)o 
moy e vo 
n a v a y a v a y a  
v a r i kawa 
mo l y a y a r a  
t u n a  
m o a n i 
l u b a l u b a  
a l) o l oko  
'waves ' 
' ro 'l 'l eI's ' 
' ti da 'l  wave ' 
'break (wave s ) ' 
'f'loa t ' 
' s i n k ' 
' s a 'l ty ' 
'fishy sme Z Zing ' 
'canoe ' )  
'padd'le ' 
' to padd'le ' 
'pun ting po 'l e  ' 
'to  punt ' 
'k .  fi shne t ' 
'k .  fis hn et ' 
' fi s h ' 
'batfi s h ' 
'f'la thead fi sh ' 
'unicorn fis h ' 
'barracuda ' 
'butterf'ly fis h ' 
'archer fi s h ' 
'pufferfi s h ' 
'ha 'libut,  f'lounder ' 
'remora ' 
'sea perch ' 
'garfi s h ' 
' s tonefi s h ' 
, grouper ' 
' trigger fis h ' 
' scorpionfi s h ' 
' s hark ' 
' hammerhead s hark ' 
'eag 'le  ray ' 
, devi 'l ray ' 
' e e 'l ' 
'k .  e e 'l ' 
'k .  e e 'l ' 
'k . e e 'l ' 
Anem 
p a t u k u l u  
b i s e i  
k a xa u k i 
k i k i 
k u x i x i  
moka b e  
g u s a  
ma s i l a u 
bo l o k i e r o 
b u d u  
g o l oma r a  
ma s e  
m a t a kamo 
p a t o i p a 
p e r p e r u  
p i xoxo 
s a u  1 i 
t u  
Lusi 
p a t u ku l u  
v i s e i 
k a r o k i 
k i k i 
k u r e i re i  
m o k a v e  
y u s a  
m a s i l a u  
vo l o k i e ro 
v u r u  
y o l om a r a  
m a s e  
ma t a k a mo 
pa t o i pa 
p e r p e r u  
p i ho h o  
s a u  1 1  
t u e  
'k .  aorat ' 
' s e a  urahin ' 
, arab ' 
'k . arab ' 
'k . tobs ter ' 
'argonau t '  
'squi d ' 
'mo t t u s k ' 
, tiger aonah ' 
' b e t u t inus aone ' 
'giant a tam ' 
, troahus ' 
'peart oyster ' 
'ahiton ' 
'k .  a tam ' 
'pyramid s h e H ' 
'pen s he t t ' 
' a tam ' 
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The above list is  only repre sentative of the whole list  of  i t ems 
dealing with marit ime phenomena ; the list is much longer ,  yet , among 
all the entries in this cat egory , only three appear to have aut ochthon­
ous name s in Anem . 
Anem 
e b e l 'wh i t e  aowrie used as ornamen t  around neck, often in p tace 
of boar 's  tusks ' 
p l em p l e m ' o t ive s he t t  u s e d  as orname n t ' 
me l 'oys ter from whiah is carved a spoon for eating the meat 
from green aoaonuts ' 
It i s  pos s ible that the se are among the kinds of she l l s  collected by 
the Anem in their pre -Lus i contact era . Since they have uses other 
than as food , they have retained the ir original name s . 
Two other i t ems should be mentioned here because they indicate the 
kind of confusion over meaning that must have occurred when items were 
first borrowed . One is  Anem / p a l l e � a /  'beach ' which comes from Lus i  
/ p a e l e � a /  'wa t k ing on the  beach ' ( / - pa e l e / ' t o  wa t k  on t h e  beach ' ) , 
The other is Anem / n a p a i l a / ' s ai l, ' from Lus i / n a p a e l a / 'mas t ' and 
ult imat ely a Kilenge word with the fo s s ili zed noun marker / n a /  prefixed 
to it . 
I f  it i s  t rue that a constellation of new vocabulary i s  often 
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borrowed along with a new techno logy , then it i s  obvious from the sheer 
bulk of Lus i  borrowing in Anem that the pre-Lus i  people brought with 
them a who le t echnology dealing with the ocean . This was t hen acquired 
as a package by the Anem . I t  i s  also likely that when the Anem adop t e d  
t h e  marit ime way of l i fe , many autochthonous Anem words were d i splaced 
by Lus i  t erms , s ince it i s  inconceivab le that the predec e s sors of  the 
modern Anem peop l e  lacked names for all the items now bearing Lus i ­
derived labe ls . 
By t eaching t he Anem how t o  exploit the oc ean for food , the 
importers of this technology would acquire great prest ige . Cons equently , 
from the Anem point of view , not only the new settlers ' fi shing methods , 
but also their language would be worth learning . 
David and Dorothy Count s ( personal communicat ion ) acquired a story 
in Kandoka which says t hat , a long t ime ago , the Lusi lived in tree s , 
had t a i l s , and ate raw food . Then two canoes arrived from Sias i and 
the settlers took the Lus i from the trees , cut off their t a i l s , and 
taught t hem how to cook their food . The Count s also menti on that 
Michael Freedman was told a story in Sias i about a fight which resulted 
in two canoe s  depart ing with people who s e t t led in Kaliai . Although 
highly symbolised on both s ides , the stori e s  dovetail to such an extent 
that they cannot be mere coincide nc e . Furthermore , the languages of 
the S i a s i  I s l ands are cl osely re lated t o  Lus i  ( Chowning 1 96 9 ,  1 9 76 ) .  
Thus , there must be more than a mere kerne l o f  hi storic fact in the 
stori e s . 
Living on t i ny i s le t s  in the Vitiaz Strait , the Sias i are s eafaring 
t raders carrying goods between New Guinea and New Britain in a trade 
network that formerly l inked Talase a ,  the site  of  an important obsidian 
depo s it , with the highlands of the Huon Penninsula and p o s s ibly beyond . 
The s c arce food resources o f  their i s lands force the Siasi to rely 
heavily not only on the products of  the ocean but also on the profit s  
of  t rade . The intri cate details of  t hi s  trading system are presented 
in Harding ( 19 67 ) . 
Prior t o  European c ontact and the advent of Tok P i s i n  in the 
vil lage s on either side of  the Vit iaz Strait , communicat ion for trade 
was ac compl i shed in part by low-level b i l ingualism and in part by t he 
use of a l ingua franca . 
Sio informants say that communicat ion was also based on a pidgin form 
of the Siassi language (tok Siassi haphap ) , a trade lingo with a 
Siassi vocabulary which was useful not only in meetings with the 
Siassis themselves ,  but with other island and coastal peoples . 
( Harding 1 9 6 7 : 2 0 3 )  
I t  i s  unfortunat e  that Tok Siasi hap hap ( pidgini sed Sias i ) i s  not 
rec orded . That it existed and was est ab l ished as a l ingua franca , 
however , sugge s t s  the p o s s ibility of i t s  having been used by the 
original Siasi sett lers in their init ial contac t s  with the An�m . 
In the scenario hypothe s i zed here , two canoes of Sias i sett lers 
arrived in Kaliai , where they came in contact with the prede c e s sors 
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o f  t oday ' s  An�m who survived mainly o n  the land b y  means of  hunt ing , 
gathering and hort i culture . The Siasi skills  in providing food from 
the ocean , trading items , and craftmanship in canoe-bui lding made them 
a pre s t i gious group . Many An�m set about learning Siasi way s ; this 
inc luded their language , p erhaps in pidgini sed form . An�m adult s ,  
however , learned the Siasi language imperfe c t ly , imposing upon i t  much 
of the structure of their own language . Not only bas ic  vocabulary , 
but also words re lated to the ocean were acquired first . As the first 
generation of Siasi sett lers grew old , however , the "true " Sias i words 
for non-bas ic  items became progre s s ively more esoteri c . Meanwhile , a 
pro c e s s  deve loped for making "Sias i "  words out of the most avai lab le 
s ource - An�m . By the t ime this s t age was reached , a new normat ive 
code had been created , one no longer properly "Sias i " , but peculiar t o  
that area of Kaliai . The proc e s s e s  i nvo lved were p i dgini sation and 
creo lisation , the re sultant new code being called Lus i  by the people 
who speak it . 
Somehow in thi s story , the emergence of Kove ( and p o s si b ly Bariai ) 
i s  involve d ,  but my famil i arity with the s e  people and their language s 
i s  quite limited . Neverthe le s s ,  since Lus i and Kove are so s imilar , 
it i s  pos sible t o  spe culate that Kove i s  the result of the same pro­
c e s s e s  as those described above , but with a sub st rate dialect of An�m 
di fferent from that encountered by the Lus i . 
4 . 4 . BUSH VOCABU LARY  
While most of  t h e  vocabulary dealing w i t h  marit ime p henomena are 
Lus i  borrowings in An�m , the terms dealing with items of the land are 
large ly aut ocht honous in An�m . Many of these items would not have been 
high on the priority list of words to be learned during the original 
cont act between An�m and Lus i ; t hat i s , they are non-bas i c  vocabul ary 
items label ling phenomena of l i t t le social or economi c importance .  In 
the scenari o constructed in Sect ion 4 . 3 . , the s e  words would be the last 
to be learned . . By the t ime a desire for such words had superseded the 
need for b a s i c  commun i c at ion , the original Sias i s e t t lers , the only 
source of "true " kords , would already be dead . The only readily 
avai lable source of new vocabulary , then , would be An�m , and it i s  
c lear from the data that the Lusi did indeed borrow many non-b a s i c  
items from An�m in t he creolisat ion proces s . The se have been adj usted 
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in their phono logy t o  conform i n  s ome respec t s  with the phonemic 
invent ory of Lus i ,  but retain consonant c lusters and final consonants 
characteristic of Anem , but not bas ic Lusi phonology ; hence , many are 
easily iden t i fied in Lus i  this way . A few items in Lus i ,  the minority , 
have vowel s  where the Anem has a final consonant , but s ince cognat e 
forms are not found in Bariai ( Friederic i  1 9 1 2 ) , Ki1enge ( Dark 1 9 7 7 ) ,  
or Gitua ( Linc oln 1 9 7 7 ) ,  it i s  safe to assume that these too are 
etymological ly Anem . 
Although some of t hese words may repre sent names for things that 
were unknown to the Siasi sett lers , it is more likely that they were 
mere ly s o c ially and economi cally unimportant and therefore left unnamed 
unt il the first generation of Siasi had died out t aking the Siasi names 
with them . A few items , like ' 8pider ' ,  food s ources  for the earlier 
Anem , are now shunned as repugnant both by the Lus i and by the younger 
generation of modern Anem . 
It i s  instruct ive t o  begin the e xamp l e s  with a list of items refer­
ring to creatures that live in the rivers . Several of the Lus i terms 
were unavailable either because they are too esoteric or because there 
are no Lus i  name s for the creature s labe lled in Anem . The list sugge s t s  
first , that t he Anem have maintained a continuous t radit ion of collec­
t ing food from the rivers , and second , that the Lusi have focussed more 
of their attention on the ocean than on the rivers . 
Anem 
I a ko 
p a l a l) a  
e g a l t  
s a m i  I 
e b f l) i n  
emx t n  
e i l)op  
bau  I i  
s f  k I f I) 
b e g  f m p u  
k l) a l 
Lusi 
l a ko 
n a s o l e  
p e l e s a l)  
a roma t a  
v a u l  i 
s i k I l l)  
'k .  river fi 8 h ' 
'k .  river fi8 h ' 
'k . river fi8 h ' 
'k .  river fi8h ' 
' k .  river fi8 h ' 
'k .  river fi8h ' 
'k .  river 8nai l ' 
' k .  river 8 nai l ' 
'k . river 8nai l ' 
'k .  river 8 nai l ' 
' le ech ( rare ) , 
Other non-basic vocabulary items that are Lus i borrowings from Anem 
inc lude natura1 lphenomena , land animals ,  a few birds , arthropods and 
rept i l e s . 
Anem 
z I z I I  
l e s  
Lus i  
r i r 1 1 
l e s 
'rapid8 ' 
'wa terfa l l ' 
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An�m Lusi 
mourn ma uma 'bandicoo t '  
I) e n l) e n  I) e n l) e n  ' s ugar g lider ' 
k i I i  k k i I i  k 'pygmy parro t ' 
m� x l a l)  mer  i a I). 'hornb i l Z  ' 
e n i k  e n i k  'ne s t ' 
d i d  r I r i ' k .  b e e t 1. e ' 
g u m i m l  y um i m i  'k . mi H ip ede ' 
s t xgo s l r y o  'k . mi H ipede ' 
moxo x u a  m o r o r u o  'spider ' 
t a g x t l)  t a y r i l)  'cicada ' 
m t xm t x  m i rm i r  'k . wasp ' 
n i o x um n i o r u m  'k . a n t ' 
ka l a k t x ka l a k i r  'k . 1.andcrab ' 
k l) a x e  k l) a r e  ' k .  1.andcrab ' 
k i k I k i k i  'k . 1. andcrab ' 
t u x  t u r 'herm i t  crab ' 
p I t p 'k . 1.andsnai 1. ' 
a l om a l om 'green tree s k in k ' 
u x u o x u  u i' e r u  'ang 1. e h ead l izard ' 
t i e  1 t i e  1 e 'py thon ' 
s a k u l s a k u l 'k .  snake ' 
t u x t u x t u r t u r  'k . frog 
Probably the maj ority of p lant name s are s imilar in Lusi and An�m . 
It i s  prob leffiat i c , however , to decide the s ource language for each item . 
Many o f  the p lant s were imp o s s ible for me t o  ident i fy ; for these , I 
know only that the An�m and Lus i ,  words refer to the same p lant . Few 
of the avai lable word l i s t s  and dict ionarie s  of AN languages in the area 
are extens ive enough to inc lude entries for obscure p lant s . Neverthe­
le s s , by scanning the available sources , I have been ab le to compile 
a list of An�m and Lus i equivalents which appear t o  have been 
originally An�m . These are given below . 
An�m 
u a l)g e  
ox� n 
b u a n �  
po l 
n ax a s  
ams exe  
amoxu  
Lusi 
u a  
o r e n  
v o n a  
p u a l 
n a r e s  
a m s e i' e  
amo r u  
' In o ca rp u s  fagi ferens ' 
' F i c u s  s p . ' 
' I n t s i a  b i j uga ' 
' E u g e n i a  ma l a ccen s i s ' 
' Ken t i o ps i s  a r c h o n toph o en i x ' 
' H i b i s c u s  t i l ea c e u s ' 
' Sa ma n ea s a m a n ' 
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An�m 
t a n d e  
n u a l)  
s i s  I 
axo l 
b l a u x  
bo l o  
box box 
k a x a  
k e t a l  
k I k 1 1  
k t x  
o u l 0  
p a xa d l  
s a l  
s I g I l 
s u  
u a l e s  
9 1 r k 
a l pe l  
b a l 
a x  1 1  a 
k e x l 
1 r I) t s 
p t I t s 
t um b l 
• A • 1\ s l xems l xe m  
moxe 
Lus i  
t a de 
n o a l) 
s i s  I 
a ro l  
v l a u r u  
vo l 0  
vorvoi'  
k a h a  
ka  t a  1 
k I k 1 I 
k l r  
a u l 0  
p a r a r l  
s a l  
s l y  1 I 
s u  
wa l e s  
y 1 I k 
a l p e l  
va l e  
a h  1 1  a 
ke r l  
1 I I) I s 
p 1 1  I s  
t u b l  
s l r e m s l i' em 
moi'e  
' T ermi n a l i a  ca t a ppa ' 
' Po me t i a  p i n n a t a ' 
'ne t t Ze tree ,
l 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
'k .  tree ' 
'k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
' k .  tree ' 
'k . tree , 2 
'k .  tree ' 
' R h i s ophora m u c r o n a t a ' 
' k .  rattan ' 
' k .  ra ttan ' 
' k .  vine ' 
'k . bamboo ' 
'orchid ' 
' k .  .fragrant herb ' 
'k .  oro ton ' 
It should be borne in mind that this l i s t  could probably be mult iplied 
many t imes i f  the  servi c e s  of  a botanist could be enlisted . Hence , 
any errors inc luded out of current ignorance of the neighbouring AN 
languages probably balanc e out i n  support of the hypothe s i s  that Lus i  
has acquired a great proport i on of i t s  non-bas i c  voc abulary in this 
domain from An�m . Thi s  i s  in line with current ob servat ions that 
cre o l e s  t end to fill out their vocabularies by borrowing from the 
neare st avai lab le s ource language . 
lCf. Anem Is i sl 'pain ' .  
2 Inhaling the sap of this tree is said to cause vomitting . Cf. Anem I-g l tkl 
'to vomit ' .  
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4 . 5 .  ANtM I - g e - I  ANV L us r  I - k a - I  
The verbs I - g e l  i n  An�m and I - r e v a l  i n  Lusi fill at least three 
functions in the language s .  First , they mark an incomplete inchoat ive 
aspect . 
An�m 
u - g e  d o - p e g  'he is/was about to fa Z Z '  
Lusi 
e - r e v a  I - t a p u  'he is/was abou t to fa Z Z ,
l 
Second , the verbs mark desiderative . 
An�m 
a b a  
pig 
u - g e  
he -want 
d o - t a n i f)a 
he-eat food 
'The pig wan ts to eat ' 
Lusi 
v ae a  
pig 
1 e - r e v a  
he-want 
i - a n  i 
he-eat 
'The pig wants to eat ' 
h a n i f)a 
food 
Third , the verbs mark a quotation . 
An�m 
u - t - t  k o k x a k  
he-s end-him crow 
u - g e  
he- say 
n a - k  
y ou-go 
n e - ke l 
you-see  
e I d t .  . . 
earth 
'He sent the crow saying, "go Zook at  the earth . . .  " 
Lusi 
t i - po s a  t e - r e y a  v e a o  u - m u y a  . . .  
they-speak they- say y o u  you-precede 
"They spoke saying, "You precede . . .  " ( Counts 1 9 6 9 : 8 6 )  
In An�m , the independent verb I - g e l  relat e s  to a prefix I - g e - , - k e - I  
which occurs with many bases t o  form a large number o f  peripheral 
vocabulary items . While l - g e � 1  i s  more frequent , I - ke - I  oc curs with 
several forms that are independent bases  on their own . 
An�ni 
z i - f) - e  'my urine ' 
- ke - z  i - f) ' tl) urinate , 2 
e s l t k ' torch ' 
- ke - e s l t k ' t �  fis h  a t  night with a torch ' 
l/- reyal is the only verb in Lusi that occurs with Ie-I ' Ills ' instead of the regular 
verbal prefix I I -I ,  and Ite-I ' IIIp ' instead of I t l -I .  
2
The vowel i n  I-ke-I tends t o  as similate t o  the following vowel more frequently and 
consistently than the vowel in I-ge-I . 
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O n  t he other hand , / - g e - /  occurs with forms that have n o  independent 
s t atus in the language ; this is c lear from the l i s t s  given be low . 
It is J ust  barely p o s sible t o  speculate that hist orically the s e  
forms were one in An�m , for , elsewhere i n  the morphology , there i s  an 
apparent alternation between t he phonemes / g /  and / k / , as , for instanc e , 
in / bo � - g - a /  'my mouth ' and / pom- k - a /  'my ahe s t ' where the alternation 
is not of allophones in free variat ion , but in arb itrary distribution 
that may at a previous stage in An�m have correlated wi th some other' 
feature that is no longer act ive . The distribution of / - g e - /  and / - ke - / 
corre lat e s  with the position of stress - forms with / - g e - /  have stress 
on the fi�st syllable after the prefix , while forms with / - k e - /  have 
stre s s  on the prefix i t s e lf . 
Anem 
- ke - z  I � ' t o  ' urinate ' 
- g e - b t �  ' t o  be firm ' 
Thi s prefix i s  important in the study because Lus i  has a prefix 
/ - k a - /  whi ch functions in a manner ident i c al t o  An�m / - g e - / .  Taken as 
a group , Lusi forms with / - k a - /  are characterised by numerous final 
consonant s ,  by many consonant c lusters uncharacteri st i c  of  basic Lus i  
phonology , and by stress o n  the s y l lable after the prefix rather than 
on the penultimate syllable where it normally oc curs in Lus i . More­
over , wherever Lus i  has a form with / - ka - / , An�m has a corresponding 
term with / - g e - /  with the phonological corre spondences usually found 
between An�m and Lusi borrowed items . In many cases , An�m has a con­
t rast which i s  collapsed in Lusi borrowings , because Anem contrast s  
back unrounded vowels  with front vowe l s , while Lusi has front vowe ls  
for both Anem serie s .  Since it i s  unlikely that An�m would develop a 
contrast t o  separate two lexemes that are homophonous in Lus i ,  such 
corresp ondences c learly indi cate the direction of borrowing . 
Anem 
- g e - k l e � 
- g e - k l e �  
Lusi 
- k a - k l e � 
- k a - k l e l) 
'rest  horiz o n ta l ly ' 
'ra t t l e ,  tink l e ' 
Following the use of I - g e l  in An�m as quotat ive , many of the forms 
with / - g e - /  in Anem and / - k a - /  in Lus i are onomatopoeic . 
Anem 
- g e - g x o � g x o �  
- g e - koxkox  
-ge  - k x
'
t t 
- g e - m u x u  
Lusi 
- ka - y i'o � y i' ol) 
- k a - ko i'koi'  
- k a - k i' l t  
- k a - m u i' u  
'ra t t le ' 
'araa k l e ' 
'ping ' ( rope pulling apart under 
tension ) 
'aoo ' ( pigeons ) 
An�m 
- g � - I)a s l) a s  
- g � - I) t s l) t s  
- g � - I) t x  
- g e - I)o 
- g � - po t po t  
- g � - s l u s i u  
- g � - t � l) t e l)  
- g e - t x u m  
Lusi 
- ka - I)a s l) a s  
- ka - I) i s l) i s  
- k a - I) i r  
- k a - I)o 
- k a - po t po t  
- k a - s i u s i u  
- ka - t e l) t e l) 
- ka - t r um 
'whee z e ' 
'sniff ' 
'grow l. ' ( dogs ) 
'buzz ' ( fl ie s )  
'c l.uck ' ( chickens ) 
'buzz ' ( c icada ) 
'drip ' 
'spl.ash ' 
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From these , it  could be argued t hat t h e  Lusi have merely borrowed 
words that are appealing because of their i l lustrat i ve as sociat ion , 
however arbit rary , with the s ound for which they s t and . But , many 
other borrowings are found which have nothing to do with sound . Some 
refer to specific t ypes of mot i on and often have redup licated and 
plain forms with di fferent but related meanings . 
Anem Lus i 
- g e - m t l - k a - m l l 'move ' 
- g e -m t l m t l  - k a - m i l m l l 'swing back and forth ' 
- g e - m t t  - k a -m l t  'mo ve ' 
- g e - m t t m t t  - k a - m l t 'wigg l. e ' 
- g e - bo t  - k a - v o t  'fl.oat to s urface ' 
- g e - bo t b o t  - k a - vo t v o t  'bob up and down a t  the surface ' 
- g e - p  t 1 - k a - p i l ' l.and (canoe ) ,  l. ean ' 
- g e - p  i 1  p i 1  - k a - p i l p i l  'poke  a t ' 
- g � - b l o k - k a - v l o k  'enter (coitus ) , 
- g e - p l o k - k a - p l o k 'withdraw ( c o i tus ) , 
- g e - k l e s - ka - k l e s ' s l. ip,  s Z ide ' 
- g e - k  1 t p  - ka - k l i p  'cover, b l.ock ' 
- g e - b l t k  - k a - v l l k  'fl.ash ' 
- g e - z i p  - ka - r i p  'di sappear quick Zy  from s ight ' 
St i l l  other forms refer to neit her sound nor any mot ion . 
An�m Lus i  
- g e - b l a k - ka - v l a k  'weak, a trophied ' 
- g e - b t l) - ka - v i l) 'firm, s e cure ' 
- g � - bx t k  - k a - v r i k  ' l.ow, squat ' 
- g e - ko l  - k a - ko l  ' Zightweight ' 
- g e - p l l s  - k a - p l i s  's traight ' 
Some of t he correspondences are net without problems , but a c lear 
relat ionship between the forms of the two languages is neverthe le s s  
demonstrat e d . 
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An�m 
- g e - t e k  
- g e - t e k t e k  
- g e - p u  
- g e - k u p  
- g e - s u p  
- g e - l e p l e p 
Lus i  
- k a - t e i'  
- k a - ke t ke t  
- k a - p u i'  
- k a - y i' um 
- ka - s um 
- ka - l em l em 
, curve upward ' 
'pop, crack ' ( t ree about t o  fal l )  
'pop, exp lode ' 
' l unge forward ' 
'glow fain t ly ' 
'spar k l e ,  s himmel" 
Other forms do not c orrespond excep t  morphologically , but show the 
widespread occurrence of this prefix in both An�m and Lusi . 
An�m 
- g e - t l t k t l t k 
- g e - zoxop  
- g e - bom 
Lusi 
- k a - t ok t o k  
- k a - t om 
- k a - t i k  
' c l ick tongue, t sk '  
' p l unge s i lent ly ' 
' s t ick in and s tand up ' ( sp ear in 
ground )  
Whenever a form with / - k a - /  i s  found i n  Lus i , a form with / - g e - /  
i s  always found i n  An�m , but the reverse i s  not t rue . Since the se 
forms originate in An�m , they would be expected to oc cur in less  
peripheral vocabulary . 
An�m 
u - g e - pe k p e k  ' dawn ' 
u - g e - s e k s e k  'morning ' 
a d o  u - g e - s i p  'the sun i 8  misted o ver ' 
Lusi 
i - s e s e s a r a i 
b O l) bo l) i 
a ro i - r i I i  
4 . 6 .  SUMMARY  
' dawn ' 
'morning ' 
' the  s un i8 misted over ' 
At t h i s  stage in the inve st igat ion of Anem and Lus i ,  it i s  clear 
that Lus i  conforms to Ray ' s  ( 19 2 6 ) and Cape ll ' s  ( 19 4 3 ,  1 9 6 2 a )  p i c t ure 
of a typical MNAN language . That i s , when the Lus i vocabulary i s  
examined as a whole , only a small number o f  words , mainly basic items 
and marit ime it ems , are AN , and these are common throughout the AN 
area . The rest of the vocabula�y con s i s t s  of words that are not com­
parab le to AN la
:
nguages out s i de the immediate area . A s igni fi c ant 
proporti on of this other vocabulary in Lus i  can be demonst rat ed to be 
An�m in origin . As stated in Section 4 . 1 . , a large number of words in 
An�m and Lus i are c learly re lat ed but cannot be ass igned an etymology 
on the bas i s  of the current ly avai lable data . With great er accumulation 
of data on Anem and Lusi and on the cont iguous AN l anguages known now 
only through short wordl i st s ,  an even greater proport i on of the Lusi 
vocabulary may turn out to be etymologically An�m . 
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B y  virt ue of the An�m-based items i n  Lus i , the phonologi cal des crip­
t ion of Lusi given in Count s ( 1 9 6 9 )  must be revi sed t o  account for 
final cons onant s ,  init ial consonant c lusters and stre s s  on other than 
penultimat e syllables . In conj unct i on with the structural feat ures 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 ,  the phonologi c al features of Lus i dis­
cussed in t h i s  chapter constitut e  evidence of an An�m sub s t ratum in 
Lus i . 

CHAPTER 5 
IMPLI CAT IONS OF THE STUDY 
5 . 1. I NTROVUCT I O N  
T o  t h i s  point , evidence has been presented t o  establish t h e  follow-
ing generali s at ions about Lusi : 
1 .  It i s  structurally di fferent from SAN languages . 
2 .  It i s  structurally simi lar t o  An�m . 
3 .  It has the s t ructural s implicity of a creole . 
4 .  I t s  basic vocabulary is  AN . 
5 .  A s igni ficant port ion of i t s  non-bas i c  vocabulary i s  derived 
from An�m . 
From these observat ions , it appears that Lusi i s  a creole whi ch has 
deve loped from a p idgini sed AN language with an An�m sub s t ratum . That 
Lusi has two postposit ions and a pre fixed p o s s e s s ive pronoun suggests  
that Lusi had been pidgini sed with a NGNAN language as substratum 
be fore its contact with An�m . 
Several pieces of informat ion col laborate to suggest that the 
original AN sett lers on the Kaliai coast whose contact with An�m gave 
rise to Lusi were from the Siasi I s l ands . First , the Lus i language i s  
related t o  Siasi ( Chowning 1 9 76 ) . Second , the Siasi were t raders with 
a sophi s t i cated marit ime technology that would have given them pre s t i ge 
in their original cont ac t with the An�m . The words for this technology , 
moreove r ,  come from the same s ource in An�m and Lus i . Third , the 
Siasi used a pidgini sed form of their own language , Tok Siasi haphap , 
in their t rading ventures ( Harding 1 9 6 7 : 6 ,  2 0 3 ) . Fourth , the Siasi 
are ment ioned in Lus i mythology as culture-bearers . 
Judging from the literature , it is unpopular to sugge st that any AN 
language has been p i dginised , yet , in the case of Lus i ,  this conclusion 
is attract ive , adding support to the p idgini sation hypothe s i S  which 
account s for the diversity of MNAN languages by positing that AN 
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languages have been pidginised throughout Melanes ia with diverse NAN 
languages as substrat a .  This hypothe s i s  has serious imp l i c at ions for 
current theories concerning lingui s t i c  change , diversifi c ation , and 
c l a s s i fi c ation . In this last chapter , these implicat ions are examined . 
5 . 2 .  MECHANISMS O F  LANGUAGE CHANGE 
From writ ten documents of  European language s ,  it  i s  obvious that 
languages c hange . By observing that children communicate with grand­
parent s with little or no difficulty that can be attributed to di ffer­
enc es in language , lingu i s t s  working within the neogrammarian 
theoretical framework drew the conclusion that all language change i s  
gradual , cont inuous , and large ly impercept ible . I t  i s  this conclus ion , 
and what logically follows from it , that I would like to t ake i s sue 
with here . 
For neogrammarians , gradual change i s  seen to ac cumulate over 
centuries , e specially where c ommunication is hampered by phy s ic al or 
s o c ial barriers , s o  t hat relatively homogeneous languages break up 
first into dialect s ,  and then , eventually , into separate languages .  
The repet ition of this proce s s  is  seen to be re sponsib le for the 
diversity of the l anguages of  the world . The basic assumptions of 
the model contain within them the l ogical t rap of monogene s i s . 
Although the standard model i s  explic it , and a great deal of  
informat ion has been collected on changes that have taken p lace in 
various language groups , the actual manner or me chani sm of change 
remains somewhat mysterious , e spec ially when extralingui s t i c  factors 
are not t aken into account . Part of the picture has been filled out 
by the sociolingui st s . Bright ( 196 4 )  attribut e s  change in lower 
caste Indian dialects to borrowings from Brahmin diale c t s  in an e ffort 
to imitate more elegant speech ; in turn , the Brahmins borrow from 
literary Sanskrit to maintain their social distance from lower caste s . 
Weinreich ( 19 5 3 )  explains change as the result of borrowing from other 
language s through the medium of b i linguals who trans fer synt ac t i c  
patt erns between the language s they know . Labov ( 19 7 2 )  shows 
a s s imi lation and dissimilat ion of speech patterns ac cording to 
variab l e s  of formality , c l a s s  membership , and group identity . 
All of these s t udies acc ount for the manner of change in language 
within an uninterrupted t radition , the kind of change consi s t ent with 
the st andard neogrammarian notions of  gradual , cont inuous , imperceptible 
change leading t o  the diversification of languages .  Although I would 
not deny that this kind of change does occur , I would count er that it 
is  not the only kind of change in language ; that pidginisat ion and 
creolisat ion are also processes  central to the understanding of language 
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divers ification . 
Languages are not always t ransmitted from one generation t o  the 
next within a cont inuous tradit ion . Somet imes a new tradit ion i s  
creat ed , not gradually , but abruptly . Thi s  not ion i s  dealt with in 
the literature under the concepts of " substratum" and "pidginisat ion " ,  
both dealing with e s sentially the same proc e s s , though in di fferent 
degrees . Rare l y , howeve r ,  has the proce s s  been integrated into a 
general theory of language change . 
There is nothing extraordinary about people learning and adopting 
as their own a s e c ond language which i s  not part of their anc estral 
t radi t i on . Neither i s  it particularly rare for a whole population to 
learn a new language . What is rare , howeve r ,  i s  for adult s ( especially ) 
t o  learn a second language we ll enough to pass as native-speakers ; 
usually , feat ure s of the mother tongue persist in the s e condari ly 
acquired language as a substrat um . In certain social c ontext s ( Hymes 
1 9 71 ) , substrate feature s can be incorporated into that language to 
such an extent that the resultant new code const i tut e s  a new norm , a 
break in the t radi t i on . Thi s  phenomenon i s  usually ignored by neo­
grammarians who proceed as though language were always transmitted 
across  generations in a cont inuous t radit ion . 
Studie s  of pidgins and creoles e st ab l i sh that this i s  not the cas e . 
For example , European-derived creoles are undeniably the result of the 
creat ion of new c odes . Southworth ' s  ( 19 7 1 )  work in India shows that 
Marathi can be understood best as a reformulat ion of an Indo-European 
language with a Dravidian sub stratum .  Ray ( 19 2 6 ) and Capell ( 1 9 4 3 ,  
1 9 6 2a , 1 9 7 1 , 1 9 7 6 a , 1 9 7 6 b ) exp lain the diverse nature o f  MNAN languages 
saying that they are pidgini sed AN language s with divers e NAN sub strata . 
The comparison of An�m and Lusi given here confirms their hypothe s i s . 
Thus , far from be ing peripheral t o  the int erest s of h i s t orical lin­
gui s t i c s , pidgins and creoles are central t o  the understanding of 
language change and divers ificat ion . 
5 . 3 .  GENETIC  C LASS I F I CATION 
Incorporation of pidgini sation a s  a central proce s s  in language 
change has s e rious consequences for the genetic c las s i fication of 
languages ;  both t he crit eria used t o  e st ablish the groupings and their 
meaning are at iesue here . 
To begin wit h ,  Greenberg ( 19 7 4 : 60 )  and Cap e l l  ( 19 6 9 : 9 )  state that 
a typological c l as s i ficat ion of languages is valuab le in that it can 
show where t o  look for genet i c  relationships . The underlying assumpt ion 
i s  that the overall structural organi sat ion of a language i s  inherited 
along with voc abulary it ems in the normal proc e s s e s  of  gradual language 
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change . The Lusi and An�m data , howeve r ,  show that two gene t i c al ly 
unre lated languages can have s imi lar s t ructures . Thus , i f  genetic  
c l a s s i ficat ion i s  the goal , pre liminary typological class ification can 
be extremely misleading . That MNAN languages are typologically c losest 
t o  the neare st NAN languages i s  one of  the maj or points of Capell 
( 1 9 6 9 , 1 9 71 ) ; with thi s in mind , it i s  confus ing that he should beli eve 
at t he s ame t ime that typological clas s i fication could be useful as an 
indicator of genetic  affi liat i on . Furthermore , the AN language s 
inc lude typologically diverse members ; this i s  equally t rue of Indo­
European . 
Apart from the phonetic  shapes of the morphemes e xpre s s i ng re lat ion­
ship s , then , the bas i s  of  genetic  c las s i ficat ion has virtually nothing 
t o  do with grammat ical structures .  The most reliable crit erion , and 
by far the most frequent ly emp loyed t o  prove a genetic· re lat ionship i s  
the e st ab l i s hment o f  systematic ( and believab le ) sound correspondenc es 
among vocabulary items in two or more languages ,  such that it is  
p o s s ib le t o  rec onstruct prot oforms . The recons tructed forms , moreover , 
must inc lude basic vocabulary i t ems to exc lude the possibility of 
reconstruct ing items of a common substratum . 
Swadesh ' s  not ion of bas ic  vocabulary i s  important for genetic 
c l as s i fi cat ion , but not for the reasons commonly given in the lit era­
ture . Swadesh ( 19 7 1 ) not iced that bas i c  vocabulary items seem t o  
pers i s t  for long periods of  t ime in genet ically related languages and 
conc luded that they are the it ems most re s i s t ent to borrowing , the 
least l i kely t o  be replaced from other source s .  Studies  of p idgini sa­
t ion , however , indi cate that the basi c  vocabulary items are the first 
to be t rans ferred in the formation of a pidgin ; that i s , they are the 
most likely , almost inevitable i t ems t o  be contributed t o  a contact 
language , because they are the words most urgently needed t o  maintain 
even rudimentary conversat ion . For thi s reason they give the appear­
ance of pers i stence through gradual diversification of languages within 
a cont inuous tradit ion , when , in fact , they are merely the words that 
survive one pro c e s s  of pidgini sation after another .  For thi s reason , 
Lus i  i s  s t i l l  c learly AN , even though the data point to at least two 
proce s s e s  of pidginisat ion leading up to i t s  modern form . 
In creolisat ion pro c e s ses , non-basi c  vocabulary items are derived 
part ly from the neare st available language , and part ly by nove l 
re combinat ion of forms from the p idgin base i t s e l f . In the Pac i fi c , 
i f  an AN language i s  creo lised with another language which happens t o  
be A N  as wel l ,  then the resultant new language retains t he appearance 
of a " fully " AN language , while evidence for the pidginisat ion process 
may be obscured . For example , Biggs ( 1 9 6 5 ) point s out that , in the 
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AN language o f  Rot uma , the AN component i t se l f  i s  composite , partly 
direc t ly inherited and partly borrowed from Polynes ian languages .  
Although Biggs would probably not suspect pidgini sat ion here , it  seems 
to be a likely place to look for it . 
If an AN language i s  creo lised with a NAN language , howeve r ,  the 
result is a much more aberrant-appearing AN language . Moreove r ,  
di fferent NAN subs trata yield A N  languages whi ch appear to have little 
in common but basic vocabulary items : and repeated proc e s s e s  of  
pidgini sation eventually erode away at  even the basic vocabulary items 
to the extent that it may be di fficult in s ome cases to actually 
rec ogni se an AN language . This  appears to be what i s  at is sue in 
Capell ' s  controvers ial proposal that some MN language s be clas s i fied 
as " s emi-AN " ( 19 6 2a ) . For the languages in this category , howeve r ,  
data are sparse ; there fore , I tentatively agree with Chowning that : 
given adequate data, it is possible to decide a language is AN or not 
without having to use the intermediate category . ( 19 6 9 : 2 1 )  
John J .  Chew ( personal communicat ion ) has pointed out that , in spite 
of  mas sive borrowing from French , English is  Germanic rather than 
Romance , because it  is easy to construct an English sentence us ing 
only Germanic morpheme s ,  whereas i� would be a t our de forc e to do so 
us ing only Romance morpheme s .  The same t e s t  could be app lied to those 
Me lanesian languages whose AN or NAN status is  in disput e . Rather than 
trying to j udge the re lative s i z e  of the contributions to a language 
from AN or NAN s ources , a sample text would probably allow unambiguous 
c l a s s i fication in all prob lemat i c  case s . The t ext s given in Appendix 
E show that An�m , in spite of  its borrowings from AN languages ,  i s  
definitely NAN , while Lus i , i n  spite of  i t s  An�m sub s t ratum , i s  c learly 
AN . The se c onclusions agree with those based on an examination of the 
Swade sh lOO-word l i s t s  given in Appendix A .  
I f  pidgini sat i on i s  a normal process responsible for at least some 
language divers ificat ion , then several other corrolari e s  of the 
neogrammarian theory of gradual , cont inuous language dive r s i ficat ion 
are also suspect . First , s ince new languages are created by pidginisa­
tion , not al l languages are o f  equal age ; that i s ,  some languages are 
o lder than others . Not all modern languages ( or probably not any 
language s )  are representatives of cont inuous uninterrupted evolution 
from t he primae val ooze of language origins . Swadesh ( 19 7 1 : 2 3 )  c laims 
that language extinction is a rare event , that rather than dying , lan­
guage s diversify and live on in their daughter forms . Although he 
not es  the existence of pidgins , he cons iders them in the same c l a s s  a s  
" s emiart i fi c ial languages "  ( 19 7 1 : 2 3 ) , dismi s s ing them from cons ideration 
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in his general theory of language diversi fi cation . 
I f  pidgins are young languages , then a second problem i s  evident 
in language c la s s i ficat ions based on the neogrammarian model - t he 
possibility of a parent language co-exist ing with a daughter language . 
This  i s  incompatible with the language-fami ly tree and methods such as 
lexicostat i st i c s  and glottochronology that are p opularly used to con­
struct them . This has already been pointed out by Hall : 
It would seem that the 'normal ' rate of lexical replacement assumed 
for glottochronology is not valid in case pidginization has intervened ; 
and , since no one can tell whether this has been the case or not with 
languages whose previous history we do not know , the entire applicability 
of glottochronology to language families without documented history 
becomes doubtful . ( 19 5 9 : 7 )  
Even without documentation , howeve r ,  the absence of a p idgini sation 
proce s s  cannot be as sumed , because it i s  unlikely for the intermediate 
pidginised forms of language s to be recorded since they are not c on­
sidered true languages by the peop le who use them . Only after 
creolisat i on i s  there a community for whom the language would be 
worthy of a writ ing system .  Without maj or modificat ion , moreover , the 
language-family t ree diagram cannot reflect the informat ion that a 
daughter language can be spoken c ontemporaneously with i t s  parent 
language . For examp le , a tree diagram depic ting the re lationship 
among Engli s h ,  Tok P i s in , Beach-la-Mar , Sranan , and so forth would 
show English as a "dead " language ; this is  ab surd . 
A t hird que stion aris e s  then , as t o  the meaning of genet ic  c l a s s ifi­
cat ions . The prevai l ing notion i s  that the geographic area containing 
t he highe st degree of diversity in a language family is the origin of 
the language group and the homeland of its speakers . Part icularly in 
the Pac i fi c , genetic c losenes s  in languages i s  often as sociated with 
genet ic c losene ss  of  actual people s ;  language c la s s i fication becomes 
a sort of  key t o  p lott ing movements and migrations of  peop les  on a map , 
with such unrealistic re sults as Dyen ' s  ( 19 7 1 : 1 3 )  proposal t hat the AN 
peop les be derived ult imate ly from a source in Eastern Me lane s i a  or 
the Bi smarcks . More on this later . 
Re lated t o  the previous problem i s  a 'fourth di fficulty with int e ­
grating the notion o f  p1dgini sat ion into t h e  current neogrammarian 
model of change . Many linguis t s  assume that language diversity i s  the 
re sult of great , t ime depth , because a great amount of time 1 s  required 
for gradual accumulation of small changes to culminate in different 
language s .  From this perspect i ve ,  since Me lane sia contains the most­
widely divergent AN language s ,  they have t o  have been the re longer than 
in other areas of the Pac i fic . When it i s  applied t o  Me lane s ia , the 
problems with this view are insurmountable : for instanc e , how to get 
southeast As ian food plant s di spersed with the AN language s from 
Melanesia when other evidenc e shows that they appear in Melane sia at 
a t ime too late for the proposed AN diaspora from Melanesia . I t  i s  
much more sensible t o  exp lain the diversity o f  MNAN languages as the 
result of contact with diverse NAN language s than t o  posit extreme 
time depth . 
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Given the magnitude of disruption t o  the neogrammarian framework 
that pidgini sat ion threatens , it is no great wonder that it has been 
opposed , somet ime s venomously , by lingui s t s  and other anthropologi s t s  
working in the Paci fi c . I n  the fol lowing section , several arguments 
support ing the pidgini sat ion hypothes i s  are taken from the lit erature 
and discussed . 
5 . 4 .  THE P I VG I N I S A T I O N  H Y POTHES I S  
As d i s cussed here , the pidginisat ion hypothe s i s  refers spec i fi cally 
t o  the concept that the diversity of MNAN languages and their apparent 
deviat ion from other AN languages can be accounted for by posit ing 
that they have been pidgini sed and creolised by speakers of  various , 
diverse NAN language s .  The MNAN languages the n ,  are AN languages with 
NAN substrat a of various kinds and t o  varying degrees . ( Exc luded from 
this discuss ion are the so-called Polynes i an Out liers which are 
Polynes ian language s within the geographic area of Melanesia . )  
First propo sed by Ray ( 19 2 6 ) and resurre c t ed by Capell ( 194 3 ,  1 9 62a 
et al . ) ,  the pidginisat i on hypot hes i s  has been the subj ect o f  severe 
negat i ve crit i c i sm .  Part o f  this i s  inevitable because o f  the spars ity 
of dat a ,  but some i s  the result of misunderstanding and misconcept ion . 
It seems appropriat e here to enumerat e the observat ions support ing the 
pidginisation hypothe s i s . 
First , the relative dist ribut ion of AN and NAN languages in 
Melane sia sugge s t s  that the AN languages are intrusive . The AN 
language s appear primari ly on the smaller i s lands and on the coastal 
regions of  the larger i s lands . The interior of New Guinea i s  populat ed 
solidly with NAN- speakers , whi le on New Britain and some of the larger 
is lands of  East ern Melanesia , NAN languages appear as spotty remnants 
mostly in the interiors and nearly swamped by AN languages .  Thi s  
distribut ion sugge s t s  that NAN languages were once more widespread and 
presumably exc l�ded AN languages t otally on all the inhab i t ed i s lands 
of  Melanesia . 
Second , the surviving NAN languages are exteme ly divers e ,  both in 
s t ructure and in lexi con . While providing a convenient framework 
around which to organise the NAN languages ,  Capell ' s  ( 19 6 9 , 1 9 71 ) 
generali sations about them s impl i fy the picture almost t o  the point o f  
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distort ion . Since no proto-forms can be reconstructed , Greenberg ' s  
( 1 9 7 1 ) Indo-Pac i fic Hypothesis which lump s all the NAN languages of  
Melanesia together with Andamanese and Tasmanian , seems to be more 
wishful thinking than fact . This  aut ochthonous NAN diversity pers i s t s  
not only in t h e  surviving NAN languages ,  but also i n  the sub strata o f  
the MNAN language s .  
Third , b e c ause of this underlying NAN divers ity , the AN languages 
of Me lanesia are the mo st diverse of any AN languages .  Dyen ' s  ( 19 6 5 ) 
lexicostat i stical c l a s s i fication o f  AN result s in most of the immediate 
branche s o ccurring exc lus ively in Melanes ia . Fol lowing from the neo­
grammarian corollary that the area of the highest order of diversity 
is  the home land of the group , Dyen and others propose that Melanesia 
i s  the homeland of the original Austronesians . This theory creates 
many more problems than it solves . In terms of physical anthropology , 
it would be impossib le t o  derive the peoples of the rest of the AN 
area from Me lanesia ( Howells  1 9 7 3 ) , much less  explain : 
. . .  why Austronesian languages , originating in the New Guinea-Bismarcks 
region , should have been able to prevail throughout Indonesia , an area 
by that t ime of more advanced culture , while they did not more strongly 
overrun the Papuan [=NAN] languages so close at hand . ( Howells  1 9 7 3 : 9 7 )  
Within the neogrammarian framework , the development o f  such diversity 
in the MNAN languages would also t ake an inordinate amount of time i f  
this were t o  be accompli shed i n  situ b y  the accumulation of s low , 
cont inuous , impercept ible changes , particularly in vi ew of Ray ' s  
observat ion that : 
The languages recorded by the Spaniards in the Solomon Islands in 1568 
are heard in the same places with little change at the present time 
after a lapse of nearly four centuries.  ( 19 2 6 : 2 )  
The pidginisat i on hypothe s i s , on the other hand , s imultaneous ly allows 
for the rapid lingui s t i c  change that must be posited and accounts for 
the diversity by point ing to the diversity in even the surviving NAN 
language s ,  not to mention the NAN language s that must have become 
extinct with the spread of AN languages .  
A fourth observat ion in support of the pidgini sat ion hypothe s i s  i s  
that MNAN languages tend to be s t ructurally simpler than eithe r  SAN or 
NAN language s .  According to Cape l l , the languages spoken by the 
Negritos who live in the highlands of the Phil ippine s are " structurally 
by far the most c omplicated of the AN language s "  ( 19 6 2a : 3 79 ) . In 
compari son , the MNAN languages are s imple ; that i s ,  they have few 
morphophonemic processes  and few obligatory formal distinct ions . 
Simplicity , in this sense , i s  one of the most salient features of  
pidgins and creoles . 
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A fifth ob servation which makes the pidgini sat ion hypothes i s  
attractive is  that MNAN languages t end to be typologically most s imi lar 
to the neare st NAN languages where the latter have survive d .  This i s  
shown i n  broad out line by Capell ( 1969 , 1 9 7 1 , 1 9 7 6 a )  and by the data 
presented here on An�m and Lus i .  The notion t o  be inferred from this 
is  that the peculiarities  of  individual MNAN languages can be attribut ed 
t o  NAN substrat a whi ch di ffer from place t o  p lace . 
As a s ixth factor sugge st ing pidginisat ion in the AN language s of 
Melanesia , it i s  notable that , part icularly in the AN language s of  
Eastern Melanesia , the number of ident i fiable AN cognat e s  t ends to be  
" in inve rse proport ion to the s i z e  of the is land on whi ch sett lement 
took p lac e "  ( Cape l l  1 9 6 2a : 39 4 ) .  That i s ,  AN languages on small is lands 
have more AN cognat e s  than do AN languages spoken on large i s lands . 
The explanation here i s  that sett lers on small is lands would have 
fewer indigenous NAN-speakers to assimi late and there fore the degree 
of sub s t rat um would be proport ionally l e s s . From this perspe c t i ve , 
the Po lyne sian Out liers are understood as the descendent s o f  Polynes ians 
who , because of  their superior marit ime technology , were ab le t o  s e t t le 
on t iny i s lands , uninhab itable by NAN-speaking Me lanesians , and maintain 
their language without a pidgini sation proces s .  Since most , i f  not all 
Polynesia was uninhabit ed be fore sett lement by the Polyne s ians them­
selves , the relative homogeneity of the Polynesian language s in com­
parison with other AN languages is  att ributable to the ab sence of any 
substrata . 
Finally , acc ording to Schmi t z , "there i s  a cultural cont inuum between 
Po lyne sia and Micronesia and Southeast Asia which does not t ouch New 
Guinea and Me lane s i a "  ( 19 6 2 : 4 1 9 ) . Furthermore , there is evidence 
indicat ing that , although the Me lanes ians are int ernal ly diverse in 
terms of their phy s ical anthropology , they are di s t inct from the 
surrounding is landers ( Howe l l s  1 9 7 3 , Simmons 1 9 6 8 ) . The inference to  
be drawn from this extralingui s t i c  information is  that , although the 
initial group s of AN-speakers settling Me lanesia must have been 
physic ally and culturally di s t inct from the indigenous NAN-speaking 
Melanes ians , they were both culturally and physically absorbed . 
Subsequent ly , re formulat ed AN languages and cultures were carried 
around by people s who were phys ically Melanesians . 
To me , the e�idence supporting the pidginisat ion hypothe s i s  is  
compelling . The theory ac count s for the diversity of MNAN languages 
and for their relatively simp le structures in compari son with either 
SAN or NAN languages without violating the ethnographic and physical 
data on the area . The pidgini sat ion hypothe s i s  also avoids the 
prob lems created by the neogrammarian approach t o  language change and 
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dive r s i ficat ion . 
The neogrammarian method emp loyed in comparative-historical lingui s­
tics tends t o  cull out the data that would otherwi se support the pidgin­
isat ion hypothe s i s . For examp l e , a linguist int erested in construct ing 
a genetic t ree for the AN languages of a part i cular area starts by 
eliminat ing the NAN languages from cons ideration , then proc eeds by 
discarding NAN etyma and structure s as irre levant t o  the t ask . The 
focus is on ident i fying AN mat erial for compari son with other AN 
mat erial . Books and art i c le s  dealing with the languages of  a part icular 
district of Melanesia usually have two sect ions - one for AN , another 
for NAN - which treat the two cat egories separat ely as though their 
contiguity were unimport ant . Hence , except for Capel l  ( 19 4 3 ,  1 9 6 9 , 
et al . ) ,  there i s  l i t t le accumu lation of data on the kinds of relation­
ships shared by contiguous AN and NAN language s .  Even Ray ( 19 2 6 )  who 
proposes  NAN sub s t rata for East ern Me lanes ian AN languages make s no 
other mention of the NAN languages in the area . To me , this is a 
c las s ic case of the assumptions of a model directing the invest igator 
in such a way that he/she cannot be confronted with anomalous data . 
5 . 5 .  C O N C L US I O N 
Because of the pauc ity of dat a avai lable on Melanesian languages in 
general , this  thesis i s  built upon an admitt edly limited picture of the 
lingui stic situation in We st New Brit ain . There is little information 
on the languages of the Lamogai fami ly contiguous with An�m and Lus i ,  
and little data i s  available on the Siasi language fami ly . Both areas 
of  knowledge would be re levant to the pre sent study . I t  i s  hoped that 
fut ure publicat ions wi ll ame liorat e this unfortunate situat ion . 
In addit ion , in order to provide a wider base of s upport for the 
pidgini sat ion hypothe s i s , more case studies are needed to look for 
suggest ions of pidgini sat i on in AN languages spoken in areas cont i guous 
with NAN language s .  Thi s requires that AN and NAN dat a from the same 
area be inve st igated t ogether instead of separat ely . 
A PP E Nv r x  A 
l O O - W O R D  S WA D E S H  L I S T  
The fol lowing l i s t  of  1 0 0  basic vocabulary items is  t aken from 
Swade sh ( 19 7 1 : 2 8 3 ) . Each item i s  accompanied by An�m and Lus i  t rans­
lations and prot o-forms re constructed for PAN , poe or other subgroup­
ings of AN repre sented in Wurm and Wilson ( 19 75 ) . The reconstruct ions 
are given only to demonstrat e the AN status of partic ular Lus i  items . 
The as sumpt ion here is that t o  have been reconstruct ed as a proto-form , 
the items must appear frequent ly in AN languages out s ide the West New 
Britain are a .  This  does not assume that each item o n  the Lusi list  
with a corre sponding AN reconstruc tion represents a direct inheritance .  
Such a leap would require a mas s ive ac cumulation of data that does not 
yet exist . 
An�m verbs and nouns are shown with pronominal suffix c las s codes 
according t o  the scheme outlined in Appendix B .  
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8 2  
I 
y o u  ( s )  
we ( In/I x )  
this  ( m/f ) 
that ( m/ f )  
who ? 
wha t ?  
n o t  
a Z Z  
many 
one 
two 
big 
Zong 
sma Z Z  
woman 
man 
person 
fi s h  
b i rd 
dog 
Z o u s e  
tree 
s e e d  
Zeaf 
r o o t  
bark 
s kin 
f Z e s h  
b Zood 
bone 
grease 
egg 
horn 
tai l  
fea ther 
hair 
head 
An�m 
u e  
n I n 
m i l)/m f n  
l e r / s e r  
l a n / s a n  
m � n  
g t m � n  
ma n t u  
b u n o  
b u no 
o • m l d e 
n i a k 
omba  
s � g � 1  
bo l d  
d o b a  I f  I) 
a x a l)  
doxam  
I a 
� kn t n  
k a u a  
s e l m  
a l)  
l a l l - k - 3  
k l - I - 2 r  
z l l l)o n - 2  
p a l a u - g - 3  
p a l a u - g - 3  
b e  
e s i n  
e xe - k - 3  
emze k 
n i l  - - 2  
. . .  
t a ba 
k i - I - 2 r  
k i - I - 2 r  
o g - I - 2 r  
Lusi reconstruction 
v l a u * a u  
veao  
t e l t a / v i a l  * t a i +* t a /  . . .  
n e  * e n l 
n a  * e n a  
s e i * n s a i 
s a u a  * n s a p a  
mao  
sa  I a I 
s a l a l  
e re * i s a 
r u a  * r u a  
p a r o l) a  
voru  
k a h a k u  
t am i n e * b a b i n a y  
t amon e  * I)ma n e  
t a n t a  * t a l)ma t a  
I h a * i ka n  
m a n u  *ma n u k  
k a u a  * I) k a u n  
t um a  * t uma  
a v e l 
p u a p u a  * b u a q  
l a u n l * n d a u n  
w a i' a i' l  
k u k u l i * k u  I I t  ' s kin ' 
k u k u  I I  * k u  I I t  
m e r a m e i' a  * me Ra  'red ' 
s I I)  I 
t u a t u a 
veve  
k a k a t o l u  * t o l u R  
h i  h i u * h i k u R  
I a u n  I * n d a u n  ' Zeaf ' 
l a u n l * n d a u n  ' Z eaf ' 
r a v a  
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An�m Lusi reconstruction 
eal" g e t - 3  t a l) a * t a  1 1 1)a 
eye e 1 - 1 - 1  r ma t a  *ma t a  
nose p I I) I - 1  r n u r u  * u s u  ? 
mouth bO I) - g - 3  awa * awa l) 
tooth 1 0 - g - 3  l uo * 1  i p o n  ? 
tongue e l e l) - g - 3  m a e  *maya  
c Zaw g l - s - l r  t a l 
foo t  t l - g - 3  a h e  *wa h a y  
knee bo l - s - l r  vo l vo l u  
hand t t m - n - l  1 I ma  * 1 i ma  
be Hy e t e l - k - 3  a po * kamp u l)  ? 
neck a g t m - k - 3  y a y a u l l 
breas ts i - I  - 4  t u r u  * s u s u  
heart d o k am - k - 3  w a s u  
'liver e l - k - 3  a t e t e  * a t a y  
drin k - i k - u n u  * i n um ? 
e a t  - Ql - 4  - a n i * k a n i 
b i t e  - I)a i - I)o t u  
see  - k e - 1 - 2 r  - ko n a  
hear - d e g i l) - k - 3  - 1 0 1) 0  * l o N o  
know - p u n - l r  - wa t a l  
s Z eep - s emi - t e l  - e no * e n o  
die - z i k/ - l k t l  ma t e  *ma t a y  
ki H - b - 3 / - pe l - 4 - r a u  * s a p u  ? 
swim - u s -wa i a  
fZy - i � - ro r o  
wa H - 1  I - l a l a o * l a kaw 
come - m e n  - n ama  
'li e  - s emi - t e l  - e n o  * e n o  ' s Z eep ' 
s i t  - s t k / - s t l  - ro a -
s tand - l t k/ - l u l  - y u n u - * G  i n i ? 
give - s n - l  r - p a - * p a n l 
say - u a l  - po s a  [ Bau I v o s a / J  
sun a d o  a ro * q a n s o  
moon k i t I) t a l ko 
s tar e i 1 t mo t a l a  * ( ma ) - n t a l a  ? 
wa ter komu ea u 
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rain 
stone 
sand 
earth 
c loud 
smoke 
fire 
ash 
burn 
path 
mountain 
red 
green/b lue 
y e l low 
whi t e  
b lack 
night 
ho t 
co l d  
fu l l  
new 
good 
round 
dry 
name 
l uo 
p a  
l a b u  
e l d t 
o l o k 
b t l  
km t 
g o x u b  
- pma - d - 4  
l U I) 
e b e t  
e x l h  
b l e  
l a l)o 
l a g u  
ma s t k 
l e l m 
p u a x  
p t t  
e l) l - l r  
Lusi 
awa i' a  
p a t u  
l a v u  
t a n o  
v u v u i' l 
vo s u  
r l l)a 
k a h u  
- t u n u  
e r a p u  
I u s  I 
5 1 1)5 I I)  I a 
v l v l r l l) a 
vo l vo r e  
a s o s o l)a 
vO l) i  
w a n  a n a  
p u p u  I I  
- o n u  
p a u  
p o e a  
k a p o l) a  
m l  5 I 
e r a  
reconstruction 
*q u n s a n  7 
* b a t u  
* t a n o  
[Bau / s l g a /  ' dry ' ]  
* t u n u  
* b l / r / u h + * s i l) a ( R )  7 
* bo R a b o R a  7 / * y a l)o 
* m b a l) i 
* p a n a s  
* b a R u h  
* ka p u l)  
* q a n s a n  
A PPENV I X  B 
AN�M  A N D  L U S I  P RONOM I NAL  A F F I X E S  
1 .  A N f M  PRONO M I NA L  P RE F I X E S  
The pronominal prefixes i n  An�m mark subj ect and oc cur only with 
verbs . They make dist inct ions in person , number , gender , and mood . 
Singular and p lural are distinguished in all persons ; mas culine and 
feminine are dist ingui shed in the third person singular only ; and , 
unlike AN language s ,  there i s  no distinction between inclus ive and 
exc lusive in the first person p lural . Realis and irrealis ( Q ) forms 
oc cur for all  persons . In addit ion , there i s  a third person imperative 
which makes no di st inct ions of  number or gender ; 
Realis I rrealis 
I s  a - d a -
I l s  . n i -n I - , A n a -n e - , n e - , n o - , 
I I Im u - d o -
I I  I f  l - d � - , d e -
Ip m t - ,  m l - m e - , me - ,  mo-
I Ip I) t - , I) 1 - I) � - , I) e - , 1) 0 -
I I Ip 1 - d � - , d e - , d o -
I I I 1mp 0 -
I n  each case where there are allomorphs , these are largely con­
ditioned by phonological rules of regres s ive vowel as s imi lation , such 
that the vowel of the prefix a s s imilat e s  in tongue pos ition ( front or 
back ) and in lip rounding to the vowel in the syllab le immediately 
fol lowing in the s ame word . 
An�m 
e n l  
devi t 
d e - fol - n l s  
QIIIf-eat-In 
'The  dev i t  wi t t  ea t  us ' 
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An�m 
e n l d e - il - I) f t  
dev i l  Ql ll f- e a t - I lp 
' The dev i l  wi l l  e a t  you ' 
Where there i s  no vowel in the s t em ,  or where the vowel i s  l a / , the 
base form , given first , occurs . The form I n a - I  ' lI s ' appears to o ccur 
only with I - k l 'go ' an irregular verb which occurs also with the 
unexpected forms Imo - , 1) 0 - , d o - I  in the plural irreali s . 
The irrealis can be derived from the rea l i s  by two rules : 
1 .  I d - I  i s  prefixed to all forms b e ginning with a vowe l ;  and 
2 .  all  high vowe ls are lowered to mid vowe l s . 
2 .  L U S I  P R O N O M I NAL  P R E F I X E S  
Except for the third person singular posses sive prefix ( Section B . 4 ) , 
treated here as though it were a suffi x , pronominal prefixes in Lus i , 
as in An�m , the Lus i prefi xes make no distinctions in gender or mood 
and , with only one except ion , have no allomorphic variant s .  This 
exception is I e - I  ' Il l s ' which occ urs only with I - r e y a l  'wan t ' instead 
of the regular I i - I ;  this is the only verb with an irregular prefix 
that I am aware of in Lus i . The third person imperative is indi s tinct 
from the third person s ingular . Unlike An�m , Lusi has a distinction 
between inclus ive and exc lus ive in the first person p lural . Thus , 
there are seven possible pronominal prefixes in Lus i . 
I s  I)e -
I I s  u -
I I Is l -
In t a -
Ix v l a -
I Ip a -
I I I p  t I -
3. A N EM P R O N OM I NA L  SU F F I X E S  
The An�m pronominal suffixes mark posses s ive s with nouns and 
obj e c t s  with verb s . Except in minor det ai l s , the s ame sets  are used 
wit h  nouns a s  with verb s . There are s everal set s ,  each condit icned 
morphologic ally ,: in an a lmost t otally arbit rary way , by the s t em with 
which it occurs . 
Most o f  the suffixes in An�m are composed of two segmentab le 
morpheme s . On the basis of the final morpheme , which makes distinc t i ons 
of  person , number , and s omet imes gender , four maj or classes  are 
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ident i fie d ; these are re flected in the identi fi cation code , numbered 
I to 4 .  The morpheme preceding thi s , usually a s i ngle consonant in 
form , dist inguishes s ub-sets  of  the four maj or categori e s . In the code , 
this i s  merely reproduced . Some paradigms have / - i r / and / - e r / instead 
of the expected / - i / and / - e /  re spect ively for the s e c ond person 
s ingular ; in the code for these , an / r /  i s  placed after the class num­
ber ; for example , s-l r ,  1-2 r .  Except for the s e c ond person s ingular , 
the s e  ' r-classe s ' are i denti c a l  in all other persons t o  the c la s s  
without t h e  / r /  in t h e  code . 
The fol lowing charts show the pronominal suffi x e s  used as posses sives 
with exemplary nouns . I have no confidence that this constitutes  an 
exhaustive account of the p o s s i b l e  paradigms in Anem . The chart s are 
arranged with the c las s code at the t op , over a gloss for the exemplary 
noun given immediat e ly be low . 
I s  
In 
Ix 
I I s  
I I p  
I I Im 
II  I f  
IIIp 
I s  
I n  
I x  
I I s  
I Ip 
I I Im 
I I I f  
I I I p  
" - 1  
' "lime powt;ler ' 
9 1  t m - i 
9 1  i m - i f') 
9 1  i m - t n  
9 1  t m - t 
9 1  t m - t f')  
9 1  i m - u 
9 1 i m - i m  
9 l t m - i  
" - l r  
' s h i n ' 
o b - i 
o b - i f')  
o b - i n 
o b - i r  
o b - i f')  
o b - u  
o b - t m  
o b - t 
n - 1  1 - 1  r 
, father ' 'eye ' 
t i t a - n - a i e i - 1 - i 
t i t a - n - i f')  e i - 1 - i f') 
t i t a - n - t n e i - l - i n 
t i t a - n - t e i - 1  - i r 
t i t a - n - f f')  e i - l - t f')  
t i t a - n - u  e i - 1 - u 
t i t a - n - t m  e i - l - i m 
t i t a - n - i  e i - 1 - t 
5 - 1  r u - l  
' knee ' 'garden ' 
bo l - s - i n a n - u - i 
, 
bo l - s - i f')  n a n - u - i f')  
bo l - s - i n n a n - u - t n  
b o l - s - i r  n a n - u - i  
b o l - s - t f')  n a n - u - f f')  
bo l - s - u  n a n - u - u  
bo l - s - t m n a n - u - t m  
bo l - s - t  n a n - u - t 
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111 - 2  1 - 2 1 - 2 r  
' spous e ' ' firewood ' 'head ' 
I s  d - e  a l) - I - e o g - I - e 
In d - e l)  a l) - I - e l)  og - I - e l)  
I x  d - � n  a l) - I - � n  o g - I - � n  
r r s  d - �  a l) - I - � og - I - e r  
rrp d - � I)  a l) - I - � I)  o g - I - � I)  
rrlm d - o  a l) - I - o o g - I -o 
I r r f  d - �m a l) l - � m  og - I - �m 
r r lp d - �  a l) - I - � o g - I - � 
1) - 2  k - 2  a k - 2  
'chi L d ' ' dog ' 'skirt ' 
I s  g i - I) - e  k a u a - k - e  d i d u - a k - e  
In g i - I) - e l)  k a u a - k - e l)  d i d u - a k - e l)  
I x  g i - I) - �n k a u a - k - � n  d i d u - a k - � n  
r r s  g i - I) - �  ka u a - k - �  d i d u - a k - �  
r rp g i - I) - � I)  k a u a - k - � I)  d i d u - a k - � I)  
1 1 1m g i - I) - o  k a u a - k -o d i d u - a k - o  
I r r f  g i - I) - �m k a u a - k - � m  d i d u - a k - �m 
r rlp g i - I) - �  k a u a - k - �  d i d u - a k - �  
111 - 3  k - 3  g - 3  
' ear ' 'ches t ' 'mouth ' 
I s  g � t - a  pom - k - a  b O I) - g - a  
In g e t - i l)  pom - k - i l)  b O I) - g - i l)  
Ix g h - t n pom- k - t n  bO I) - g - t n  
r r s  g h - t r  pom- k - t r  b O I) - g - t r  
rrp g h - t l)  pom- k - t l)  b O I) - g - t l)  
r r l s  g � t - t  pom- k - t b O I) - g - t 
r r lp g e t - i  pom- k - i bO I) - g - i 
Is 
In 
Ix 
l I s  
I Ip 
I I I  
I s  
In 
Ix  
l Is 
IIp 
III 
I s  
l I s  
II  1m 
I I  I f  
I s  
l I s  
I I Im 
I I I f  
0 - 4  
' tobaaao ' 
u a s - a t  
ua s - n i s  
u a s - n i t  
u a s - i r  
ua s - r) t t  
u a s - i t / - i i  
m - 4  
, sore ' 
b e t a - m - a t  
b e t a - m - n i s  
be t a - m- n i t  
b e t a - m - t r  
be t a - m - r) t t  
b e t a - m - t t / - t l  
Unique 
'skin ' 
ama t 
amo r 
omo t /omo l 
omo t /omo l 
Unique 
'but tocks ' 
p e l ex i  
p e l ex t r  
pe l ox u  
p e l e x t m  
8 9  
i - 4  d - 4  
'pork ' 'ma t ' 
a b a - i - a t  m t k - d - a t  
a b a - n i s  m t k - d - n i s  
a b a - n i t  m t k - d - n i t  
a b a - i r  m t k - d - i r  
a b a - r) t t  m t k - d - r) t t  
a b a - i t / - i l  m t k - d - i t / - t 
mo i - 4 
'sme Z Z ' 
t o - mo i - a t  
t o -mo - n i s  
t o - mo - n i t  
t o - mo - r 
t o - mo - r) t t  
t o - mo - t / - I 
Unique 
'buttocks ' 
5 i e x  i 
s i exe  
s i ox u  
s i exem  
Unique 
'faeaes ' 
p l e x i  
p I  exe 
p l oxo 
p I ex�m 
The use of An�m pronominal suffixe s t o  mark obj e c t s  with verbs is  
shown in the fol lowing partial paradigms . No attempt i s  made to show 
all  the pos s ible forms or c la s s e s . 
An�m 
u - s n - i  ' h e  gave ( i t )  to me ' !!I - I  r 
u - s n - i r  ' h e  gave ( i t )  t o  y o u ' 
u - s n - u  'he  gave ( i t )  to him ' 
u - s n - t m 'he  gave ( i t )  t o  h e r ' 
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An�m 
u - ke - I - e 'he  saw me ' 
u - ke - I - e r  'he saw you ' 
u - ko - I - o ' he saw him ' 
u - ke - l - em 'he  saw her ' 
u - b - a  'he hit me ' 
u - b - t r 'he h i t  you ' 
u - b - t  'he  hit  h im/he!' , 
u - u a i - k - a  ' h e  i s  ta t king about me ' 
u - u a i - k - t r  'he i s  ta t king about you ' 
u - u a l - I - e 'he is tat king to me ' 
u - u a i - l - e r  'he is  t a l k ing to you ' 
u - s ama - d - a t  'he  is  looking for me ' 
u - s a m a - d - I r  'he is looking for you ' 
u - be - I - a t  'he touched me ' 
u - b e - I r  'he  touch e d  you ' 
4 .  L U S I  P R O N O M I NAL S U F F I X ES 
1 - 2 r  
" - 3  
k - 3  
1 - 2 r  
d - 4  
1 - 4 
Unlike An�m , Lusi has two s e t s  of pronominal suffixes , one marking 
p o s s e s s ives with nouns , the other marking obj e c t s  with verb s . In nouns , 
three classes  are distinguished on the bas i s  of what the affix i s  
attached t o . With nouns for body parts and a few other i t ems , suffixes 
are attached directly t o  the s t em .  For edible obj e c t s , the suffixes 
oc cur with the preposed partic le l a / . For neutral obj ect s , the suffixes 
o c c ur with the preposed part i c le I l e / .  In the third person singular , 
there i s  a prefix inst ead of the expected suffix ; it has the form l a i - I 
with body parts and edible obj e c t s , but I e - I  with the parti c le I l e l 
marking neutral obj e ct s . 
In the verbal suffixes , the third person singular has three allo­
morphs I - n l . - I . "I which seem t o  be conditioned morphologically by the 
s t em of the verb . 
As with pronominal pre fixes , the Lusi pronominal suffixes distin-
gui sh inclus ive from exc lusive in the first person p lural forms . 
possessives obj ects 
I s  - v u  - V a u  
I I s  - m u  - y o  
I I I s  a 1 - .  e - - n  I .  - i , " 
In - r a  - v i t a 
Ix - m a l - v a i 
IIp - m l  - V l m l  
I I Ip - r I - r l  
A PPENV I X  C 
A N E M  A N D  L U S I  P H O N O L O G Y  
1 .  A N E M  P H O N O L O G Y  
A more detailed out line of Anem phonology is  given in Thurston 
( 1 9 76 ) ;  here , only a bri e f  summary is provided to act as a guide for 
the reader . 
Anem Consonant Phonemes 
bilab ial 
alveolar 
velar 
I p l  I t  I I k l  voi c e l e s s  stops 
I b l  I d l  I g l  voiced stop s  
Iml I n l  1 0 1  nasal resonant s 
I I I  lateral resonant 
I r l  I x l  trills 
l s I  voi c e l e s s  fri cat i ve 
I z I  voiced fricative 
The stop s and nasals are arti culated at the bilabial , alveolar , 
and ve lar posit ions . I b  d g l  have fricative allophones that oc cur 
with increasing frequency in intervoc alic posit ion and in rapi d  speech . 
I d l  alt ernat es freely with I r l in Rome words of the NAN stratum in 
Anem , but cont rast s  with I r l  in other words , part ic ularly those borrowed 
from Tok Pisin and AN language s .  I x l  i s  arti c ulated in post-ve lar 
posit ion . I r  x l  have voiced and voiceles s  allophones which a s s imi lat e 
in voi c e  t o  the environment . I z I  ranges widely from alveolar to 
palatal and from. fricative t o  affri cat e ,  the latter t ending t o  o c c ur 
in ut terance-initial position . The other consonants have their expected 
values . 
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An�m Vowe l Phonemes 
front unrounded 
I i i  
l e i  
l a l  
back unrounded 
I t  I 
l e i  
back rounded 
l u i  
101 
high 
mid 
low 
The high vowels a s s imilat e s light ly forward or backward to vowe ls  
in the fol lowing syllab l e s . They also have non-syllabic al lophones 
immediately be fore or after other vowe ls . I t  I is not attested in 
word-initial posit ion . The back unrounded vowel s  are res tricted in 
occurrence t o  words o f  the NAN stratum of An�m . 
The canonic shape o f  the An�m syllab le i s  ( C/TR ) V ( C ) , where C 
represent s any c onsonant , T any s t op , R any resonant or tri l l ,  and V 
any vowe l . The oc currence of s tre s s  remains t o  b e  ful ly analysed , but 
in general , it t ends t o  oc cur most frequent ly in penult imat e position 
on i so l at ed words . Thi s ,  however , is s ubj ect t o  other rule s in which 
the s t re s s  is moved from one syllable t o  another as the re sult of  
condi t i oning by other morpheme s . For e xample , I � do l  ' s u n ' has s t re s s  
o n  the first syllable when uttered alone , but o n  the second when 
immediately preceding I n t Qe l  as in l a d 6  n t Qe . . . 1 ' now tha t i t  was 
daytime . . . ' . Stre s s  is not attest ed as phonemic . 
2 .  L U S I  P HO N O L O G Y  
Details  o f  Lusi phonology are given in Count s ( 1 96 9 ) . The orthogra­
phy used by Coun t s  is s light ly revised here for convenienc e . His 
I� m b  n d Qg I  are replaced here with Iv b d gl  respect ively . 
Lusi Consonant Phonemes 
bi labial 
alveo lar 
I p l  I t  I 
I b l  I d l  
I v l  I r l  
I m l  I n l  
/ 1 1  
H I  
l s i  
Iwl  
velar 
I k l  voic ele s s  stops 
I g l  prenasalised voiced stops 
I y l  voiced s lit  fricatives 
I Q I  nasal resonants 
lat eral re sonant 
vo iced trill 
voi c e l e s s  groove fricat ive 
I h l  voic e l e s s  glot tal fricat ive 
semi-vowel 
Lusi Vowe l Phonemes 
front unrounded 
/ i l  
l e i  
central 
l a l  
back rounded 
l u i  
101  
high 
mid 
low 
9 3  
The linear phoneme s given i n  the above two chart s have the expected 
values as described . The canonic shape of the basic  Lusi syllab le is  
( C )  V ,  without initial consonant c lust ers or final consonant s .  In 
words of An�m origin , however , the shape TRVC i s  common . Except in 
words of An�m origin , stress tends t o  be penult imate ,  but in An�m 
borrowings , the stre s s  occurs on the same syl lable as it doe s in the 
An�m word pronounced in i solation . 
A P PE Nv r x  v 
1 .  T H E  AUSTRON ES I A N  AREA  
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A P P E Nv r x  E 
SAM P L E  T E XTS  
1 .  L U S I  T E XT S  
The following text in Lus i  cons i s t s  o f  several excerpt s  from a 
hist ory of Gavu Sae , one of the patri lineal groups in Kandoka . It i s  
t old b y  Jakob Mua , a man living in Kandoka , in 1 96 7 .  The text was 
kindly provided by David and Dorothy Count s ,  and was translated with 
the aid of Rick Goulden . 
1 .  . • •  I ro i -o t u  p a - n i t u v u i' u  t o n a rawa . 
spear i t-appear i n - i t  area yonder 
2 .  t l - p a - i' a u  I) a - n i I ro sa t l - ka ro 
they- causat i ve- fight w i t h - i t  spear and they-make 
3 .  ya mao . t a n t a  p a r O l) a  a i - e ra Av l o  I - vovo- r i  
4 .  
and n o t  man big his -name A v i o  he-ca Z Z- them 
e - l e  y a r l u  s a  t l - l u p u .  
his warriors and they-gather 
I - vovo- r l  
he-ca Z Z  them 
5 .  a i - t a t a r l  a s i r i a i - n a t n a t u  t i - l u p u  i - p o s a  
hi s -brothers they h i s - sons they-ga ther he-speak 
6 .  p a - r i  I - p o s a  ya e - r e y a , " t e i t a l o v o n e  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
11 . 
1 2 . 
to- them he-speak and he-say we ( In )  now 
t a - mo ro poea  mao . 
we- Z i v e  good n o t  
p a - n i a l - l a l a  r i o  y e rawa 
i n - i t  i t s - time down there 
i - n ama  r awa , t a - mo ro p oe a . 
i t  come there we - Zi v e  good 
l o v o n e  t a u n e  
now p Zace 
r l e n e  i r o i -o t u  p a - y l t a . . .  romo - y u 
face -my t h i s  spear i t - appear to-us ( In )  
i - ma l) a m a l) a  v a s a  t a - k ama r o  . . . 
i t - crazy then we-how 
sa t a - l a l a o 
so we-wa Z k  
t a - ko n a  
we - s e e  
i o ,  
a Zright 
t u v u i' u  e re poea t a - mo ro p a - n l . " 
area one good we- Zi ve in- i t  
I - k a k a - r l  e - l e  y a r i u  t l - l a l a o .  
h e -rouse- them his warriors they-wa Z k  
9 7  
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1 3 . t i - I a l ao p a - n l  e r a p u  y a  t i - r i o  y a  
1 4 . 
1 5 . 
they-wa L k  o n - i t  road and they-descend and 
t i - n ama , t l - v i s i  y a r i u  y a  
they-come they- take s h i e L d  and 
Q a - n i  • • . •  t i - r a e  t u t u i  
wi th- them they-ascend s traight 
i r o 
spear 
p a - n l  
t o - i t  
t omo 
toge ther 
I u s I 
mountain 
16 . r e r a v a  G a v u  . . . .  vO Q i  t i - k a ro l uma  
peak Gavu night they -make house 
1 7 . a y i a  ya t i - e n o . bO Q bo Q i t i - v o ko p a r e . 
18 . 
19 . 
g i nger and they - s L eep morning they-work again 
sa t a n t a p a r o Q a  e r e G a v u  a e a  
a n d  man big o n e  Gavu from 
Kaoroko  P a r a u , e - r e y a  I - I a l a o 
Kaoroko Fight he-wan t he-wa L k  
a i - e r a  Kaoroko , 
hi s -name Kaopoko 
ma h awa y a  
mere Ly and 
2 0 . I - l a ,  a l - t a Q a  e - re y a  I - I a  i - I o Q o - n l  
he-go h i s - ear i t-want i t -go he- hear- i t  
2 1 . k a v a s i pa t u  i - y u y u t u  a v e i i - p u p u t u - I 
axe s to n e  i t- sound tree they -break - thems e Lves  
2 2 . ya  i - r l r i o  t o n a r awa . " p a n a  s a p a r a  n e  
and they-fa L L  yonder p e op Le who thes e 
2 3 .  t i - h e r i  a v e l  i - r l r i o  p a - n i l e - y u  s a r u ?  
they-chop tree they-fa L L  i n - i t  my jung L e  
2 4 . l e - y u  s a r u  a d o  y a  a d o  p a n a  t l - I a l a l a o 
2 5 .  
26 . 
2 7 .  
my jung L e  day and day peopLe they-wa L k  
p a - n i m a o  . . . .  
i n - i t  not 
n e  m u y a . "  
these  fir s t  
Q a - I a l a l a o Q a - v e t a - r i  p a n a  
I-wa L k  I-ask - t hem peop Le 
1 0 ,  
a Lright 
i - I a l a l a o ya i - r a e  
he-waLk and he-ascend 
I - o t u  p a - r l . a s i r l ma t a - r l  I - n ama 
he-appear t o - them they eye- their they-come 
2 8 .  t l - k on a , e a i I - k o n a - r l  p a r e . s a  
t h e y - s e e -him h e  h e - s e e - them too and 
2 9 . t l -wa t a l G a v u  l e - r i  po s a - Q a  mao . 
30 . 
t h e y - unders tand Gavu their Language n o t  
e a i  i -wa t a i  a s l r i 
he h e - unders tand them 
l e - r i  po s a - Q a m a u  
their Language n o t  
3 1 . p a re . t i - po s a  Q a - n i  I l ma - r i . t i - ra e  
3 2 . 
3 3 .  
3 4 . 
t o o  they - speak with- them hand- their they-arise 
i - v e t a - r l , 
he-ask- them 
"am i u  a - I a  s o r a  y a  a - n ama ? "  
you ( I Ip )  you-go where and y o u - come 
s a  a s i r l 
and they 
I - r i o  t i - po s a  Qa - n l  
he-go-down they-speak with- them 
I i ma - r i  y a  i - n ama  p a - n l  t e - r ey a ,  
hand- their and they-come to- him they -say 
"v i a i  
we ( Ix )  
35 . v l a - k a ka - y a
'
i p a  I e -ma l t u v u i' u  s a s l y a n ea n e  
we- s tar t - o urs e Lves i n  our area bad thi s - h ere 
36 . y a  v i a - n ama  n e . p a n a  s a l a l  t i - ma t e , 
and we- come here p e op L e  many they-di e  
37 . t a m l n e s a l a l  t l -ma t e , k e k e l e  s a l a l  t l - ma t e , 
woman many they-di e  chi Ld many they-die 
38 . I) a - n i i r o • . . •  
by - i t  spear 
l ov o n e  I) a - ka ka - r l  l e - y u  y a r l u  
now I-rouse- them my warriors 
39 . ya v i a - h awa ya v i a - n am a  n e . "  . • .  
and we-fLee and we- come here 
4 0 . i o ,  Kaoroko P a r a u  e r awa I - r i o  i - v a r o  
a Lright Kaoro ko Fight that he-descend h e - ta L k  
4 1 . e - re y a , "0 t a r l - y u ! p o e a  t a o .  
he- say o h  brot her-my good very 
4 2 .  u - n a ma • . . .  " 
you -come 
Trans lat ion : 
poea  y a  
good and 
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( 1 )  . . .  There was war in  that area . ( 2 ) They fought wi th spears 
unti L they were ( 3 ) fin i s hed off .  A bigman by the name of A v i o  ca L L ed 
( 4 )  his warriors together . He caL L e d  ( 5 ) toge ther his bro thers and 
sons and spoke ( 6 )  to them say ing, "We , today, ( 7 )  are not rivi ng we L L  
In former time s ,  ( 8 )  we L i v e d  we L L ,  b u t  to day i n  this p Lace,  ( 9 )  war 
has come to us . . . . ( 10 )  I am di s traugh t ,  wha t are we to do ? . . .  L e t ' s  
wa L k  ( 11 )  and fin d  a good p Lace t o  L i v e  in . " ( 12 )  So h e  g o t  his 
warriors to Leave . ( 1 3 )  They wa L k e d  down 0 11 a road ( 1 4 )  in this 
dire ction,  carrying s h i e Lds and spears with them . 
( 1 5 )  . . . they wen t s traight up onto the mountain ( 1 6 )  peak, Gavu . . . .  
A t  night they made a house ( 1 7 )  o u t  of ginger and s Lep t .  In the 
morning they con tinued work . ( 18 )  A bigman from Gavu by the name of 
Kaoro ko, ( 1 9 )  Kaoroko the Fighter, just happened to want to take a 
wa lk, so ( 2 0 )  he went,  b u t  his ears fe L L  upon ( 21 )  the sound of s to n e  
axes a n d  t r e e s  cra s hing ( 22 )  down in  t h e  di s tance . "Who are thes e 
peop le  ( 2 3 )  chopping trees down in my j ung le ? ( 24 )  My jung L e  never 
has peop Le  wa Lking in i t  . . . .  ( 25 )  I ' L L  wa L k  over and a s k  these peop Le  
firs t . " ( 2 6 )  So, he wa l k e d  up ( 2 7 )  to t hem . They caught s ight of 
him . ( 2 8 )  He saw them too, b u t  ( 2 9 )  t hey did n o t  unders tand the Gavu 
Language . ( 30 )  He did n o t  unders tand their Language ei ther . ( 31 )  They 
spoke wi th their hands . They go t up and ( 32 )  he asked them. "Which way 
did you come from ? "  ( 3 3 )  and as he came down, they spoke wi th ( 34 )  
their hands t oward him, saying, ( 35 )  "We Left our bad area ( 36 )  and 
have come here . Many people have di ed, ( 37 )  many women have died, 
many chi L dren have di ed, ( 38 )  in warfare . . . .  Now I have got ten my 
warriors ( 3 9 )  and we have fled to this p Lace . "  . . .  
( 4 0 )  Then, KaoPoko the Figh ter came down to cha t, ( 4 1 )  saying, "Oh 
bro ther ! Very good . I am g Lad that ( 4 2 )  you have come . . . .  " 
1 0 0  
2 .  A N E M  TEXT 
The following t ext in Anem i s  an excerpt from a story t old by Iona , 
a woman living in Karaiai , in 1 9 7 8 . It has been trans cribed with the 
help of Hendrik Sasalo of Pude li Q .  
1 .  . . .  I - m e n  a I - m e n  a I - g e x - t l  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
they- come and they-come and they- descend-p 
a - x - t P i s u o l  a l ex a n  n l a k I - s  t 1  I 
t o - i t  P .  River and they two they-remain and 
t a - l e ,  "dogo  me - g e x - t 1 a n e - k e s l a - x - t 
y o u - h o l d  onto then when we-descend-p and 
d l d u - a k - e 
s ki r t-my 
kexe s 
s t rong 
I - s e g - t l  a 
t hey -dre s s -p and 
I m e a k  m e - g e x - t 1 . " t a - l e 
and we- two we -descend-p then 
d l d l  I - Qo b u  I d - em 
enough she -precede and husband- her 
6 .  u - l ex e m - t m  I - m e n  a I - Q l t s a s a  
he-fo l low- her they-come and they-fo l low k . tree 
7 .  I -m e n  a I -m e n  a d - e m  u - k e s l 
they- come and they-come and husband- her h e - h o l d  
8 .  a - x - t d l d u - a k - em . u - ke s l a - x - t kexe s a 
onto s kirt-her he-ho ld o n to - i t  firm and 
9 .  n t Qe l e x a n  n l a k l - p l k - t 1 .  I - p l k - t l  I - g e x - t l  
then they two they-jump-p they-jump-p they-descend 
1 0 . a n t Qe I - I  a - x - t a g o n u  a n t Qe , 
and then they-appear in � i l lage and then 
1 1 . G a l l k l  s e x a , e l d e - n - t m kan e l - n - t m I - ke - l - em .  
Ga l i ki t h i s  mother-her and fa ther-her they - s e e - her 
1 2 . " n l n  n t - g e 7 "  "ue a - g e  d a - s t k  ama l a - g e  
y o u  you-want I I-want I-s tay but I-want 
1 3 .  d a - ke - l - e Q  I a - g e  d a - me n  a - l - e Q  l a l e  
1 4 . 
1 5 . 
I - s e e -you and I-want I-come to-you and thus 
a - m e n  l e r . "  
I-come here 
. a - x - I e n e . 
i n t o  house 
" u a , ma i m ! "  I n t Qe I - k e l - l  
oh true and then they - en ter-p 
J - k e i - l a - x - t e n e  a n t �e , 
they-en ter i n t o  house and then 
1 6 . I - s f l , d - em p a l a - mo - t  s o l i m l Q  
they - s i t  and husband-her s k i n - h i s  like  us ( In )  
1 7 . pma g a  m l Q m f - s t l  a - x - t a g o n u  e l a b a b a  pma g a  
s t i l l  u s  we- live  i n  v i l lage l iving s ti l l  
1 8 .  l e r  a u - g e x  a n t Qe , 1 - 1 - 0 
19 . 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
here and he -descend and then they- take- him 
u - ko n  u - k  u - ke l a - x - f t e b l l a  I I - s e - x - f 
he -go he -go he -enter into bow l and they- p l u c k - i t  
d e k  l a l e ' t o - mo - t  t o - mo - t  l a l e  . s e u x e Q a  
thing that sme l l - i ts sme l l - i ts that fragrant-herb 
s o l i p l n d l  a Qa l xexe  a ma t a l m b u t a  1 e 
that l i k e  k . herb and k . herb and k . herb 
2 2 . I - s o - x - u  u - ke l  a - x - t e l l o - x - t t e b l l a  
they-p luck - i t  i t -enter into i n s i de - i t s  bow l 
2 3 .  
2 4 . 
2 5 . 
a t e b l l a  
and bowl 
u - s e m . 
and he- He 
on u l a l � 
peop le  that 
I n t Q �  I - Q o - t  u - k e l a - x - t 
and then they- t hrow-him he- enter i n t o - i t  
I - k l - u u - s �m . u - s � m  I 
they - h i de-him he - l ie he- remain and 
I - Q e - d - t  box u a , l a l e  I - d e t a  
they-become - i t  wounded those they-a long 
2 6 . I - p e p e l - I t  l ex a  I - t l a l  a 
they - k i l l - them they they - e a t  D e r r i s ugl i n o s e  and 
2 7 . I - g e l �g t m  I e  I - S � Q - k - t t o - mo - t 
they- hand- themse lves  they t hey -sme l l - i t  sme l l - h i s  
2 8 .  I I - m � n  a I - g �  d e - t  I 
and the y - come and t hey -wan t they - ea t - him and 
2 9 . I - Qo - I P ' Q ' - '  l - g � - Q t s Q t s  k a n - o , I - I I 
30 . 
they- throw n o s e - t h e i r  t h e y - s niff for- him they-wa l k  
i - x a l ama i I s e x a n  
they -detour frus trative a n d  she 
i - k i - u 
she- hide - him 
31 . k�x� s u - s �m u - s �m u - s em a a , I - g e n  
3 2 . 
s ecure h e - remain h e - s leep he-rema in and they -make 
a n l Q a omba  
feast big 
I n t Q e  I - t I n t Q e  
and then they-eat - i t  a n d  then 
3 3 . 1 - 1 -0 u - i a n t Q � I - ko- I - o 
s h e - take-him he -appear and then they-see-him 
3 4 . I n t Q� t a l �  I - ka n - o  I - s t l  l oxod o . 
and then then they -wi t h - him they - l i v e  continue 
Translat ion : 
1 0 1  
( 1 )  . . .  They came a l ong down ( 2 )  to the Pisuoi River (which emp t i e s  
into A lu lu ,  the i n l e t  where one of the spiri t vi l lages is  located) an d 
sat  down . ( 3 ) Then, (she said) , "when we go down , h o l d  ( 4 )  firm ly 
onto my skirt and you and I wi l l  go down . " ( 5 ) When they had fini s hed 
g e t ting dres s e d  up (in ceremon i a l  garb ) ,  s h e  went  �irst whi l e  her 
husband ( 6 )  fo l l owed her, and they wa l k e d  a long the  tree (which l eads 
to the spirit v i l lage ) ( 7 )  and as they came , her husband h e ld ( 8 ) firm ly 
onto her s ki r t . ( 9 ) Then, the two of t hem jumped down ( 10 )  and then 
appeared in the  v i l lage . ( 11 )  Ga l i k i  ( the woman)  was s e e n  by h er 
mother and fa ther, (who said, ) ( 1 2 )  "wha t are you up to ? "  "I was going 
to s tay , b u t  I wan ted ( 1 3 )  to s e e  you and I wan ted to come to you and 
thus ( 14 )  I have come here . " "Oh, rea l ly ! "  and then, they entered 
( 1 5 )  the  house . When they were in  the house , ( 1 6 )  they sat down , but 
her husband 's  s kin was like  o urs , ( 1 7 )  ( li k e )  us s ti l l  l i v ing in 
v i l lag e s ,  s t i l l  � l i ve ( 18 )  here , so  when he had gone down, they put  him 
( 1 9 )  i n t o  a wooden bow l as they picked ( 20 )  things that sme l led, 
fragrant herb s ,  ( 21 )  like  / p l n d l / ,  / Q a l x e x e /  and / ma t a l m b u t a / . ( 2 2 )  
they picked i t  and put  i t  inside the wooden bow l ( 2 3 )  and they put  him 
i n t o  the bowl ( 2 4 )  where he was kept h i dden, whi le  ( 2 5 )  the  peop le  
who had been fa ta l ly wounded, those who had comm i t ted suicide ( 26 )  those 
1 0 2  
w h o  h a d  eaten (poi s onous ) derris root and ( 27 )  had hange d thems e l v e s ,  
t h e y  sme l l ed h i s  odour ( 2 8 )  a n d  came wan ting to eat h i m  a n d  ( 29 )  they 
turned their noses sniffing for him, (but) they walked ( 30 )  around him 
in vain whi le  s he kept him h i dden ( 31 )  s e cure ly . He remained 8 0  un ti l 
they prepared ( 32 )  a feas t ,  and when they had eaten i t ,  ( 3 3 )  s h e  
brough t  h i m  o u t  for them to s e e . ( 34 )  After thi s ,  he went on l i ving 
with t hem . 
ENVNOTE 
Rick Goulden , who has been continuing research on Lus i ,  has 
informed me that my phonological analysis of  Lus i cont ains an 
error . What I have been writing as /w/ in Lus i conceals a contrast 
between non-syllabic / 0 /  and l u i . Thus , / w a s i /  ' tobacco ' should be 
/ u a s i / ;  / -wo r e /  'padd Z e ' should be / - u o r e / ; / w a r o /  'vine ' should be 
/oa r o / ; /wa n a n a /  ' h o t ' should be / o a n a n a / ; and s o  on . I am grat e ful 
t o  Mr . Goulden for point ing this out t o  me . Readers should consult 
forthcoming publicat ions from Mr . Goulden for clarifi cat ion of thi s . 
1 0 3  
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